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Sabbath in New
—

22,

and we saw

Ahem,

“\| when

Some Hebrew tale or parable. The sky
Came close to earth, as bending to let down
The glory of the New Jerusalem.

That sweet, old-fashioned day has left us now,
With inspirations and With presences
Which never can return, | It is a part

Of our Jost Puritan inheritance.
Whatever better this new time has brought,
- Never again the land shall know the rest,
That expressible calm.
+r

Sam's a rm.

1st, a merry party. of over seventy newspaper editors, correspondents and, friends.

The clergy were represented by a dozen
ministers, and several theological and col-

lege professors. Agriculture was cared for
by several editors of agricultural papers,
and the whole make up of the party was

most pleasant.

called

a “‘ wild train,” ranning on our own timetable, and minding nothing but to keep out
of the way of the regular trains, and be
happy.
s
‘Our first day's ride was over that magnificent railroad, the Pennsylvania Ceniral. We passed the Centennial grounds at
Philadelphia, where the buildings are already well commenced for the Exposition

next year, and rode through beautiful farm
land and villages along the road, along the
bauk of the ** Blue Juniata,” frequently going at a speed of more than a mile a minute.
Stopping at Altoona—where
the loyal
governors of the Stales met for council dur-

ing the darkest days of the Rebellion, We
at

sunset, we went over the Alleghanies at that
where

the
and

then turns to run back to get the required
elevation, and finally stopped at Pittsburg,
444 miles away from where we started.
Next morning we were riding through
feniile Ohio, and, later in the day,

guns, fire-

stands

of

train

arrived,

the

patriotism
bands

came

shower, and

the

rush

for

cover, and the perfect despair of others
who stood still, feeling that they could get

a most

tha! their

luughable pict.

ravages

had

been

greatly exaggerated in (he reports sent East.

"We left New York for California on July

Bend,

our

conclusion

——

Shoe

of the true

through

_ At Omaha we

are

half

way

across

Continent, and here we will rest,
EE

Church

the

S.

Sea

Membership.
—

Mauch has been said of late concerning the
relation of baptism to church membership.
It will aid us in coming to an understanding
of this question, if we shall be able first to

determine what the church is.

We may get

some evidence as to what the church ought
to be, if we examine the apostolic church
and see what it was. It will then remain
for us to compare the church as it was with

the church as it i3;.and to’ determine the relation of our denominational organizations
to the church in the apostolie idea of it, and
if we shall find that the two differ, we way

able. Of course in this we refer to the vis
ible church, to the organic church, not the
invisible and inorganic.
My first position (8 that the church of any

evidence of this is found in the fact that we

ful and loving words which one would carry, with him through the week, making his

ion,

path pleasanter and the sunshine brighter
all the day, frdm having heard them.
In the afternoon we attended Moody's
Sunday school. Although the founder was
away in England,
still many handred of
children of all de
inations gather every
Sunday to. be taught by faithful, earnest
which

he

has

nowhere learn of persons, afler the crucifixyet

who

were

remained

There

1ecognized

separate

was no

class

from the church.
Christians

were

as pious, and

from

the church.

of Christians

The

church

distinct

and

the

terms which included one

and the same set of persons.

My second position is that these persons
were informally received into the church
and excluded’ from it.
A recognition

of

piety admitted them

to

the church;

established, The children are
gathered a recognition of. apostacy excluded them
from the poorer classes of the city, and the from it. The fact that no votes are recordbuilding itself is very plain, and, as yet, ed or spoken .of is certainly favorable to
only one story is finished. It was the fourth, ‘this position.
On the other hand many of

of July.

Outside, the noise of fire crackers

aud fire arms filled the air, and it was a
great gala day, but mn the church hundreds
of children sang beautiful and simple songs
Bf praise, and received instruction from

the

. Word of Life. Inside the church it was the
good old New England doctrine of respecting the Lord’s day, while outside, in the
streets,

stores

were

open,

picnic

parties

were riding to the Park or sailing on the
Lake, and the German population were
making it a holiday, I could not help
questioning whether over this fair west. the
good old puritanic customs would rule, or
the liberal, with his free thought and freer
life, bear the sway.
Leaving Chicago early on Monday morn-

ing, we rode all day

through

Cam
- meetings
p
and Sunday.

ship was gone, they were to the chiirel as
" We have felt for a few weeks that the
heathen men no longer members of it, ©
Methodists could not well afford to bear the
Let it not be inferred from this thatithe responsibility ofso much Sabbath
-breaking
church was not anorganic body. Ithad as has attended some -of ‘their camp-meetits officers—at least in some cases—trans- ings the past summer. A weelag
o we
acted’ its ‘business and votes were taken. quoted a sentence or two from Zion's HerA list of members might bave been made ald which indicated that (hat paper ‘was not
out, but as to the working we need not in- ‘wholly at ease over the matter.
In the
quire here. Jt is enough for our present same paper this week we find an article
by

Number

vinead that “there never was a time when:

might be converted,” I.found afierwards
that he had charge of the ice-cream saloon,

mind ; and,” it adds, “in spite of the liber--..
alism of the day, never was there a time
when freedom of the mind was in greater”
danger of béing crushed than itis in these
closing years ol the nineteenth century,”

Where the question of holding over the Sab-

Ultramontanism was more rampant than it.
bath was debated, and a brother was spe- is now ; or when Papalism
was more arrocially earnest, and spoke of th® “souls that gant in demanding
control of the human

and never attended any of the spiritual
meetings. Bus let us not judge him too severely, when Presiding Elders have been

the fertile

prairies of Illinois, reaching the Mississippi
m the afternoon, and crossed over into
Iowa. I have no doubt everybody who re‘members the long line on the atlases they
studied in childhood,
will expect to find a
grander and larger stream than we found
that day. © Isimply washed my hands in

the phrases which

describe the reception or

expnlgion of members, plainly indicate that
no vote was taken.

Forexample, ‘“‘And the

Lord added to the church daily such as
shouldbe saved.” Saul ‘assayed ito-join
himself to the disciples” but they would not
receive

him,

because

they

*‘‘ believed

not

that he was a disciple.” But Barnabas took
him to the apostles and declared his conversion,

‘‘and

he

was

with

them coming in

and going out.” Simon believed, was baptized and continued with Phillip ; but Peter
said to him, “Thou hast neither part nor lot

in this matter, for thy heart is not right in
the sight of God.” He was reckoned in the
church, and then when

his impiety was re-

cognized he was reckoned out of it. Another case of apostacy is recorded on this
wise: “From that time many of his disciples went back and walked no more with
him.” Jesus says: ‘‘ If he neglect to hear
the church let him be to thee as a heathen
man and a publican,” These indicate a reception of members,

not

by

church, but without a vote.

a vote of the

on
i

a recogni-

The

Examiner

other hand,

and

believes

Chronicle,

that

on the >

*‘the only

really

serious danger to be apprehended in connection with

the

various

phuses

of the:
and Members Against the Sabbath.” The. at instanc
es of dishonesty in men who pro- | ‘Catholic question’ in this country, is fronx
following extracts fairly present the article : fess
is
and seem to énjoy religion; but the the apathy of Protestant ‘Christians, and
I'do not charge Methodist ministers and “mora
l
obliquity” that would thinkit right those who, from conyiction, act with then
laymen
with
combini
ng
in opposition to Romanist. pretensions.” It
or
conspiri
ng
for to promote Sa
[

membership in the apostolic church, piety in

the soul was the only pre-requisite.
ih
will startle many; but is it
true ? They certainly had no Calvinig
Arminian creed to which candidates must
subscribe. There were no high church offi

cials, except Jesus their Saviour, to whom

they must. swear allegiance.
probation was necessary

No period of

for admission: to

the recognized
and avowed
troying the Sabbath in ow

the church of which Paul

enking to wake moncrowd,” would find adds that if Protestauts are.on the wlert to

purpose Ades ey by “victualing
cov ty, oi 1 an excuse ‘for an

Mg that inclination

do expliitly charge certain Methodist min- would pyompt or ilerest suggest.
Isters and members with

le will appear when we

consider

the

exact

state

force, by protest, by vote, by precept and
I by example, against all camp-meetings that

of facts, which

will present as concisely as possible :
1.

Without

a conscientious

of the Sabbath,

grace.

2.

admit transient

observance

Christians ;can not grow in

Without that reverence for the

the Sabbath which

makes

ita holy day

"it

becomes a - holiday, and the youth who

visitors on Sunday.

IS = 3

American

Tract ‘Society.

* The following extract from

the editorial

spendit as a holiday, haye fifty-two days of columns of The Christian Banner for Octoterrible temptation every year; and the ma- ber, will be interesting to the many friends

Jority of them will live; without

while immense

sipated

and

religion,

of the: American Tract Society, Boston :

numbers will become dis. | Since the extinguishment of the heavy
for this life debt of this Society, its condition has been

reckless—ruined

encouraging in the extreme. When a business
man has paid ‘his debts, and is in a
sion
of
secular
business,
of
all
games,
of
tism ? If so they were re-baptized.
How- |
ever this may be, certain disciples mention- unnecessary travel, and of general visiting, condition not to incur new, ones, he feels
that his prospects

ed in Acts 19, were

baptized unto Chuist;

after having
veceived Jobn's baptism.
Apollos ‘“‘spake and taught diligently the
things of the Lord, knowing only the baptism of Jobn,” and after the way of God
was expounded to him more perfectly, the:
brethren wrote exh
disciples of
Achain to receive him. And\who were
these brethren at Ephesus who gaye Apollos
his letter, but the ones who had Wt heard

rebuke Popery, it will not
holds out this reflection : **And

and
then, above

pursuinga course
It may be thought Ly some that the and beyond all, there is.an unseen but
whose tendency.is Hirect and powerful to writer is opposed to camp-mee
mighty power at workg to thwart all the
tings, and
uproot and

Just here some one mays ask

Now what was the fact so far as we can
learn the practice of the apostolic church?
The ‘apostles themselves ‘were bapt

and *‘ that which is to come.”

8.

Snspen-

and the devotion of the day to rest, quietuess, meditation and public and family and

are good indeed, for he

can work to the very best advantage, He
to suffer wher the
markets are stagnant; for his rents, and

private worship, are essential toa due ob- is, however, obliged
servance of the Sabbath ; this for the Chris-

tian, while youth should be taught, and the
general irreligious population persuaded
as far as possible ‘‘ not to break the Sabbath” by work, travel or dissipation. 4.
For several years a systematic attempt has
been made to. introduce a ** continental
of the Holy Ghost and whom Paul after- Sabbath,” here. The French and Germans
favor it, and hate our ‘‘ Puritan” Sabbath,
wards baptized unto Christ? “It seems evi- and the irreligiou
s and infidel classes of
dent froma the above, thst John’s baptism
the population generally, as well as the
and Christ's were ne¢ co-ordinate, and that
persons were reckoned disciples and acted Roman Catholic chureh, throw their influas a church’ who had not yet received ence in the same direction. 5. Railroads
and

steamboats

began

very

cautiously to

the salaries

of

salesmen, at

such

times,

make large subtractions from his lessened
profits,
~ This Society, by separating its business
from its benevolent operations, has, 10 a
great extent, made itself eR
of the
state of trade. When the sale of Looks is
large, the Society's profits

aro

angmented,

and it has more ability to supply its publications to the needy. When the book market is dull, the profits

are less, of course, but

cunning devices and ‘dogged

perseveranee

of the Papacy—the Holy Spirit.” * This,”

it says, ‘is substantial ground df hope, and

on this ope we rest our conviction of the

continugd
safety of all those noble institutions which are needful to the growth of in-

telligence

And

the people.”

the spread of truth

.

Rud

among.

tu

Events of the Week.
]

—

re

END OF THE FALL RIVER STRIKE.

*

The strike of the Fall River weavers is

ended, so far as the

cerned.

herents

operatives

are

con-

resolution

was

‘At a meeting called by the ad-

of

the strike,

a

passed by a large majority, favoring a return to work at the present reduction, as
soon as the mill doors are opened.
MISSISSIPPI REPUBLICANS,
A delegation of Mississippi Republicans
have presented to the Attorney-General
their views of the present condition of af--

fairs in Ne State, asserting that while there-

were no disturbances at “present, there was

always fear of them, and, that the assistance of the United States was absolutely essen-tial. They have gone back to devise means

for their own support.
THE MAINE ELECTION.

The State election in Maine, on

Monday

of last week, called oul an ‘especially large
vote, probably nearly 20,000 larger than
last year, and resulted in large Democratic
gaius. Two hundred and sixty-four towns:
thus far reported, give an aggregate vote:

of 86,576.

Selden Conner (Rep.) had 45,-

035, and Charles
541; Republican
year the

aggregate

W. Roberts (Dem.) 41,majority, 8,494.
Last
vote

was

72,381, and

the Republican majority, 9,433.
MEXICAN WAR VETERANS.
The New York association of veterans of
tho Mexican war celebrated the twentyeighth anniversary of the capture of the

city of Mexico,

Tuesday.

Veterans

num-

of

salesmen

bering over 100, assembled at Worth’s monument, where they were formed in proces-

will open to us—or we shall upen

ways for

is working hard
to bring about a revolution

it has none of those
ware-housg

heavy

expenses

rents and salaries

for

and business managers {6 pay, which, un- sion by Gen. JH. Hobart Ward, and prodeedder the old-fashioned way of carrying on ed down Fifth avenue to Broadway, where
benevolent publication! societies, proved so they embarked on a steamer for East River
onerous as to materially cripple the institu- Park, where an oration was delivered by
tion and to eat into the funds given to the ex Senator Pugh, of Ohio.
Society for sacred purposes.
ALABAMA FINANCES.
The officers of The American Tract SoThe report of the finance and tax commitciety have reduced.its. expenses to the min- tee to the constitotional convention, held in
imum, and have the satisfaction of feeling Montgomery last week, shows an exhaustthat its affairs are so simple. and so thor- ed treasury, with a total indebtedness of the
oughly under control that there is no dan- State of $29,000, and taxable peopeity
of
ger of embarrassment or of heavy increase only $15,000,000 ; they say that full payment
talk, had much ‘more influence in deciding Sabbath-breakers, and do all that they can of expense in carrying on
the good work.
| of the debt is impossible, and the State neyhis relation to the church, than any observ- to strengthen their hands. By holding their
dull
very
been
has
books
for
market
The
er can resume payment of the interest until
meeting
over
Sunday,
and
“admitting exance of forms. If he had piety he was a
for some time past, and yet our new pub- the debt is adjusted to correspond with the:
cursionists
to
the
grounds,
they
give
railmember even without the forms. If he
lishers report a considerable increase of diminished resources. The commissioners,
had not piety, no previous observance of road and steamboat companies the excuse sales during the first half year of
their con- however, are sanguine they can reduce the
for
running
on
the
Sabbath
which
they
forms continued him in connection with the
tract, which is very encouraging, since the debt to $10 000, exclusive of the educationeagerly
desire.
‘*
We
go
to
carry
people
to
church, In any of our towns the residents
increase is over the sales of the most busy al and trust funds, the interest on which
know the persons in the town who are re- church,” is the ready answer. Not only so, season of the previous year.
will not exceed $420,000 per annum.
Thebut
they
tempt
Christians
to violate the
garded as Christians. Some of them are not
We trust that now all those churches committee will recommend an article onSabbath,
and
give
all
youth,
who
are
natmembers of any denominational organizawhich formerly gave so liberally to us will taxation in accordance with the above, ami
tion ; they have been recently converted. Not urally impatient of restraint, a plausible ex- renew-their connection with us. “We have,
also specify a number of economical meascuse
for
“aking
a
trip.”
-altthe members of the denominational organias it is, been enabled to increase our grants, ures, so that the total State taxation
will
Besides,
the
ranning
of
these
trains
gives
zations are included in this number ; some do
and have received many most cordial let- not exceed three-quarters of one per cent.
a
show
of
justice
to
the
clamor
of
the
Gernot'seem pious. But all those recognized as
ters of thanks for our gifts, from all parts
FAVORABLE NEWS FROM HERZEGOVINA.
pious go to make up the body of Christians mans, and all who sympathize with them, of the country,
The latést official advices from Herzegoin that place, and additions to this number for excursion trains and open *‘ gardens” on
the
Sabbath.
No
beer
garden,
no
twenty
vina
are satisfactory. The insurgents now
are made by the simple "act of the pecson
such gardens ever made as great a disturb- Exchange Notes
and Quotes. appear willing to negotiate with the conhimself in receiving Christ as his Saviour.
ance, for twenty piles round about, as a
suls. The latest encounter terminated in
This company of persons in the time of the
Sunday camp-meeting always does.
The Congregationalist has sent one of its favor of the Turks,
The emigrating famiapostles was the church of Christ, visible, The railroads, which are for public accomeditors to “‘interview” the Twin Mountain
lies are beginningto return.
organized, including all the resident Chrismodation, can not be expected to furnish ‘Sunday services, and renews the opinion
RAID ON THE SOCIALISTS IN RUSSIA.
tians, receiving persons without a vote pn a
excursion trains only for Christians, and to that ‘‘after all has been said that can be
It is stated that 612 men and 158 women
recognition of faith in Jesus, dismissing ask every man who buys a ticket ‘if *¢ he is
them without a vote when they failed to going to seek religion,” so that two-thirds said on the favorable side, there still re- have recently been indicted in Russia, of:
walk with Jesus.
Happy church! No go merely for the cheap trip, and a general mains an immensely preponderating evil in whom 265 were arrested for participation
the system, which should deprive it of the in the socialist hovement.
The procureurlists of members in full standing and mem- excursion business is carried on,
:
countenance of Christian people.”
general, in the indictment, says that socialbers ¢¢ without the privilege of voting ;” no
1. There is not time enough during six
wwf
ism is rapidly spreading throughout the
examinations in sectarian theology; no days for the meeting. It so, let admission
creed except belief in Jesus; mo fear of inempire.
The most ardent of the propoThe
Christian
Union,
in
commending
be denied on Sunday to all not there with
gandists of the movement belong to the upjury from unvion with those united “with
tents. This has been tried, and succeeded Mr. Moody's project and methods of seekper classes. Among the indicted are reChrist ; laying vn thy members no greater
admirably. But the ‘‘fathers” found time ing a revival of religion in this country, says
burden than those necessary things; true to
tired officers, justices of the peace, officials
that
“first
of
all,
we
need
to
have
in
ourenough in six days, and there were many
the Leader in receiving all who were dear
selves a deep sense of the goodness of God of all grades, and several ladies of high fammore conversions then than now.
to him.
JONES,
and the love of Christ. We need to catch ily. He says the socialists only await the
2. Some who come for the ** excursion * the spirit of Christ himself toward men; to opportunity, such as foreign war, to organmay be convicted. It a hundred were, it sympathize wilh them in their. wants and ize a revolution at home, and put into prac-We might as well expect té crush a giant would not compensate for the “doing evil
troubles; to yearningly desire that they tice their extravagant ideas,
with a straw as to enter, nppon spiritual con- that good may come.”
But the fact is, the may be lifted into the nobility and sweetSAN DOMINGO,
flict with carnal weapdiit.
disturbance at the meeting by the greatness ness and hope of a true Christian life, We
Puerto Plata dates of the 27th ultimo,
Satan can not cast out Suan. ‘Sin can not of the crowd on Sunday, is so great that, need to cultivate in ourselves this disposi- state that the revolutionary movement undrive out sin. My anger can not drive out with the exception of some exciten:ent oc- tion, by prayer, by communion with God, der Gomez, al Larega, a short time ago,
another man's covetousness; my petalance casionally gotten up about the stand, the and by opening our eyes and our hearts to was promptly suppressed, and Gomez fled
or sneer can not expel anofber's extrava- general religious tone of the meetingis per- the real necessities of the people around us. to the woods. It is affirmed that ex-Presi:
When we are thoroughly in earnest, ways dent
gance. The meekness of Christ alone has ceptibly lowered.
Christian = baptism,

an

ili

into being encroach on the Sabbath; but up to quite
was composed largely of persons who had recently there was a sentiment that kept
not yet received Christian baptism. We do Christians off the trains and steamboats on
not in this disparage the importance of Sunday, and it was powerful enough to debaptism
; we speak of it in its relation to ter all but reckless youth from turning the
church membership and hold that as re- Lord's Day into a period of open dissipa~
gards membership it was not made a con« tion.
It is at this crisis, with this battle raging,
dition of it. When a person was recognized as a pious believer in Christ, he was with all reverence for the Sabbath passing
from that moment reckoned as one of the away, that: these Methodist ministers and
church, and the persou’s daily walk and members ally themselves with God-defying

power, The charity which desires anoth.
er's goodness above his own well-being—
that alone succeeds in the work
tion,.—F. W. Robertson.

of restora-

8. The above are the reasons assigned,

Ty

38

years ago I was in a meeting in New York

found to.argue in favor of holding over the
Sabbath on the ground that the “amount
purpose to know what the system was.
Dr. J. M. Buckley, a prominent Methodist
wadein victualing the crowd would reduce
My third position—in reality a con- clergyman, bearing the significant title of the debt
of the association, or help pay the
sequence of the other two—is this, that for “A
y ‘of Methodist Ministers ‘interest thereon.”
We are often surprised

then consider whether the change is justifi- | that the church as it first came

tender discourses on faith in God and true
living.
No heterodoxy in that, ‘but beauti-

men ia the church

tion of ‘the conditions fitting them for membership ; and ‘when the fitness for ember- | -

We reached Omaha, a handsome town on
the Missouri River, having twenty thon- with John's baptism and with the Spiritonsand inhabitants, in the evening, and were Thfhday-of Pentecost ; besides this we knowreceived with. true western hospitality. uot whetber they were baptized in iif
Here we found the most elegant school olber way. No one I think'is bold enough
houses in all the West, and in fact, in all to affirm that they were, It is but fair'te
western villages, the largest and most cost- assume that many other believers of that
I¥ building is the schvol building, and oft- time were in the same condition. The
en out of ull proportion to the present three thousand, however, who were called
wants of the place. But they all have on the day of Pentecost were all baptized,
great expectations in the West, and they Must we not in all eandor hold that some
of them had previousiy received John’s baphavé builded for the future.

Indiana, manyof us getting our first views town or city iu the time of the apostles ¢onof prairie land. We reached Chicago at sisted of all the persons in that town or
city who were recognized by ‘their associeight o'clock in the evening.
On Saturday, the third, we visited Elgin. ates as pious believers in Christ. These
aud all of us learned how a watch was made, may not have been all truly pious; some
—or were supposed to learn, as the process were hypocrites, There may have been
was all explained to us. We found here a some in the town truly pious who were not
included in this number; a humble faith is
beautiful country, many of the inhabitants
sometimes cherished in secret. God knew
being trom New England.
On Sunday we heard Pro. Swing preach. the hearts of all. But the Christians them‘We bad heard of his heresies, and so were selves, not knowing the heart as God knew
antious to test his orthodoxy for ourselves. it, reckoned in their number all those whom
His sermon was one of those beautiful, they looked upon as truly pious. Sufficient

Christian

SEPTEMBER, 22, 1875.
Fr

abolish a!] genuine reverence designs a covert attack on
was a member.
the whole instifor the Lord's Duy. ' And'further, 1 charge tion. This
is not so; he approves them;
whether by
i
ure,
that such tendency is so apparent as to and in the days when
the Sabbath was reAll that night we rode through Iowa, tism was not a pre-requisite, and the quys- render
their persistency in the course ab- garded, he was
and reached the Missouri River the. next tion is certainly a very pertinent one, since
present with his. church,
solutely inexcusable, deserving of condem- | and labored
according to his ‘measure.
day, crossing into Nebraska some twenty many in our day make it so prominent in |
nation and exposure, that the responsibility Butto
see “Satan, as an angel of light,”
wiles below Omaha, from which point we this connection.
It should be made promi may
be placed whereit properly belongs.
leading men, of
went to Lincoln the capital of the State. nent; for it is the act of formal public ac-_
better things might
But
who are these ministers and laymen? be expected, to whom
We found it a very pleasant town, with? knowledgment of consecration to God, and
show their influence in
and where do they live? I answer, they are favor
State House, Lunatic Asylum,S%te Univerof Sgbbath-breaking, oceasions both
it was usually contemporaneous with ad
the members of those camp-meeting asso- grief and fndignatio
sity, and a population of somewhere from mission to the church, and therefore ondin ; and to be told'by railciations who hold camp meetings over the
way managers that ‘it is the Christians
threeto twenty thousand. No two men uarily those who were members of the
Sabbath, and admit excursionists to. the that
demand Sunday trains, and patronize
will tell you alike about these western church bad been baptized ; but because bapgrounds on that day. I take the position thew,” has recently
towns, but they all go far above the United tism was an important rite and usually perhumbled him. He rethat the “moral effeofct
this proceeding, cords his earnest ' protest against all such
States census.
From Lincoin we visited formed early in one’s Christian expericnee,
judged by its fruits, is as bad as opening Sabbath ‘desecrat
the grasshopper region, of which we saw this does not establish anything as to its!
ion ; and begs all who
beer gardens on the Sabbath!” Whether this read these words
to use their whole moral
many and caught some; but came to the necessity with reference to membership.
position is untenab

Its depth and hight of stillness!
Every leaf
Of every tree seemed whispering reverently

road runs up one side of the mountain,

of the

drinkables, white muslin dress, were mixed in wild confu-

Do wetter, formed

That Sabbath in the air
Which made New England as old Pule:tine,
An Olivet of every green ascent,
With Kedron or Siloam flowing past,
In windings of familiar streams—how vast

wonderful Horse

thousands

It was fearfully hot, and

den and violent

Sabbath to lives unwound from labors coil;

just

side

down to serenade us, and the muslin and
the tall bats (0 look at us, But just inthe
hight of our welcome there came up a sud-

One welcome pause between dull sentences
Of week-long prose.
i

then,

:

fow

sion beneath that broiling sun.
Owing to some lull in the

That cased their groaning with a conscious hush;

found
a cheery supper, and

many

edibles and
es and tall

1875.

England.

We went, moreover, un what they

were within

crackers, flags, bands of music,

W—

Uncle

visible,

western citizens. Men and women had
come from farms miles away, whose Sunday clothes evidently felt uncomfortable to

. Sabbath upon the river and the hills {
And Sabbath rest among the weary wheels,

Across

was

up

river,was a genuine 4th of July celebration,
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but often the most potential is the ‘‘money ourselves.”
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made ogg of the crowd,” either by the ‘‘as- |
sociation” or individuals interested. Eight | The Wat:hman and

pega

i

Reflector

Baez, who is residing at Porto Rico,

against Gonzales.

It is asserted that the

authorities of Porto Rico are giving them a

is. con- | helping hand. . .
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or
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THE MORNING

SEPTH

ghere is no occasion for “Notes and Hints.”
so we do not have any. But we do have
what we eall some pretty good suggestions
as to Sunday school work, with reports of
work in other places, which we would like
to have you all read, if you would like to.

¢

0

Joi SheraIf Jot NEW Seder J
them.
f you want them to love your
them so.
our desire, If
Savioar, write to them of
they are your fellow

"Here are some good directions for questioning:-aphich Mr. Buckley gave at Cha-

you

disciples, and

would cheer and instruct them in the Chr's-

tian life, write to them accordingly.

tauqua:

in the case of infant or fee-

ble children, questions should mever suggest (he answers. 3. Questions
must be

" short. If not short, it is long, and

if long

Class recitations aré

This is well illustrated

ed very strangely.
in the case of the

conduct-

sometimes

*¢ Hot Teacher,”

who

reported to the Christian at Work:

is

The impeniteut soul, comin to death's of the Apostles, and why do not similar re.
gate unprepared, is more deeply stirred in sults appear? This question, though often’

accustomed place in the sanctuary, leaving
tne churches half’ empty and the Sabbath

ent classes of people in the world. The
text is in the twenty-eighth chapter of
Psalms, a portion of the seventh verse:
¢ The Lord is my strength.’ The mmister
said in substance nearly as follows: The

view of his condition, than the other

‘| bere mentioned.

schools to run themselves.
Doubtless he preaches well, and may
have been sincere in his pmposes. Bat
among
the thousands there assembled,
—riding in carriages, picnicking in groups,

four kinds of God's creatures, which,during

the dreadful storms and tempests that sweep
over those countries, hide themselves in the

Now

the

Psalmist meant when he said, ¢ the Lord

which enter

is

into

ing his unutterable loss.

These creatures

cases

raised and much discussed,

seems, as yet,

maybe to meet no satisfactory unswer.

of repair-

With fearful fore-

bodings, and sad retrospections, his last

vot be well for all Christians

Would it

to ponder it

prayerfully,
and earnestly seek to learn the ’
reason why?

Wl

At 11,A. M. the rain is still falling ; mean.

time a messenger in from Santipore, reports
the road practicable for our Lady Su.
perior’s return; also, our weekly home
mail has come to hand, with long looked
for letters from loved ones far away. Hence
T must lay aside my pen while I address

days are spent in thinking what his condition and prospects ** might have been,” had
the offers of mercy been accepted, and a myself to a silent, solitary feast.

whatever of religion

there may be. First.
are the eagle, dove, wild goat and vony.
it. Whether it chiefly
‘“ Now let us see what the beautiful text lords till or to enricl’
signifies. The eagle is an emblem of pow- ‘important. Secondly.
from the storms of lite,

doomed to perdition, thinks not

this ‘Sunday-mountain

dnterprise aside from

wealth

and attention to business. .- But the person

felt ' that they honored God in the use
of that day? How many telt guilt load:
ing itself upon restless consciences?
1f ‘we mistake not there are two elements

my strength,’ the Lord is wy hiding-place

*‘ Lost

regained by a cause of industry; the wreck
of health repaired by temperance ; forgotten
knowledge, restored by study;" and many
other loses retrieved, in part, by diligence

| word here translated strength, in the origi- walking ‘up and down,—how many are
nal, means rock. In the eastern lands are devout worshipers? How many at night

clefts of the great jagged rocks.

BR

«1. Except

29°, 1875.

half fare. Children of God forsake their

«I can best answer you by relatinga
warm were their hearts towards her, and |
how deeply they thought on her teachings « | portion of the sermon that the minister
Supday preachedto-day.
There.is a ‘power for ‘good in.
Tt was about four differ
ave
school correspondence which many
not yet realized. If you are away temporarily from your scholars, write to them, Ii
they are absent for a season from the class,
If they have permanently
write to them.
If you have
left the school, write to them,

AER

Jellasore, July 19, 1875.

title of heavenly riches secured:

*There is money in
goes to the landthe ‘railroads is vot
There .is pleasure, |

-%

Every-day Life in India.

The Rains in India.

:

i

you impose a double strain on your ckil- | “Tm awful hot,” said she, as she took
BY REV, J. PHILLIPS.
Baivpore, Satarday, July 16th.
tl
@ Os
drea. A child has to see the question clear- _her place in her class. Heat is contagious,
er,
flying
high
in
the
heavens
gazing
with
amusement.
Unquestionably
the
large
maM.
and
I came here last night. M, Hn
and
the
way
she
looked
and
spoke
made
all
ly while the process of building the answer
To one never in India it is not easy to
his
naked,
piercing
eye
upon
the
blending
her
girls
hot,
till
perspiration
seemed
visijority
of
the
mountain
congregation
were
zepana
Dick,
and Lin a palankeen. We are
is going on in bis mind. 3. Questions must
give an adequate idea of the rains, + Fol«Tt was too hot to
ble all round the class.
be couched in words that the child can un- study, last week, wasn it, girls? This brilliancy of the noon-day sun. He jour. mere pleasure-seekers, evjoying a gala lowing, as they do, six or eight months: of in the rains and the water is deep in places,
derstand. 4. No questions should be of a was, of course, the unanimous opinion of neys so long without resting, that one is day.
severe drought, by which nearly every but the road generally, has been improved
Now then, coming to the moral of it, how green thing has been dried and withered since'last year. At the half way village,
trivial character. 5. No question of the nat- the girls. *‘Have you been out ot town, ledtto ask, Does the eagle never tire?
ure of a conundrum should be used. 6. Jennie?” was the next question. Then | There are men endowed with great riches are we, who defend the Sabbath so bravely and wel-nigh burned up, the clouds gather M. had stopped under a big tree with
Jennie gave an elaborate account of how
Whece the Socrati¢ method ‘is used, the an- she hadn't been vat of town: yet, but how or wonderful talents so that they are power- with ready pen and pious utterances, keep- and the rain descends in such torrents as some buffaloes’ milk all xeady for me to
ful kings among men. The man of mon- ing it ourselves P
;
.
: often to inundate the country, and cause drink. It was luscious. We got therea
swer of the first question should propose her tiunks were packed read
to
go
on
ey
can
carry
on
greal
enterprises,
the
man
Religious
newspapers:
and
pulpits
in
vain
serious damage to life and prdperty. The little before sunset, and found the nearly
the second; and in this way supply a series Monday morning.
She said she wished pa
ave gone~ Saturday, and then she of wonderful talent sway the multitades combine to reprove Sunday railroading and early rains often set in, as the present sixty jungle teachers, playing ball for exof steps for a child, who will be quick at could
to by his opinions, cause you 10 forget gnayv- other co-ordinate evils, when the churches year, by the end of April, and~are mild and ercise. They had been hard pressed all
ascending. A childs mind is from 15 to 20 might have saved the bother of coming
Sunday school to-day. Then the ing hunger and burning thirst by his elo- will turn out for a whistle and give them genial, and, in the course of a few days, the week, by the examiners. Their leshot
this
as?
To
7.
per cent. quicker than a man’s.
other girls got into a free conversation quence. Surely these powerful ones have patronage.
work a surprising change in the whole as- sons had been printed and sent out fo them
sist a feeble mind. When you perceive the about their goings for the summer, and it
no
need
of
the
meek
and
lowly
Nazarene.
in the jungles some months before hand.
+
The
cloak
of
religion
is
quite
too
thin
to.
pect of things.
The dry, hard, baked, fis«child groping in the right way, immediate- ‘tarned out that as nearly dll the class
Ab, but who shell protest them from the conceal such deformity. As open and bold sured earth is softened and prepared for the They have been divided into four classes.
would
be
away,
she
wouldnt
take
the
fy help him by a question that will draw
trouble to see if she could get any other storms of life? Will riches hire,or eloquence infidels, let us appear upon ‘thé anti-SabThere were one hundred and sixty-nine
plow; trees and shrubbery
put on their
him to the point. 8. The tone in which a
teacher just for the few who would come,
persuade sickness and death to pass by? bath platform, or let us keep the Sabbath
bran-new suil, and a rank vegetation is questions in all, and each teacher had been
' aquestion is put is of vital importance. Some and that they might justas well stay au
Does the eagle trust to his piercing eye or invio'ate ourselves, so that our words aud
credited with every correct answer given.
questions are asked as my schoolmaster used home, or else go into somebody’s else class
sent up as if by the power of magic.
tireless wing to protect him from: the de- practices may correspond, and others, at’
To-day
is to be the last great day. First,
while
she
was
gone,
and
she
would
be
gone
to ask us,with the clenched fist. Never look
The heavy rains may set in any time in
stroying tempest?
No, he shelters himself least, have a good example. If our honored
there
is
to be a prize spelling match, then
pretty
much
all
summer.
And
then
she
at a child as ‘much as to say * I've got you
July or August, and are seldom safely over
wound up by’ saying, “Oh, Ob; Oh! I'm so in the clefts of the overhanging rocks, so; Puritan fathers were needlessly strict in
the report of each teacher's lessons, and
you now.” Always put the question so that hot! so hot I" Aud that is about all that
before the middle of October, ending, not
O powerful ones, must you fiee for safety observarce of the Lord's day, let us take
i
unfrequently,
with a gale. As toe rains in- then, the giving of the prizes,
the child will be half lifted to an answer.. ‘was doue in that class that aftérnoon. The
from the storms of life, to the clefts of heed that in the reaction we go not to the
It
is
hot
and
stenruy,
but
nobody
minds
‘9. Questions to help the opinions of the superintendent thinks that teacher might as
God's great spirit. Will you not be as wise other and more dangerous extreme and crease, the rivers, which, during the dry it much; there is too much work going on,
season, had become “reduced to low, shalchild should be proportionately: employed. well stay out of town altogether, when she as the eagle?
violate the fourth commandnient.
Saturday night.. This, has been
a great
low streams, scarcely more than knee deep,
Character is a manufactured article. In goes.
“Next comes the class of people like the
day., The spelling match was rousing ; sixty
BA
—
)
PURITAN.
youth 1t is just as easy for a child to go
and
Jeft
to
wind
their
serpentine
course
PY
dove. The dove is an emblem of gentleDo any of our Sabbath school teachers or
along vast beds and banks of sapd, ‘sudden- spe llers. They bad three trials of the whole
wrong as right. Character is the effect of
ness, holiness and purity. The Holy Spirit
ly rise to grand proportions, submerging together, and the three last standing at
training "and culture. 10. Ask your ques- pupils trifle with their eternal destinies, as
“It “Might Have Been,”
took the form of a dove when it descended
each trial, were marked. Strange to say;
-. {ions so as to fasten things in a child’s mem- is described in this extract?
the vast sand beds, overflowing their banks
upon the Saviour, as he came “out of the
not one of these, stood twice, so that the
BY C. M.E.
:
. “God says: “Repent.”
ory.”
ie
and flooding the country for miles aroupd.
,——
baptismal waters. There are persons who
‘
The sinner answers: «I mean to."
Standing grain, houses, and various Kinds last two battles were fought by nine, and
in all the loveliness of their characters are
These words are full of meaning to many
the last one, by three. Jamey Howe got
“Believe.”
of property, are destroyed or greatly inThis extract from the Baptist Teacher
“Yes, I intend to.”
like doves. They are attractive and to all personsin all the walks of life. More or
the first. prize. He isa good scholar, “but
comes in very well after the above. Read
“Prepare to meet thy God.”
appearance, the very embodiment of good- Jess dissatisfaction and uneasiness are felt, jured. Cattle, ad even large buffaloes, a lazy teacher, and his prospects are not
are often swept
gay. Sach floods do not
‘Such is my purpose.”
7
them both, and see if it doesn’t:
ness. I should sooner think them
- Chris- and ** It might have been” falls from -the
beyond midaling. (Truth must be told.)
“Turn ye,-for why will you die ?”
occur every year. Just now we are having,
“¢ But what are you to do? you ask, . If
tians
than
many
who
are
the
professed
follips
of
multitudes
who
have
been
led
into
After the spelling, came the report by one
«J intend to turn before the bour of
as our Hoosier brother woulds say, ** a
you can get nothing out of them, and they
lowers of Christ. Certainly, it will be no evil by bad influences, acd now find it exdeath.”
of
the jungle school Inspectors, Sonarton.
ee:
should get nothing out of you, what sense
«Whatsoever the hand findeth to do, do improvement to their lives to become disci- tremely difficult to retrieve what is lost hy right smart chance of one.”
The
teachers sat with their bends forward,
On Wednesday, the 14th, I came here, as
is there in coming tegether? Must you not, it with thy might.”
ples of the blessed Saviour! Is it oungood- wrong doing. It seems to be the language
eyes wide open, and some mouths the 8m
“Yes,
I
believe
that
to
be
the
best
way,
usual,
for
my
week-day
service.
The
mornlike «the little busy bee, improve each
ness that saves us? Does the lovelineSs of of regret; often that of compunction and
same way, as Sonarton, in the clear, loud
ing was dark and portentous; Pp. M., the
shining hour?” And if the scholars will not and I intend to be zealous for God somc- the dove protect it from the storm? No, it remorse.
voice, read, first the whole number of
time.”
heavy clouds poured out their liquid conopen their mouths must Jou not open yours,
questions given and then the number of
The believer in fale can pot make any
“Now is the accepted time."
is the immovable rock. Neither will the
tents in a perfect flood.
Thursliy,
A.M.
and“ fill up the time” with such discourse
“No, not now.”
apparent holiness of these gentle ones give practical use of these words; for, in his
éorrect answers each teacher give. The
the sky was still dwk cod © mpe-taous.
‘To-day is the day of salvation.”
as you can command?
#5
teachers hung on his words, and the sudden
them strength to endure temptation, or view, whatever happens, was predes'inated
“No, not to-day. I must attend to other
Rain fell copiously, and a cyel ne seemed chanzes that flashed over their faces, as
"All this sounds very plausible, but we
withstand
11
dreadful
day
of
judgment.
from
eternity,
and
could
not
have
been
pending. The country wus now -o cuvered | each in tars hv ard bis name, and the ntmimsist that you are not shut up to any such concerns to-day.”
Now otherwise. But we are free moral-agents,
“Seek first the kingdom of God and his They must flee to the Rock of Ages.
with water that 1 did not thik i prudent to! ber read ou, wis interesting. The prizes
alternative. Young people, as a rule are righteousness.”
having
the
power
of
choice,
and
possessing
we come to that class of people represented
attempt
to retarn home.
In the afternoon, were all Yok, and
mo more dumb than deaf. As parents, we
“But to-morrow will do as well, or next
the receivers could
by the wildwgoal which bounds from elif a will irresistibly controlled by no outside
however, tbe clouds hiti<dl
nd! it cleaced
have discovered, that far from béing “‘swiit month, or next year.”
mfluences. If we choose to do right, we
chunse any wok of the ziven price, that he
to
cliff,
dexterously
avoiding
the
pursuit
of
“To-day, if you will hear his voice, hardaway. Friday the streams were <0 swollen liked.
to hear, slow to speak,” the tendency at
the experienced marksman. This animal feel the approval of conscience; but, if we
not your hearts.”
that there was no passing. S.turauy morning
home is only too often quite the other way. en “Go
Sunday night. Dr. preached in the mornthy way for this time; when I have is a complete symbol of that class of people choose to do evil, fear and condemnation
the Subanrekha, which fl .ws in front of the
“Why, is it, then, that they.are speeckless in a convenient season I will call for thee.”
ing to the teachers, They heard wei,
In
which you ean not approach. They seem rest upon us,
Thus does God invite, heseech and com- lost to all human sympathy,’ cast-aways
the presence of the teacher? You may flatThe
As we are naturally inclined fo evil, many Mission premises, separated by the high the afternoon wet. S, S. concert,
+ ter yourself that it is on account of the su- mand, and thus do men hesilate, temporize from society, avoiding every good influ- things occur which ought not to happen, road, was overflowing its banks, and pre- teachers were called wpon to speak, and
delay till all is Jost.
sented a magnificent sheet of water nearly
perior reverence that they feel for you; but andHere
they did, as only Santals can speak.
It is Men perish be- ence, but ofttimes we behold them fleeing (else the wromg-doer would be relieved
is the fatal error.
the monkey antics that they cut before your cause they will not have salvation to-day. tothe Rock of Ages to save tham fram the from responsibility ia the matter) and the half a milé wide, and deep enough to float perfectly charming, at least to me, to hear
~ wery eyes are scarcely compatible with such They are doomed and damned because they storms of mre. They become as gentle awakened and wounded conscience causes large vessels, and running at a rapid rate.' these people talk right out of their hearts,
that which they dare not reject,
The road, half a mile east of us, had given
a supposition.” The real trouble is, a stud- defer
They postpone, they wait, they neglect. lambs under the soothing shade of his over- its possessor to give rest to’ his grief in ex- way, and the broad rice fields south and so wholly their own way and style. Some
Aed. stilted. nnnatnral mathad
of dcallug
shadowing
spirit.
‘of them got up, and orly said: ** My courclaiming, wheu too late, “* It * might have
‘How shall we escape if we neglect
Alas!
with children,and of dealing with. the truth. so great a salvation?” Reader, you want
east, were being flooded, in fact, bad the age don't hold out. Pray for me.” Every
“Lastly we come to the cony, the fee- been’ different.”
You must come down from your stilts,re- salvation; you intend to have it. I have blest and simplest of these four creatures.
appearance of one vast sheet of water. one made a promise to pray in secret daily
The murderer under sentence of death,
Jax your stately dignity, be one of your one Guestion for you to consider, and that This animal represents that class of people looks back with remorse to the commission’ Happily, our compound is protected against till the next convention, six months hence.
hen?
elass—a fellow-student with them of the is
Between five o'clock and dark it was still
that are deficient in intellect. They have of little sins, which finally led to the per- such an inundation. Hence we could look
word of God.
You mast secure their confibodies, and move about among us. There petration of enormous erimés. . The magui- on With rather more composure than we and hot. We went down to the spring and
Aenee, and their hicarty co-operation in
seems to be nothing
more
to
them. tude of guilt presses heavily upon his mind, might otherwise have done. The rain had sat on the rocks under the big tree, and
ceased from Tharsday, P. M., and daring
;
~working the icsson out.
But they are not so simple bat that they and leads him to think how differently his
watched the Santal women come for water.
Saturday the river sagan to fall ere great
Firsi bring up your connections. The
One bright looking little woman had two
may learn the way to Christ. Their sim- situation ** might have been,” had he mandamage had been done. About noon cur
7 ast lesson is iinked to this. They may poscolosies, holding at least eight quarts each.
plicity will not save them. The raging fully resisted the temptations yof the enefootl-express arrived with ou weekly supsibly 1eaember something about that, havFleeing to God.
my.
One she placed on her head, and carried
tempest would not leave the feeble cony
ply of bread from Balasore, but poor Kaniu so recently gone ever it. Bring out all
unharmed should it neglect fleeing
‘to “fhe
BY MAY.
The intemperate man,
victim of the { hu-behera, the boatman, lacked the courqge the other on her hip. She marched up the
hey do remember.
Show you are warmly
—
rocks for safety.”
;
drupkard-maker, pest of society and de- to attempt to cross the swollen river, bank and away over the indigo field, with
appreciative, if they remember anything.
Loulie was lying sick on her bed in her
“0 aunt,” ~ exclaimed Loui,
as she spoiler of home ‘happiness, in his sober
a firm, easy step.
By Sunday morning the water had fallen
Be thankfal for small favors. Give a brief, pleasant room. Her face was very white, stopped speaking.
*‘I understand so clear-. moments, seriously desires to ‘reform, and
We expect to go home to-morrow mornsketchy, suggestive account of the points like the snowy coverlet spread over her. ly what you mean ! I never saw so plainly pledges himself anew to the work of re- and the boat being in requisition, a messen- ing.
Miss Cilley and her Zevana girls
ger, with a supply of the staff of life, left
involved in the lesson for the day. Throw Her thin, almost transparent hands were how to come to Christ! It is just asking
have been at work here among the women
sisting the demands of a depraved and un- for Santipore, and returned
to me at
them oat as you wonld a trout-line, with a clasped upon her breast.
him to care for me, and he will let his satisfied appetite. ‘But the fiends of darkover a week.
evening, reporting the water neck deep on
fly at the end of it;-and when presently you . * Oh dear, how longbow long must I lie great spirit hover over and protect me all
Monday, 19th. Home again safe, that is
ness surround him, and he is léd captive at a portion of the road. I also learned that
<¢ pull in,” you will find that some bright here?” said she, as the soft breezes wafted my life. Yes, I will hide myself in the
the white part of our company.
Miss C.'s
their will. Then comes the thought, “ The
Sister Crawford, who, on the 12th, had
boy has taken fast hold of it, and comes to in the scent of the June roses from the gar- arms of the blessed Jesus, flee to the Rock
first glass ‘ might have been’ refused, and, gone over {o Santipore for a litt'e change girls got tipped over, and a number of them
£he surface with his mouth wide open.
den, accompanied by the sweet music of of Ages, till the storms of life are over.”
are quite laid up with bruises.
instead of leadmg a life of dissipation,’ I
and needed rest, had attempted to come
« | will make you fishers of “men,” said birds, and the swaying of vines climbing
25th. The rains are going on, and so is
might have followed in the paths of sebriethrough on Saturoay, in a Palkée, but
our great Teacher; and throwing handfuls about the west windows.
She was slowly
our work.—s. P. B.
ty and respectability.”
The
Christian
Sabbath.
had been compelled to beat a hasty retreat,
af bait into a school of fish may be a very recovering from brain fever brought on by
When school ' privileges are past, many
Be
yf
Heavy thunder was again heard the lat“iunoeent diversion, but it isn’ fishing. We hard study while attending school at a semare compelled to look back with sorrow,
SHALL IT BE PRESERVED?
Preaching.
ter part of last night, and at break of day
must throw out and draw in. The teacher inary in a distant town. She was fitting
It shall ! it shall!” proclaims the press. because they allowedso much time to pass we were (reated to such a regular down. must somehow get hold of bis scholars, and herself for a teacher, and would have gradFather Hyacinthe said that he never com‘It shall ! it shalll” vociferates the pulpit. unimproved.” No habits of study were pour, as to set the water flowing in torrents
_ “the way we have suggested is one way Lo. uated in one short year, had she not been
formed,
no
discipline
of
the
mind
acquired,
mitted
a sermon to memory (the use of a
all around.
What the end
is to be, kee
do it. In addition, at the close of the ses- stricken down by sickness. She felt that So the American press and pulpit (evanmanuseript
is unheard of in the Catholie
and
no
stores
of
useful
knowledge
seeured.
gelical)
join
hands
in
this
noble
work
of
Janee?
Who
knows?
Pending
further
resion, if time allows, let the teacher, with her father had so large a family to rear and
church)
;
that
the very cffort to recall it
The
thought
comes
home
to
the
mind
with
defense.
And
(truly
it
is
well
worthy
their
sults,
let
me
say
a
word
about
/his scholars around him, like a general at- educate wjth his limited means that there
pressing
weight,
*
I
might
have
been
stu$would
check
the
glow and fervor of his
noblest
efforts.
The
rum
oligarchy
would
tended by his staff, make a reconnoisance in was no {ime to be lost in sickness.
THE PILGRIMS,
mind.
Like
our
American
preacher (Storrs)
dious
and
diligknt
in
the
acquisition
of
fain
desecrate
God's
holy
day
and
turn
it
* Oh, I must, I will get better,” said she,
‘foree, in the direction of the next lesson,

1

@ommunications.

its dif-

fienlties, get the scholars fired with
wroic determination to master them;

the heand on

the

following

Sunday,

when

the order

to

“ advance” is given, it will be wonderful
#f there is

pot quick”and

enthusiastic re-

"sponse.
Sometimes the scholars stay away, and it

7s difficule to get them to attend regularly.
The 8.8. World suggests a good way to
et word to the absentees:
if a teacher wants more punctual attendance, more of quiet and attention in the

elass, more of home study, on a scho'ar’s
part, he will at times do well to ask for it in

If he would impress a special

“a letter.

+ 1th or text on that scholar’s mind, he can

often best do so through writing. A truth
« clearly stated in a letter comes home with

. freshness and power to one who reads the
«letter as his own. 3 text Witten ins letter,

with a request for its memorizing, is somelife-time.
+ times thus fastened for a
Absent

scholars

. fuithfully
and
anta
N
re

tly.

should be

written

to

regularly. All scholais may
writtento more or less

A lady teachér

of New

York

as she tossed upon

the ‘pillow,

while the ‘into a wild pandemonium.

We

are also

white face became flushed and the thin familiar with the influence of German ** beer
gardens ” and Itish ‘* demonstrations,” and
bands clutched at the coverlet.
« What is it? my dear,” said her aunt the Sabbath is their grand gala day. This
desecration of our cherished A merican,
(sho had just come from church, and ¢ntered the room in season to hear the impatient and more. especially of our New England
Sabbath is strongly and emphatically de‘remark.
“I fear you are becoming impatient. nounced by the Christian public as dangerousto morality and subversive to our
Remember God’s ways are not our ways.”
religious
institutions. And these utter“1 can not, can not understand why I
was taken sick when I was so nearly ances can not be too positive and emthrough with school, so near the time to phatic.
But how do we practice our own preachwhich
I have so long looked forward, the
time when I should be able to care for ing? Here is a point concerning which
we muy well have some concern.
myself.”
« God understands,so do not be troubled.
For some wise reason, he chooses for you:

to be helpless for awhile. He does not
view life with human eyes, but sends his
piercing gaze far out beyond the horizon ot

your life, upon the pathless fields of eternity. He wishes to plant in your heart seeds

that will grow, when

the sun that chines

upon this earth is no more.

Rugard

your-

self 4s owned by him, and not be over
atixious for worldly advantages. Be faith-

Camp-meetings, held cover the Sabbath,
being
interpreted, mean running heavy

trains on all adjacent. railroads and crowded steamboats on the lakes; running a
a dozen lunch-stands and boarding-tents,
—¢ Sold again, who has the next?” ‘Room
for. a tew more now,—dinner for one

truth, which

woul§-

have

opened

the

for my becoming #n influential member

way

of

society.” The-preacher and teacher who Cath Jattra, at Poiree, has just past, and
enter upon their life-work with a limited Bengali pilgrims are returning home. Of
preparation, in after years, find their use- the doings and general out-turn at Poiree,
fulness sadly crippled, their sphere of labor this year, I, as yet, have no authentic accircumscribed, and, in vain, théy compare count. One of the pilgrims told me there
the amount of work actually done, with were twelve to filteen thousand present
tbat which “might have been” done, had (scarcely more than an ordinary week-day
more time been given to preparation, and a congregation fog Mr. Moody, in London).
Thisis certainly a most tremendous falling
more thorough culture secured.
The prodigal, who has spent all his sub- off from some cause. Well: do I recollect
stance in lavish expenditures and riotous the time when a much larger number of

electricity—and then trusted for words to
the inspiration of the hour. With a mind

living, must beg in the harvest of life, and

Lord. Many of his most effective passagés
came to him wholly unthought of before.
The action of his mind was rapid, like a
powerful electrical battery; which at every

have nothing. Many persons, now living
in a state of abject poverty, can remember,
with deep contrition of heart, their former
condition, when plenty and prosperity

smiled upon them.

They refer with shame

to their prodigality, and sadly think of
what * might have been” their present condition had discretion been used in their ex-

dollar.”

And more or less religion ;—Of

penditures.

religion

whenever

The laws of health can not be broken
with impunity.
[Ignorance ofs these laws

difference.

we wish to speak

But does

with

the end,—worship,

-

justify what inevitably attends and follows, excuses toue. For every transgression,
—the violation of the Sabbath?
! there is a penalty. When these laws have

is in ithe habit of writing a letter each ful and he will bestow upon you all hese.
Again: Henry Ward Beecher, who boasts
‘week, during
her summer
vacation,to the
8
yourself in
. Hide
of
i hy isso “sehool, gary blessings
takes
you to flourish ot Puritan blood and principles,
cause
will
he
and
strength,
and they call at her
house’to receive it, on
his
stand
at
the
White
Mountains,
and
beafternoon, from some member
of as the palm tree.”
comes
the
center
of
attraction
to
the
surthe
in
hiding
by
het fam . A teacher in Philadelphia,who | - «What do you mean
class of pi
quite be- strength of God? That expression always rounding country. All go! Jew and Gennpentile! Special trains en all roads carry for i
her control, was surprised, on
ond
‘img
a correspondence with them,
to find how puzzles me.”
u

wlio, the present year, are’ most conspicu- he studied the subject—he charged his mind
ous by their absence. The great annual with it, as a Leyden jar is charged with

heen repeatedly broken, and the individual
finds himself a wreek of what he once was,

he will naturally consider what

¢ might

have been” his physical condition,
laws of nature been régated and
ly obeyed.
|
0

had the
prompt-

Me

pilgrims than

this

whole

attendance, used

to pass our door at this place
day,

and

this, too,

180

miles

in a single
from

the

shrine. Where are those vast multitudes
that used to flood the Province at the time
of this great festival? A large majority
must have past away, and certain it is, that

fully charged

with

his subject—for

he

seemed to bend under the weight of it—it
needed only the presence of a great congre-

gation to draw him forth,
heard his own voice, so

rising and

swelling

The moment
strong and

amid the columns

arches of the great cathedral, and

sand people

spirit kindled

bending forward

as

he

sweet,

and

ten thou-

*

to hear, kis

with the breath

of the

discharge sent a shock through the great

assembly. | The preacher and the audience

seemed like two thunder-clouds in mid-air,
others have not risen up to fill their places and, as they approached each other, the
in doing honor to this modern Moloch, the fishes were incessant, and the great-temple
great Jaggarnath. As a counterpart to this echoed with a constant reverberation. When
falling off of Jaggarnath’s pilgrims, would Father Hyacinthe wag to speak in the
to God we could record, as did St. Luke, Academy of Music in this city, his greatest

viz. : “So mightily grew the word of God

and prevailed,” that ¢* many of them, also,
who used curious arts, brought their books
together and burned them before the face
of all men."
‘
Why is it that.the Holy Spirit is not poured
out on the ‘preaching of the word at the
present day, the same as it was in (he days

apprebension was that the audience should
not understand him,

That, he

said, would

disconcert him, or render his effort cold and

spiritless. If he saw in the vacant or wandering look of his hearers that they did not
take in the full meaning of his words. he

would feel as if he were speaking
air,— Evangelist, .

into the
:

*

glance at ils strong points, consider

pendent church, being suddenly- taken ill,
and unable to conduct his evening service,

ing, of God's face,

| the deep well out of which he drank his end-

applied to Mr. Cecil, who at once sent over

possess the abilities we covel; it is always | yare Tis.

der the branches of this palm-{ree that he
found a shadow from the heat: This wus

—

to the treasury of the Lord a sglf-denying

gift
ten
the
the

How

no larger
or brighter than a well-worn
cent
U. 8. fraciional currency stamp,
Saviour sees and accepts it, rather than
ostentatious contributions o! the rich.

Many. Would
tl)

Be Left ?

@ Gs

Perhaps it would;

street, or rode by in his carriage, or offered

Dr.

Quint’s

prayer in (he prayer meeting. We won- lately terminated om account of his health,
dered at him; we pitied him; we queried must have been a happy one. Io his partwhether that was to be taken as his meas- ing addaess he said:
ure in all things, and charitably hoped to
I leave you united. ‘There are no divisThen we asked ourselves
the contrary.
simply because it
whether every chuich had ove ‘‘ten-cent jous among you. I leave

er Esau.
ness,

deacon,”

and

if

so,

what

members

the

thought about it, and how great was his religious influence, We could not say how
many times we. have reflected upon bis
deed, but this last lime that our memory
we have determined to
happens to rales

Ou theone hand,

is the providence of God.

no one can feel that I abandon you for any
ambitious motives. I had no higher ambition than to live apd die with you. On the
other hand, no ene can feel burt with any
other

persop,

as

a

to

opposition

where

continuance has made it necessary
put our thoughts in print for the benefit of astor's
to resign, No such feelings
pastor
that
or
w,
someho
all whom it might concern. For,
you. For eight months—
among
exist
can
a
we can not rid ourselves of the idea that
waited,

deacon should be a rger pattern of a man,
a nobler specimen of a Christian, and a
A dime
more creditable chureh officer.
should not represent the extent of the con-

secration of his property to God, nor the de-gree of bis appreciation of such a maguifi
s.
cent enterprise as that «f Home MissiondeThink of it! A thousand churches of his

ation— probably a hundred of them in

nomi
Siate—was appealing at that time
his own
necessary to maintain the preachaid
for the
unoccu-

ing of the Gospel, and a thousand
inpied fields were lifting a cry for gospel the
stitutions, and from his abundance

with two Sabbaths’ exceplion—you
and supplied the pulpit, your own expense.
No one hinted that it was a burden, although I well knew that it was. Your generous considerateness threw all the duty upon me. In these days of short pastorates,
let it be remembered that one of eleven
years ended only after a people sustained a
minister during eight months of uselessness,
cheerfully forbore any hint of a burden,
agreed to a _separtion only of’ bis decided
conviction of its necessity, and gave him
kindness und sympathy in his time of need.

deacon responded with ten cents. One
sometimes hears of *'going through the me-

Long

and iv
tions,” when no real work was done,

was such an exercise apparently, which sat-

in
isfied the deacon’s conscience, as he felt
a
his pocket, found his wallet, drew forth

Sermons.
—

town. of
day, sir;

On my way to church, in the
F——, 1 said to a friend, “*A fine

matter of delight.
As a matter ot course, we are
obedience to Taw, divine
are to commit Bo crime.

It goes with that

other

one,

Whether

the

camel of which Jesus spake, ever gets
Fortunarely
through the needle’s eye? Fo
are
impossibilities
man’s
of
some
by
Perbaps
God.
with
possible.
the camel's ghost
some divine process
ets through a microscopic gate. Grace
n said, to live with tempers where

Probably it
2 hove
could not abide an hour.
man
no larger
can find « home also in a soul
been dwarfed
than a dime, when the soul has
who
peculiar iufluences. There are men

by

disposiare born with a specially covetcus
with
and
,
resist
or
ge
chan
to
tion, hard
they
when
e
grac
of
mph
whom it is a triu

i anything.
give

There are men

made their living by
the most economic
saving a sixpence at
not easily let a dime

who

have

the hardest work and
methods, earning or
a time, and they do
sli through their fin-

gers, even into a contribution
are men who were converted

There
box.
late sin life,

|pe
then, for

we

have

been

bored here

mons,

when

those

sermons

bave

preached on subjects of coutroversy

been

which

were settled a hundred years since, and are

not troubling the church-now,

©n leavin

the church after Brother —— had preached,
said one, *‘I think Brother —— had the gift
of continuance to-day.” “Only 35 mine
utes,” said I,

“Is that so?

Well, it might

bave interested and edified a- congregation

in Luther's day, but I could not see what
tbe brother meant by preaching it to us.”

Good people can not enjoy such sermons,
because they.are not ‘‘good to the use of
edifying.” - All such sermons seem long and
should be “condensed” cut of existence,
people grumble at the length of a
Very few

ha

nature,
alter selfish habits had become their out into sermonif it has Jesus and the Cross, and
and they do not easily blossom upon the the Holy Spirit in it, and is pointed at the
enerosity. Much, also, depends
erroneous doctrines of the present day ; buf
ple Spars during childbood, and ‘fiom such sermons as come to us ‘‘in word
upon the spirit of the community in which
fact only,” and get no closer (0 us than the stars
ove lives, and especially upon thegiving
an the ocean, **Good Lord, deliver us.”,
of
rule
whether one has a systematic
But sowe will growl about long sermons
ves.
recei
a fixed proportion of whatever he
they good or bad, and of such we ma
be
every
Such a rule ought to be adopted byever ap- well say,
int cup is soon filled.” We
he
man. By no other means will'
ving. Had the must preach Jesus, and bear with the pintin Eng
one oth of his |cups.—Christian Advocate.
proximate
set apart
arlydigi
deacon reguliiss
sol
heEywould
income for benevolent purprposes,
aps
perh
or
ty,
twen
follow Christ on certain
pave had ten,
col- Some men will
ionar
he will not lead them through
f
ione—i
lars waiting for the Home Miss
condit
lection, an he would have given that larger rough roads—if he will uot enjoin on them
than
ho,
and a wind
part do.
tasks—if he the
will sunremit
sum with infinitely more joy of heart:
painful them
any oy
ay
cents.
ten
the
accompanied
than that which
— Advance.
:
his plan and order. - But the true Christian,
ore

to live

in

gers may be in the way.

that
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pains

and.

sin

ASTE

each

in

up

to ungodliness, and bound hand and foot in

It is only

when faith shoots its first illuminated ray
into the darkened heart, that the baleful
tesence of unbeliefis made manifest, Tt
s only when the troubled soul can say, +I
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The Book of Worship
is still larger than the Choralist, contains

BOOKS!

As we pay postage on the Star and other papers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub
lications exert themselves to increase their ¢ircu-

have

but

“is a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though sometimes used for congregational simg-

yl

good,

can

single

covers.

CATALOGUES
sites. Sir aie

wish to place them where they will be doing

Clubs of six or more,

size,

altermate

illustrated.

dellent book; bound both in paper-board

12 PER CENT NET.

and thus

‘SUBSCRIBERS;

printed

of our benevolent societies, an
of our lites ary institutions, obituaries. of deceased ministers,
&c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9% adozen; $7 =
hundred. Postaga{2)ceats per copy.
The Psalmody
s
ie the denominafgonal Hymn Book, extensively
used, printed on both
white and tinted paper. Large
book, in Sheep, $1.00
Morocco, $1.10; Morocco Gilt,
150; Turkey Gilt,
A(0. Postage, 16 cents each.
Small, Morocco, 85 cts)
postage, 7 cents,
The Sacred JMelod,
is a small book of 225 Nymns and several tumes
selected especially for prayer meetings. Itis am 2x-

iw
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BEING

papers,

all ministers and their post-ofice addresses, officers:

a wide sale there. (J

hest premiums at Indus-

all where any other organs have been

its late meeting,

ONE-THIRD

School
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a

The Register
has made its annual appearance for more thm
forty years, and contains, in addition to:the uswa I
Calendar, the names of all Freewid Baptist church.
es, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly amd:
Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names o 1
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Offers.

Any subscriber to the Morning

SO

address, $9.00 per year; 50 or more, at the samme
rate. Any number less than 50, 12 cents for esc:
copy per year.
Payment in advance.
Sample:
copies sent free.

THRERHI
xo DIPLOMA

as it is il-

increased

Sabbath

children, are issued every

°

gready

tl.

. Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for adults, also

NED

the king-

as foolish

+.

allowed on money sent.

this be-

in

~

Packages of ten or more to one address, each,
+
=.
«25 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no. commissiess

cent. lower than similar books can be purchased
elsewhere, but some of them are now put ata
still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and

and

at the

enough

inadvance,

Terms:

dom or safety. And we have reason to believe
that these offers will be met in the same spirit of
liberality and enterprise in which they are made,

Consciousness of unbelief 1s a sign of actual faith. Infidels are never troubled with
unbeliet. Dead men never fee) cold. Froz-

it starts back

order

The Board of Corporators, at

/

gin, has no trouble with unbelief.

“

ly

STAR is for an older class of readers than the MwxTLE.
J
:

went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wis-

duties, into the blessedness of all our delights; and to pefsévere,in this until we
have- carried them all into that exalted
region of holy attainment, where all things
spring of good will; and things of expectation, and things ot obligation, and things of

And a soul given

:

Both papers are of the same

nn

sacredness of duties, and our things done as

en feet never ache.

Autom

are

believe that Christ is ready to

Liberal

We see at once that our labor should be,
on the one hand, to get rid, as fast as possible, of sins, faults, follies and intirmities;
and on the other hand, to lift our matter of

the Pucific.

8

pees

ta, Maine.

in the tri-

Stone,

723

B

$77 A WEEK to Male and Female Agents, i t.n
* their locality. Costs NOTHIXG to try 1
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augus-

umphs of divine grace,

Dr.

ubs.,

A

The Little Star and Myrtle

sudden

liberal.

this, we are to have delight in Christian
growth and attainment, in the conversion
and sanctification of souls, in the spread

have passed away.—Rev.

7

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully

as they opened their hearts continual-.
the infliiences of his promises. It was
as they received blessings from above
they could conquer sinful desives. We

well as intolerant, and

truth, as in nature and art, beauty and subAnd most of all, in such a world as
limity.

selt

.
Ph

wd

Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:
d
2:
$4.50
One old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of 81x or more, one-third new sub- *
.
scribers, each
.
oy
- $300"
Postage is paid by the publisher.

dom of grace. We find it strikingly illustrated in. the character and lives of - the
apostles and their disciples, and fully recognized and provided for in the Word of God.
It is unphilosophical, unscriptuval, and in
the highest degree unreasonable, to expect
grery point of belief and practice in 'religiors matters to be measured and prescribed
by a rigid ruleof uniformity. The spirit
which prompts this demand is wicked
is

We are to have delight in God's being, in
God’s people, in God's
God's kingdom, in

because

first

use of :

some

naturally look for a diversity

communion’ with God 1a prayer, in meditation, ic song, in woiship, by means of his
works, his providences, his word, his spirit.

and tnals are gone

BROS

Street,

ha

lief may awaken in our hearts that grateful:
love for him which will warm snd “hold us
to his se1vice.— Porter.
In regard to.malters that are not essential
to the spiritual unity of believers, we should

er than because we. have any great or direct enjoyment iu it.
As'a matter of delight, we are to have

delight, have alike their charms;

12,060

It wculd seem

disease,

forgive and love us, in

any

into

some

‘thing was to

cause it is right to do it, and we must, rath-

sourse things as fast as possible

HUBBARD

the

be accepted by God, but the first and last

do believe,” that
A
who has the spirit of Jesus, will say, as ¢ of doubt which that first gleam of faith d 18goest,
thou
her
“Whit
,
unbemy
Naomi
thou
to
‘Help
said
Ruth
closes, and exclaim,
and dan-

The greatest wrong ycu can do God ist O11 will go!" whatever difficulties

doubt his love,

a

and

think

to stohe him in the wilder-

were not to try to become good

and human.” We
Weare to abstain

kingdom,

just

This is what Jushua did when Israel.

only
ly to
only
that

special delight ; and it can be done, ordinarily, only as a duty—a something we do be-

of the Redeemer’s

in

It

soulis at

save them from the corruption of the world

We are to do unto others as we wish them
to do to us. ‘And we are to keep the Lord’s
day, atterd on sacred ' ordinances, maintain
daily worship in our households, and sustain meetings for prayer by the constancy
and cheer of our presence.
Asa matter of duty, we are to give our
utmost toward the maintenance of gospel
institutions, the spread of Christian truth,
and the redemption of mankind. We are
to take our part in the conducting of prayer
meetings, the teaching of Sunday schools,
the visitation of the sick, the relief of the
poor, the deliverance of the wronged, and
the reformation of the depraved. These
things, and such as these, are classed as duties, because there may be something disaagreeable, in one way or another, in them;
something
repulsive, something trying,
something that demands sacrifice and denial; in a word, something in the nature of
across. Now, that which brings with it a
cross, real or imaginary, is not done as a

with

the

Xt Sells;

goes like wild five. SO5
ages 100
Only 3.00. Agents wanted. send for
Terms and positive proof of above.

joy or sorrow, rouses it into extraordinary
action. And we are not conscious of the
mighty cravings of our half divine humanity; we are not aware of the God within us,
till some chasm yawns which must be filled,
or till the rending asunder of our affections
forces us to become fearfully conscious ot a
need.—Rev. F'. W. Robertson.
Let those who called. themselves the discipies ot Christ, remember that God could

are to keep the second table of the law, and
to love our neighbor as we do ourselves.

grave-yard sermous till I would like to hear
sermon.” Brother A. preached
a gospel)
{67 minutes, but I heard no complaint
about a long sermon. The people are not
to be censured for complaining at long sgr-

stands

Hence

‘This is what Moses did when the

of a heart till

frem all vices. We are to be upright in our
conduct and honorable in our dealings. We

are you going to hear Brother A. preach todime and gravely placed it in the conuibu- da; td «‘W-e-1-], is he a long-meter preachtion box.
. .1 replied, I do not know what meBut cau a dime-deacon be a tine Chris- | er
he preaches to, but Tknow he isa goster
,
answer
to
on
questi
tian? That is a hard
“Well, I will hear him,
1 preacher.”

weeks,

‘| that a certain shock is needed to bring us in
contact with reality. We are not congcious
of our breathing
till obstruction makes
it felt. We are not aware of the possession

as

matter of course, nor is it marked with

that
when

The simplest and most obvious

that we are

and some

temple

sorrow is to remind of God.

are some things which we are expected to
do as a matter of course, some

work.

for us to

¥

The Morning Star
L
is a large religious paperol eight pages, now im
its fiftieth volume. Itis able, literary and progressive, The principle ofiges
are to be in Bostow, lm
one for the AVESTERN DEPARTMENT has recemtly
been opened in Chicago, and the manager there
gives his entire time to the work.
Terms peryear «
«+
=
+
=
, 53.00 -

wag defeated betore Ai. This is what Hezekiah did when he received the letter from
Sennacherib. This is what the church did
when Peter was in prison.
eis

thousands wretch-

to do as a matter of dusy,

of ‘the

people were ready

3. Keep Wt some work of usefulness.
Working for Christ brings heart-health.
4. Keep your heart’s window always open
toward heaven. Let the blessed light of
Jesus’ countenance shine in, It will tarn

Bedford,

dangerous

prayer.— Duff’ Porter. - °
:
_ There is no better receipt for cheerfulness
in such a world as this, than the habit of |:
taking everything to God in prayer. This
is the plain advice that the Bible
gives both
in the Old Testament and in the
New. This
is what Jacob did when be feared his broth-

I

at New

be

Silence is the angel
gate

A writer asks the following pungent
questions
:
:
But the deacon to whom we refer did not
When the following classes are taken oul
Lelong to this class. He was well-to-doin
many would be left? - tears into rainbows.
:
pecuniary respecis; was, In truth, one of of our churches, how
All who will not pay their just debts.
the most thriving men .in the place. He
All who are hypocritical.
lived well, he dressed comfortably, he pro. Religious Irreverence."
All who are deceitful, and talk about othvided suitably for hus family, be had a good
ers
behind
their
backs.
ey —
business, and, whether seen
faculty for
All who getsinto debt without a prospect
ubelicf comes oftener from irreverent
walking or dyiving, was always eminently of paying the ame.
association than intellectual doubt, The
o
rance,
respectable i
Ali*who are proud and._scornful, holding sneerrof a Voitaire has killed more than all
It might have been supposed, therefore,
and
themselves above their fellow-men,
his arguments.
A jesting tone of talk oun
that, on the occasion mentioned, his conthose less for.unate than them- |- religious truths, a habit of reckless erititrioution weuld have been at least a twenty shunning
selves.
cism on religious (hings, is to take the
dollar bill. For, consider: he was able to
All who worship money more than they name of God in vain as uly as the; valgar
had
he
unless,
sum,
larger
a
give.that or
do their Creator, :
oath ;.and when I hear him who calls himrecently met with losses of which none of
All who speculate on the ignorance of self a Christian, or a” gentleman, indulging
his neightors had heard; he was a deacon, others.
wn
in burlesque of this sort, I at once recogand, being full of grace in geveral, could
All who are tattlers!
nizé some moral defect in him. Intellect,
in
lagking
be
to
thought
been
have
hardly
All who think more of wicked rich mens
/ithiout Reverence, is the head of a man
the particular grace of liberality; he had than they do of a pious poor one.
joined to a beast. There are many who
been carrying about the contribution-box,
All who oppress the poor.
think it a proof of wit, but it is the cheapand, haviag noticed the generosity of the
All who make long prayers for the sake est sort of wit, and shows as much
lack of
poorer members must have felt stirred to of being heard and seen of men.
brains
as
of
mora!
feeling.
I
would
say
it
imunushal
of
one
was
object
the
equal it;
All who are vain and seélf-conceited.
with emphasis to each Christian who hears
portance, moteover, and dear to every
others
many
When these, and a good
me: Never indulge that habit, never allow
patriotic soul, and it appealed
Christian aud
that could be mentioned, are taken out, the
things to be_jested at withodt refor corresponding gifts; be was a man of church will be left without a member. The sacred
buke;
but keep thé as you would the
appreciate
could
and
also,
intelligence,
religion of Jesus does not have any of the miniature of your mother—for no vulgar
he
officer,
church
a
as
while,
these things,
above defects. It makes the true convert bands to touch. There is an anecdote of
would naturally wish the contribution of cheerful, hopeful and charitable; disposed Boyle, that he never pronounced the name
had
And so,
the church to be generous.
to visit the widow and orpban, and to keep of God without an audible pause ; and whatwe been asked what his donation was, we unspotted from the world.
It does not ever you think, 1 recognize in it the dictate
Twenty
**
once,
at
answered
have
should
make one proud and scornful, bug, on the of a wise heart.
We heed this reverence
Bat,
*“Futy.”
said
had
we
dollars,” unless
conirary, makes one desirous of doing good in the air of our social life, and ite neglect
alas! Jt was ten cents!
to
Kind
be
to
and
—to be mee}; and humble,
il patsy oar piety.—Rev. E.A. Wushburn,
We saw that deacon many times there- all, as opportunity may offer. Ob! that we
after, and somehow could not disassociate had less pretentions in our churches, and
hiw from his gift. There goes the ten-cent more genuine Christianity. —Ez.
;
That
deacon! our thought would say.
Duties and Delights.
to
scemed
currency
dingy piece of paper
a
might
as
stick on his character, as visibiy
A Happy Pastorate.
In living the Christian life, in the comhis face. It
piece of court-plaster upon
mon course of events, we find that there
rose before our vision, when he walked the
partorate

b

gtd
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Including the “ LAST JOURNALS,” unfold vividly
is 30
years strange adventures, curiosities, wonders
and wealth of that marvelous country,
and is
:| ABSOLUTELY
COMPLETE
THE
ONLY
NEW,

safe to consecrate those we bave.

eda.

LJ

}

the shining, and their misery by the cloud-

inde-

—

they do not have, makes

stars, shine

-ey

OH§

Rev. R. Cecil, of Ongar,
neighboring village of

Stanford Rivers, the minister of the

the

4

gi

the tuition of the
in Essex, Inthe

graces, like

brightest in the darkest hours.
Christians estimate their happiness

ivingstone., The young Scotchman soon
less consolation. He needed no other.
surprised the congregation beyond measure,
be
“able
to
comprehend
with
all
saints
the
Fine nets und stratugems to catch us in,
length and breadth, the hight and depth” of for, having taken his text, he became be:
Bibles laid open, millions of surprises,
Blessings beforehand, ties of gratotulnew,
this love, was his aim; and to ‘know that | wildered, and could not utter a word. Then,
The sound
of glory ringing in our ears;
love which passeth knowledge,” was’ the | without attempting an apology, or making
Without, our shame; witnin,
our consciences;
any remark whatever, he hastily descended
sum
of his prayers.
;
Angels and grace, eternal hopes and fears,
his hat, and
This love is our refuge, too—our true and from the pulpit, snatched up
et
sigthese fences and their whole array,
quiet home. The knowledge of this love is made his way to Ongar, leaving the StanOne cufining bosom-sin blows quite away.
—@eorge Herbert.
perfect peace. We sit down and let this ford Rivers’ people t> think or say what
y
The old pastor for whom
love breathe (reely into us, and straightway they pleased.
all is calm. Each storm has gone to rest; Livingstone came to officiate is still alive,
The Ten-Cent Deacon.
each gust has died away. Love beyoud all and in telling the story makes it point a
—
"
loves, in greatness, in freeness, and in effi- moral. The man who ran away from a
It was odd, but nevertheless it was a fuel ; cacy. Gifted with®trange power of heal- congregation of Essex rustics, was the man
there was a collection in "the church for an ing, and comforting!
He who has
posses- who was afterwards not afraid of men ‘or
important object—Home Missions, we be- sion of this love, has got hold of a hidden of lions. Modesty and partial failure often
lieve—and the deacon carried around the spell, mighty to charm away all heaviness precede greatness; and missionary comcontribution-box, and on laying it down, of heart, all bitterness of sou. What cun mittees ought to be on their guard against
saying too hastily, “That man is too bashful
putin ten cents, us his own, gilt (0 the withstand it ?
!
when this occause! We shall not
In this love are all the loves of earth’ ever to make his way in the world.”— North
:
curred, or where; recently, or a long time
thered up and centered, Itis a father's British Daily Mail.
since; at the East or at the West. Per- ove, yet far above the love of an earthly
baps the deacon (some one will suggest), father, Itisa brother's love, yet passing
Sunshine in the Soul.
though rich ‘in grace, and chosen on that ‘far above it. It is a bridegroom’s love, as
account to his office, was poor infthis world's the Song of Solomon khows us, yet tenderThat is what we all need and all may
oods, and gave all that he was able. Tad er than the love of mortal bridegroom. It
that been the fact, he would have found in is a husband's love, yet truer and more have. The following receipts may help us
us nol a defender merely, but an admirer. faithful than the love of the truest aud most to seeure it:
:
We would bave placed the deacon by the faithful husband upon earth. ‘It is a love
1.
Look
at
your
mercies
with
both
eyes;
side of the poor widow of the Gospel, and without any intermingling of selfishness, or
his dime should have had honorable men- jealousy, or ccldness, or forgeifulness, or at your tvounlhes and (rials with only one!
2. Study
dontentent. In these days of
tion. along with her two mites. There are weariness—a love without fickleness—a
inordinate greed and self-indulgence, keep
poor deacons as well as
po r widows; and love without decuy.— Presbyterian.
down the accursed spirit of grasping. What
they quietly drop inwhen, in their penury,

Pulpits and Sundays, sorrow dogging sin,
Afflictions
ed, anguish of all sizes,
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Before he went abroad” as a missionary,
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Lord, with what care, thou dost begirt us round,
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It was on the love of Christ that the early
church so strongly leaned. It is to this
| love that that we find the apostle Paul so
continually turning. This was his souls
true resting-place and refuge. It was un-
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of

our

doctrinal

im

the, last few

the following:

7ok

°

statement, and »
basis, church polils

and institutions,
Doctrinal,
or Scripture

#
quotations

.
in

proof

of importmw

doctrines.
y
Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and
sirable church covenant,

-

a de~

»
n
q
Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, the amount ed
donations and a list of our publications, Published
by order ofthe General Conference, and for gratuetous distribution,
The above named books are sold by the dozen »
20 per cent discount, cash paid with the order,or om.
receiving the books.
Send your orders to
v

| 1.D.STEWAT, Dover, X. H.
A. H. HULING,

56 Madison 8t., Chicago, IIE...
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Membership.

To be a member of Christ's church is Christ. So do Calvinist Baptists, and Conboth a duty and a privilege. It is a duty gregationalists. But dos it follow that one

But often more is meant than this: they are sincere and wholesome order.

But whether

supposed to be less interesting afd less prof- we can afford, all things considered, to have
love of the former, with his election, or one of itable, for the reason that business and the it conductedas it often has been during the

because Christ commanded all who
him to take up their cross and follow him, the latter, with his sprinkling, can logically
presentation of the benevolent enterprises
and to assdciate “themselves in holy fellow- claim membership in a Free Baptist charch ? have so largely
taken the place of preaching
hip. It is a privilege, because many bless- Let us see.
;
and other devotional exercises. The result
ings of immeasurable worth are bestowed | Free Baptists are anti-Calvinistie., They ‘is said
to be, that in many instanges, the at-"
by Christ upon all those who are true mewmn- reject the ideaof a limited atonement, of a tendance
is diminished, and churches are
bel¥ of his church,of which he himself is the sovereign aud‘ unconditionll election to "less
anxious to entertain them than formerly,
head.
eternal life, and assert, iustead, the freeness Now all this is a
mather of great seriousness
The church bas been established in the of salvation to all men, in whom they recoy- and importan
ce, and should not be passed
midst of our fallen race, tb ransform it, nize no inability to prevent their acceptance
over without careful consideration.

by quie: and sweet methods, into a. king-

of it.—Free Baptists are also open commun-

dom of righteousness.

ionists.

Not

by tlre shout of

battle and fields red with blood; wot by
the use of whips and prisons; not by
force and violence of any sort; but, rather,
by the walking through the earth with modest and loving steps of truth, and by the
calling,in tones of compassion, to repentance all souls, the Christian religion wins
«men to the love of God.
Therefore, the church is ihe. kingdom of
God realized in the world. To be a member of the church in a true and spiri‘ual
sense, is to be a citizen of Christ's kingdom.
All citizens of this kingdom share a com-

mon fellowship.
body, of which

They are members of one

Christ

is

the

head;

are

branches of one vine, of which Christ is the
life; are citizens of one republic, of which

Christ is the president.
tionships

there

is

Jn all these rela-

order, and

not

chaos;

That is, they recognize the right of

*‘ every true and dutiful believer in Christ »

to partake of the Lord's Supper.—Again,
Free Baptists reject the doctrine
baptism, and of sprinkling or
baptism, holding,

of infant
pegring for

instead, that i

ersion

is the only true form.
Now, essential requisites, we believe, to
the peace and prosperity of any local church,
and consequently of the denomination composed of these churches, are union and harmony, particularly on all leading questions.
How, then, could a Christian,
who beld pri-

marily to sprinkling, even if he also admitted
the validity of immersion, be Logon a
me
of a church whose menibers made
immersion the only proper mode? Indeed,
why should Le desire to become a méhber
of such a church? There are other churches that hold views in harmony with his
own. There is where he belongs.
This relates, of course, mainly to the

there is law, and not anarchy; there is har-mony, and not discord. Hence, notwith“standing the variety of characters and gifts practical working of a church, and not to
comprised in- the church, there is but one its worship. All Christians can unite in
that,- ard so far, all Christians make one
-membership.
4
The church of which we now speak is no church. But here are forms and ceremonies
‘mere seminary for the dissemination of the- instituted by Christ, and whose observance
ological doctrine ; is no mere piece of ec- is vital to the life of the church, But one
clesiastical mechanism ; is no mere institu- Christian conscientiously holds to one mode
tion of philanthropy ; but, on the contrary, of procedure, and another holds just as honit is the illustrated word and life of Christ. estly to another. On what logical or reaAll objects are secondary to this central sonable grounds, then, can one church,
principle. Without Christ there can be no which is the exponent of one form of faith
Christian church. There may be days, cere- and practice, admit to membership those
monies,

clergymen,

ordinances,

places

of

assembly, doctrines as bard as iron,"and
ecclesiasticism as unrelenting as death.
‘Yet, for

all

these,

Christ may be absent.

There may be only two or three disciples
assembled ; may be irregularities of forms;
may be misapprehensions of minor doctrines: yet, when Christ is spiritually present, there is the church.
Those who are
members of Christ, are of necessity mem-

‘bers of the one true and living church.
The perversions of Christianity do not
all belong to Romanism.
There is an ex* clusive spirit besides that manifested by the
Jesuits. There are corruptions of doctrine
besides those imputed to the Council of the

Vatican.

foundation
a heretic.

Whoever

seoks

to bufld

any

holding conflicting beliefs, especially when

there is a regular Christian charch just over
the way that is the exponent of these beliefs? Do we'not sce what confusion might
arise,—nay, . inevitably would arise, when
it came to a practical

declaration

of faith,

either by vote in a collective capacity, or in
the
administration of the sacraments?
Christian good order, since a variety of
opinions are honestly held on these questions of faith and practice, requires that only those unite with a church who can agree
with it on these practical points.. Thus
will the union,

hirmony

and

strength

of

the churches best be preserved.
Further, Free Baptists are Baptists, so far

as the question of baptism is concerned.
How, then, shall they admit to their church-

for the church except Christ, is
es persons whe, on this question of baptism,
He is guilty of schism.
No
if on no other, are confessedly not Bapother foundation can any man lay than that
tists? One may say_that thie ‘church is at
which

is Jaid,

declares.
a
Christian

Jesus

Whoever
345
commurits

Christ,

would
upon

the Scripture

seek to huild a
=a

dogma,

an

ordinance, a piie-thood, a ceremony, will
find that hi. Ludds upon the sand. Christ is

She rock.

liberty to deeide those questions for itself,

To be sure.

But is

i

in exerting its freedom, 0 logically violate
its system of faith? It is n't a question of
expediency, at all. It is a question of right.
If we subscribe to ope gre¢d, and act in the

demands that every disciple of Christ should oil

Chritins amd in

or

else, by admitting and indorsing these different expressions of faith, we necessarily

There can be Camp-meetings, and

Mr. Beecher can preach at the T#in Mountain House, but neither need be done on

scale that it has been heretofore.

the

fofar wetiave
aii dealt sithgla
Thus
the subject of

handled the case without loves,

nounced the care as the

and

pro-

great superstition

eties, should be found is not surprising.

into between the Ohio Demo-

was the spiritual

kind of revival that is needed. Afier outlining in the Independent, some of the chief
characteristics of the preaching. and the
methods employed in the great revivals
results. ' But isit not true. that these two from 1820 to 1840, he says:
The revival we need is not only a revival
objects may be combined in. such proporbut a revival
tions as to secure both vesults, viz., the glo- of sounder scriptural preaching,
of true Christian living. We have had quite
ry of God revealed in the salvation of sin- a surfeit ofthe religisn
which luxuriates in
ners, and the promotion of - the great Chris- the devout fervors of the prayer-meeting and
tian enterprises of the day? There are some the camp-ground, which sings sweet hymns
whose interests are especially bound up in and applauds sweet sermons, and then goes 1
t off to its money-grasping and its
the questions of the times,—missions, edu- straigh
pleasure-seeking anl] its panderings to self
cation, tempera
with great power and followed by large and
gratéful results in the direction aimed at.
Now their range of aim is broader, looking
lo more distant, though not less beneficent

ube, &e.

A Quarterly Meet-

sermon, fired with the Holy

Ghost, and

to

inspir-

ed by the power of God. So there are others given to religious devotion, to whom
the measure of success in a meeting is-the
present quickening of the saints, and the

actual, immediate conversion of-sinmers= It

mightBe exceedingly profitable Lo such to

learn the claims of such departments of the

great Christian enterprises as demand work

as well as talk, and giving as

well as pray-

ing.

Now the secret of the largest success lies
in the proportionate combination of these,
as well asin carrying the spirit of Christ

and of {rue worship into

them

way all might be edified and

all.

In this

blessed.

Bui

at present the enterprises are so namerous,
some of them being subdivided, that if an

The revival, then, which we need is a

re-

vival of the religion which. keeps God's
commandments; which tells the truth and
‘Sticks to its promises; which pays twenty
shillings to the pound; which cares more
for a good character than a fine coat; which
votes at the ballot-box in the same direction
that it prays; which denies ungodly lusts
and which can be trusted in every stress of
temptation. A revival which will sweeten

our homes and chasten ougpress and purify

our politics and cleanse our business and
commerce from rognery and ro‘lenness
would bea boon from Heaven.
A revival
which will bring not only a Bib'e-knowledge, but a Bible-conscience to all is what
the land is dying for. The world’s sorest
want to-day is more Christ-like men and
women.
THe preaching it needs is—more

sermons in shocs.

~——Nort 10 HI3 CREDIT.

[It is not much to

Mr. Moulton's eredit that he refuses to unite

entire sitting be given to each, there will be
with Mr. Beecher in agreeing to a nolle
but little time for anything else. Fhe pray-orosegus in the libel suit that the latter ‘has
er meetings will Ge cramped, and preachentered

ing largely excluded.

agatust him.

Iam not sure but that

Of course Mr. Moul-

ton’s reputation is worth something to him.
If so, it But the moral tone
of the country is worth
might be avoided by uniting some of them
a
great
deal
more
to
it. Suppose him to be
in one effort, or make a specialty of a part
able to establish his case.
The prblie conld
at successive meetings.
The late session of the Me. Central Y, M, bardly afford to endure the moral Cost at
which it would probabiy be done,

this

is too much

the

to

be.

Aside

from the

mere satisfaction of having
sich a record,
it may often serve useful ends, enabling one
to give exact evidence in court, for instance,
where
important
interests are
pending. And
even when these records are
kept the careless way of doing it is often
equal to not doing it at all. © The safer way
is to keep them ii some book ,that 1s
likely to be preserved, or upon a chart made

for the purpose

and

suitably protected.

a chart has just been publishedby
and sin. God forbid that we speak lightly -Such
Rev.
A.
Caverno, of this city. The ‘design
of

ing ignoring all these would hardly secure
true spiritual emotion ! But the
Chris
its attendance, certainly would be alto- tianity which Christ demands is something
deeper
than
a song or a sermon or a sacragether unsatisfactory. It would do much
ment. . It is the holy and the humble imitagood to listen to a simple, melting, gospel tion of himself.
;

sit in the prayer circle warmed and

a family is not always appre-

ciated as it ought

tendency.

includes a family group as the most prominent fedtire, with the words * F. amily Reeord”

enc'osing

it,

in

large,

ornamental

type, while below that are the proper columus for marriages, births and deaths, and

beneath

these are the ten commandments

and the Lord's prayer.

The ornamentation

a compeon heavy
$1.00 per
tornished

have reached a crisis and there is open’ war

in the camp. Geghan, the author of a law
enacted by the last legislature in the interest ol the Catholics, was lately nominated

as a member of the next legislature by the

Democratic

county

convention,

under

a

pledge, it is claimed, that he would, after
being thus endorsed, decline to run and

leave the way clear for some unobjectionable name. He did nothing of the kind,
however,

after

receiving

the

nomination,

whereupon the Cincinnati Enquirer, the
leading; Democratic organ, ‘comes out in

plain opposition to the candidate. Phis is
bow the Enquirer talked the day after the
nomination :
y
When Mr. Gegban's friends forced him

upoh the ticket “yesterday, they distinctly

proclaimed.
that the charge ofan alliance
nest Democrats, who see so

in

tics beyond tlre notoriety of the Geghans poliand

the manifestations of the power of a church,
will crush him at the polls.
;
tor the same money.
The Catholic Ti legraph at once took up
:
the quarrel, with its usual vindictive insoTHE re-union’ and
men oriad services
lence, nud amoayg other things said: “Hud
lately held in the Central Christiay hureh | the Democratic
convention refused to nomiin Cincinnati, on the ninth aniversary of | hate Mr. Gegha
n cvery Catholic ciiizen who
Rev. W. T
Moore's pastorsle wiih the bouors his manhood and
his région would
church, were.so successful and e, ioxrable
have vindicated both by withdraw ing his
that a full report has been pabised in support from the Democ
ratic ticket.”
pamphlet form. Many ol our readers will reThe bitterness on the part of both papers
call Bro. Moore's presence at the last Gener- | has only increased,
and this new troubl
al Conference, in Providence, and join with
usin congratulating him on this pleasast

anniversary occasion,

e is

likely 10 cost the Demoaratic party the elec-

tion. The animus of the: Jesuits désigns is
clearly Shown in the ry
oi
Tele-

graph.
MAINE

CENTRAL

INstrrute.

We

are

glad to report that the agent is succeeding
reasonably well in seeking subscriptions to

SS

ening the party pledged to carrying out
these designs, but in Cincinnati matters

is neat and tasty but not elaborate, the between the Democratic party and the Cathwhole producing a pleasing effect. The- olic church shall be made gool™ But it
shall not"he made good, for the honest, earCesign has been

lithographed by
tent artist, and will be furpished
paper, suitable for. framing, at
copy. Good frames will also be

*

cratic party and the Catholicsis likely to
prove a disastrous one for that party in the .

coming election. Not only have the designs
to take hold of the work and push it
upbuilding of {he
Fayity RECORDS. The importance of of the Catholics regarding the school quessaints, and especially the immediate conver- right along. In view of this project it may
keeping correct records ot births, marriages, tion been brought to light in the general
sion of sinners. They were often attended be well to present Dr. Cuyler's idea of the
campaign throughout the State, thus weak.
deaths, &c.,"in
ings

'

It

will be well to remember, however, that
century, Mr." Buckley, change does not necess
arily mean improvewho
is fery keen and a great debater, has
been appointed to read a paper on this ment, and that it may be hazardous to
rashly throw away the present system,
modern miracle, and some music
may be
expected.
which certainly has some positive advanta’
‘ges, for one involving only experiment and
We said some time ago that smiles was
the longest word in the English language, be- uncertainty,
cause there is a whole mile between the first
‘TROUBLESOME ALLIES, The political aland last letters. A correspondent thinks
liance entered

ofthe nineteenth

Catholics éntét into

‘politics for «

purpose ; that purpose is 16 gain control of

the party in power, and that power is to be

used for the domination of the church over
cancel the indebteduess of this Institution. the Stare.
—
was one of interest, and the results én the
_{ Only twenty-five—hundred
about
dollars |
whole satisfactory ; perhaps they could not
PromiBITION STATISTICS. The National more need to be pledged hefore the whole Tae ExprosiTioN. The people of the etiwell have been more so, and still one could
subscription, which covers the debt, will be tire North-west are ‘now id’
Temperance Society, New York, have just
the midst of
hardly help wishing there could have been
published a new 12mo. pamphlet,of 48 pages, available. Brethren, lét us rally and save the pleasure and profit furnished by the
more preaching. The program
this important interest

live, or

consent to fall

and

die.

The Pe-

nobseot Yearly Meeting had just taken hold
of it most Christianly with a subscription on
the spot of some $3,500, and asked the Me.

giviogull and
hundred

reliable

different

testimony

authorities,’

fiom

as

to

a

‘the

workings and success of the law prohibiting
the sale of intoxicating drinks. It contains
the testimony of ten Governors, several
United States Senators, Representatives

in

Congress, Clergymen, Aftorney-Generals,
Judges of Supreme Court, District
Attorneys, State Constables, Secretaries of State,
Mayors, Editors, Chaplains, Chiefs of Police,
Internal Revenue, Prison ard Poor House

S'atistics, all being emphatic and ronclusive

testimony that ** Prohibition:ddes Prohibit.”
It covers a wide range of
will be found a valuable
which to meet those who
branch of temperance work

territory, and
document with
claim that this
is a failare.

to the denomination

and to Christian service. It is a very
hurtful thing for us to have so many, of
these debt-burdened interests on our hands.
They stand in the way of mach good work
that we might do in other directidns it we

were not thus constantly called on to con-

tribute to them. Lot us make a generous
effort, give of our means; get these inter
ests oit of the field, and thus be left at
liberty to help in other benevolentiwork.

In the present case there are several
strong reasons for canceling this debt. It
hinders the best success

of the school,

and

to some extent harms the interests (o which
it is related. It is certainly poor economy
to pay interest on $18,000 when a subscrip-

tion of $2500 would stop it and also close
an
agency. Besides, baving secured this,
The (rial

omination, and, theres
~——THE Ross ABDUCTION CASE.
fore,
somethis;
;
eri
Fron Free Bap-| Central to second the move by a subserip- of Westervel*, charged with being
-externalis, but rather to know that the real
an actists, and are thus logically cut off from all tion of $1,000, This effort, according to complice in the abduction and secretion
of
-membership is that of “the bratich to the
our past history.
:
7
the programme, was to be made at the Charlie Ross from Philadelphia a year ago,
wine, that of the stone to the buildine,= that
of the member to the body, that of the | Finally, as to the {Bgpry of a eorrespond- close of an afternoon sitting, an hour and does not establish conclusively his guilt,but
ent on the first page, that persons were ad- three-quarters of it having been devoted to makes it quite evident that he has since
soul in vital union with Christ.
Those who have professed the religion of mitted to the ancient church *‘without the the state mission work. Now on a hot day, known, if he did not at the. time know,
with a limited congregation, and one that something of the case. Tt is possible that
Christ, and are counted as membersof his forms.” Whatever may have been the case
church, are under a solemn obligation to before Christ established the church, we be- at that hour was being thinned out, no sue- something more satisfactory may be elicitadvance the kingdom
It was cessful effort of the kind contemplated could ed yet, and that partial justice may be renof the Redeemer. lieve that it was not so afterwards.
They must be. living members. They must after he was glorified (bay the Spirit was have been hoped for, and so an adjoufn- dered. It can hardly be supposed that the
‘be branches bearing fruit. Wherever they given (John 7:89) and’ {he church, in iis ment was bad to the evening, displacing as boy will now be found alive. It appears
may happen to reside ; whatever the aspect Christian form, began its coarse of labor, intimated, the sermon assigned for that from the evidence that the man Mosher, who
It was a necessity which for one, 1 was lately killed while attempting a burgof the times; whatever their intellectual or suffering and trinmph (Acts 2:1—41). Aud hour.
social stature, they are bound to seck the in thus establishing the church, he com- confess, I most heartily deplored, and the lary on Long Island, and confessed in dying
edification of the church, and to put forth manded. that members be baptized into it, loss of- a sermon.l never more deeply felt. to having abducted the Ross boy, had laid
their energies in aggressive movements np- in the name of the Father, Son and Holy And yet-with a good audience, and abund- a comprehensive scheme of such operations,
ance, of time in the eveningthe
, result séem- and that but for his death other homes
_.on the territory of sin, and ‘to storm the Ghost (Matt. 28:18—20).
It is a sad
Fortress of Satan.
.
Again, as to the description of a church ed to justify the change so undesirable in would have been desolated.
itself,
she
subscript
ion
exceedin
commen
on
the
depravi
and
desperation
g
ty
t
by
$110
that
our
correspondent
calls
a
**
happy
‘Alas! Do all church members feel sensible of tie responsibility which attaches to church,” with ‘“‘no list of members in full what was asked. for, implying cheerful giv- of human kind when such, wickedness is
:
the character they have assumed? Have standing, and members without the 'privi- ers, such as the Lord loyes. This illustrates resorted {o only for money.
I
what
have
suggested
the
of
limitation
,
they as much zeal in spiritual ¢oncerns as in lege of voting.” That is, of course, true of
subjects, or certainly the giving of promi- ——A SiaN oF THE TIMES,
The Maine
~secular interests? Do they neglect known the great body known as the Christian
to such as present new aspects,. or election indicates very well the present drift
nence
duty? Do they sleepin religious indolence ? church. Bat how can we conceive of any
¢Oh, Christians, be up and at work! Do not local church being made up in that way? meet with special emergeneies. 1 add out of political sentiment. No important elec~stand idle .in ;the market place. There is We belicve it to be an erroneous interpreta- of a full conyiction of its imiportance and tion has beep held anywhere for a yeur or
much labor to be done in the vineyurd. Be tion of Scripture, on the subject of the gen- vital consequence to our cause, that the more that has not either resulted in a Demoriginal characteristic of our Yearly and ocratic trinmph or shown large Democratic
faithful in your attendance upon every eral church, that has led to this practical
Q.
M. sessions,
the preaching of" Christ and gains. The time has gone by - when there
means of grace;be obedient in spiritual denial of any organized local churches,
for
souls,
direct
labor
must still be a promi- is any general effort to account for the fact,
Of course itis the heart, rather than exthings to your pastor, as the New Testahelping
to
give
nent
part,
character and in- It seems to be enough for the politicidns to
ment teaches; be, of sweet concord and ternals, that determines a person's fitness
else.—,
all
¥.
spiration
to
study what to make of it. As for the Maine
{
for
membership
in
any
Christian
church,
charity towards your fellow church mem.
election
it shows a smaller Republican ma‘But
when
'
a
church
is
based
on
certain
‘bars; be full
of good works;be a witness
OVERLAND CORRESPONDENCE. We be- jority than has before appeared “within the,
for Christ in the midst OF 9 Sarrunk world.’ principles that it deems essential, we do gin this week a series of letters from a
memory of man,~that is, if he be a young
So doing,
membership in the ecclesi- not see how it can take to its membership a
special.coirespondent, giving the results of man. From a majority of twenty-seven
person
holding,
and
'
continuing
fo
hold,
astical ty of Christ's disciples will .be
his obdervations and experience while re- thousand only a few years ago to one of less
a true symbolof your membership in the views that oppose. those, principles, v any cently making a trip to California by the than
four thousand last week is enough
more
than
4
person
who
yoles
with
ohe
pc: mystical body of Christ himself.
route. They are written by a even ““ for one poor hundred years,” to say
litical party can claim membership ‘with an- 4 overland
gentleman of taste and diseriminatiot, and{nothing of the short time in which it has all
‘other, ora man who holds to license "can

«with the greatest emphasis, not to rest in

become a mixed

we can.

We do not think

to accept as true the statement that a miracle | andof securing the best ‘missionary
influ.
has been performed unless it is well authen- ‘ence for the Indians themselves,
ticated. A correspondent of the Boston
The fact is that less dishonesty and
a
Journal says of the case of Rev. Mr. Plat(s* greater degree of satisfaction on the
part of
This isnot the first time he has been cured. the Indias have existed since the present
His first relief was at Boston, at the Con- plan was adopted than ever before unde:
sumptives’ Home; but his faith staggered any management.
That some corrupt
and bis lameness returned, Strange enough, men,
under the temptation .of a favorable
the Methodist ministers have little confidence
in the miraculous character of the cure. At opportunity, and who have been conscienthe September meeting of ministers they tiously recommended by the religious soci-

~——NOT A CAMPAIGN TO DErLork.
It is
said that Messrs, Moody and Sankey have
projected a revival campaign in this country
Yeats ago the churches represented were 4 to begin in. November. But suppose we
very few and small, and there were few or begin the work at once. A preparatory
no special benevolent enterprises among work in the heart of each Christian will be
us, so that the business was limited, and essential. If that is deferred till the revivalthe subjects for discussion. were few and ists enter the field, it will greatly delay proLet us each begin now to seek a thut beleaguered is three times as’ long, for
simple, Hence there wus little room for fcedings.
persona
l
revival, looking to God for his there is a whole league between its first
choice. It was worship and devotion or
help,
and
then in November we shall be and last syllables.
;
nothing. Then, the great aim of the meetable

me contemOui that foundation standing, can
plated three sermons, and even one! of these
the chaich alone resist ‘the storms of the
spirit of another, bow are we less than hyp | was dispensed with. And under
wou idund the gates of bell.
the immedi=
ocrites?
ate circumstances, it were difficult to see
iwperfections have at all iimes existed in
So far as the Free ‘Baptist ‘denomination how it eould have been avoided. Pittsfield
due church. Errers manitested themselves
«luring the ministry of Christ amongst his is concerned, it ought not to-be necessary for Seminary has been struggling under a
alisciples.
Corruptions occurred in the it to declare its position on such a question. crushing debt for six or eight years, I do
apostolic age.
_Al church history is a Its name, its spirit, its principle, declare not know exactly how many, and its agent
/* Nei all this while has been at work as but few
record of the contest of tru'h’ with error. ‘that. Its whole history ‘declares’.
on »
1 men ever did work, hoping against hope,
‘The most grievous orrer is that which takes ther the denomj
Bapfty
argli
jn
§
,
ha
p
i and facing with a brave heart not only diffrom Christ the mission belongingto him ;
things
if
'this
‘réspect.
"
A
n
d
°
O
f
"necessity.
ficulties, but impossibilities. Tbe instituWhich puts churchism in place of Christianity; and which substitutes liturgies and Either,in ‘our church capacity, we must be totion so necessary to our interests had
sacraments, for repentance, faith and sancti- Free Baptist Christians and nothing else, come to a crisis; Ishonld say to the valley
are -Congre- of decision, where it was either to rise and
fication.
Hence, while ‘the New Testament just as the Congregatiapalists
_profess his faith and enter into membership
«with the body of believers, it yet teaches,

summer, is the question,

present one was adopted as the most Hope.

fal means of saving the Government credit

on Bd BD he DN OA LG py em bh od Emin

to thé Publisher, Doyer, N.H.

7—THE BROOKLYN MIRACLE. Considering
the nature of the case, we can hardly afford

+ 23 B53 Ff BE Pm OD bud Eo bie Tn

be addressed

the summer

, we should regret to be undernot follow that any individual of the whole
Stoodas condemning the worship itself.
may be indiscriminately relegated to any one
‘that it should be so, if they at all conform to We have indeed disapproved of the place
of the parts. To be specific,the Free Baptist
the changed circumstances and wants of and manner of conducting it, but the wordenomination belongs to this church of
the times, and to the progress of everits, ship itself has generally seemed to be of a

the

part of agents under the old system that the

bed

should

Church

&e.,

ently incurable tendency to stealing on

a

all

remittances of money,

the next President ?

et

Editor, and

on budiness,

While dis-

hth

to the

lettecs

tist, or Episcopal church. The parts may.
properly constitute the whole, but it does

~—Tnr Taisé CoNDEMNED.

approving of the circumstances attending a
good deal of public Sunday worship during

an

addressed

publica-

1t is frequently reicarked that the sessions
of our Yearly and Quarterly Meetings ae
not what they used to be. By this it is meant
that they ave different in character, if not in
spirit. This is true, and it is got strange

C—

nn

be

for

Topics.

——

tab

ion should

designed

may be entiiled to

membership in any Congregational, or Bap-

——

answer to this; the shortcomings of

ol

communications

Current

and Yearly Meetings.

each mem-

In

army officers and numerous examples of.
this reduced majority, since they concern disho
nest collusion with contractors, are
the best welfare, both political and moral,
cited by the advocates of the present sys.
| of the State. Are license and ** rag money ” tem.
It was largely because of the apparsure to buy

He

All

will be found to contain much valuable as | come about.
The saddest part of this preswell as entertaining matter.
ent case hes in the probable reasons for

-

ber of this general body

G. F. MOSHER, Office Editor,
“4@

bership, it does not follow that

\

the condition is met on which the State has

pledged $10,000 towards an endowment for
Can't it be done at once ?

the school.

Western
Notes

Chicago,

on Current

respects an ‘improvement over last year,
and, in every way, a credit (o (he managers

and people.

marked feature
teresting one.

The, display

of fruits is

1.

Events,

The Art Gallery contains over eight hun-

dred pictures, one entire’ room,
g der
voted to the works of Chicago artista;;, The
best Eastern artists are; most of them, srep-- *
resented, and entire! groupsof ‘thalce’

paintings are farnished by a few. Among

others

widely known,

we may

mention

Beard, Eastman Johnson, Homer and Collyer in figure pieces; Shattuck, Bierstadt.

Innis, Cropsy

and Moran

in landscapes ;

Walker and Leutze, in battle scenes; DeHaas and Moran, in marine views, and
Cole in allegorical painting. The three

large pieces by the latter, entitled * €ross

and Crown,” are works of high arf, ‘and
teach a valuable lesson. Taken all in all,

AN INSANE Bisuop.

If the types do not

belie

Pending the re- his Bishop Haven of the M. E. church
friends will do him a favor and the
port of the commission appointed to invesTue INDIAN QUESTION,

tigate the affairs of the Indian bureau, a
wide spread discussion has arisen as to the
best method possible for the government to
adopt

in

its care

of

the various

Indian

world a service by' coaxing him to lay aside

his pen for a while. Among other things
of a like character, one of his letters recently on the South, reports him as saying:

tribes. Under the present system the Indi- “The word for America of to-day is not
That word
an agents are recommended by the various abolition, but amalgamation.
missionary societies of the churches, while | is no less abhorrent to the Northern mind
a general commission of Indian affairs is than abolition, a score of years ago, was to
appointed by the President for the purpose the Southern.”
We hope the types, for once, have lied,
of making thorough examination whenever
pecessiry, into the administration of these and that Bishop Haven will hasten to disaagents, and have the general ficld under vow such language, for surely no sane man
their eye constantly. The whole depart- of bis experience and ability could bring
ment relating to Indian affairs is in the im- himself to believe, much less to say, the
mediate charge of the Department of the above. There is, happily, no doubt that
the word ‘‘ amalgamation” is quite as ** abInterior.
:
hoirent” to the people of the North, and
Whatever may be the result of the inves- most
other people, as abolition: ever could
ligation into the charges of Prof. Marsh, - it be to the
‘people of the South, even when
has been clearly enough proven that many
many of them believed one term included
cases of speculation and dishonesty on the
all that both could express What possible
part of agents have been found under the parallel this , modern ' . reformer
can
present systems. Starting with this undenifind
between
the abolition of a sys.
able fact, a considerable portion of the
tem of unlawful and wicked oppression and
newspaper press of the country advocate

the taking away of Indian affairs from

the

mavagement of the churches and ‘placing

them in eharge

of the War

Department.

a promiscuous mixing of "the African blood
with that of the blue-veired Anglo Saxon.
we ean not even ¢onjecture,,

Sly

We bave no doubt, however, that such is

-

pie 4
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A

IN

Ar

2

At

a

of this year, and a most in|
‘
Al

trial interests and effectually help to cultivate the esthetic tastes of our people.

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.
St.,

Industrial Exposi-

tion at Chicago. ' The Exhibition is in most

the Exposition is a success, and éan not fail
‘to exert a salutary influence over the indus:

Department.

56 Madison

third annual Inter-State

ee

1875.

x

prohi-
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SEPTEMBER 22,

with

peed od

WEDNESDAY,

membership - itis related ro the great body be admitted to membership
of the church of Christ. But while every bitionists.
Baptist, for instance,or Congregationalist,or
Episcopalian, may be entitled to such memQuarterly

re

ror
2
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circulation of the publications

of our

Printing

Establishment is an important part of our demembers but nominationa
l work and indispensable to our

All of the living

two were present, and the session was

of complete harmony and unanimity.

one

Thé

“Clerk will lurnish a report for our next is-

highest success, therefore,
Resolved 1. That as a Y. M. we hereby express our appreciation of our denominational
paper, the Morning Star, and more
ially:

sue. The vacant seats in the Board were a
since the
t of its Western
artsad reminder that death had been among ment ; thatestablishmen
it fully meets the wants of our peothe members the past year, but his presence ple 8 second to no Religions
A Se

; an
t we especially urge
the min
has seemed to quicken the survivors to a
more devoted service for truth. The pat- of thisY. M. to make earnest effort to place it
in every family in their various fields of la.
rons of the Star may feel assured that it |bo r.

will be made not only the indispensable or-

2. That we believe it tobe

the

daty

of

al

our ministers aud people to strive to extend ou

gan of the denomination, but a valuable
denominational
by circulating. ou
source of religious intelligence and an ex- books and 8. 8. influence
peng and introducing our lesponent of true Christian charity.
son leaves into al of ur 8, 8,
:

Bates College.
The President writes as follows concern-

ing the finances, &c., of Bates College:
The subscription to endow: the, college

stands $169,428, one

hundred

thousand of

this sum being
subscribed by Me. Bates. It
will be seen,
0, that to fill up the subscription and secure
$200,000 to the col-

lege, the sam of $30,572

renidins-to be

raised. Now, the friends of the college,
_ their wiaws, think:
so far as [ unde
sum is the question
that the raising of this
calling for the immediate attention of otir
-ecastern churches; and they propose to
make an effort to raise ic at our .appreaching anniversaries: By
of the
{Executive Board of our
Eduweation Society, subscriptions will be taken ‘at the

3. That
in the recent death of Rev. G. T.
Day, late editor of the Morning Star, we recognize a loss which to us and to the world seems
irreparable, and which on our part calls for in
creased faithfulness in the work to which ‘his
i
life was dedicated.

Rev. E. Tibbets' vesignation, as clerk of
Y. M. to take place at the close of this session, was accepted, and Rev. Chas. Payne,
of Wilton Junction, was elected as clerk,
Time of holding Y, M., Friday (at 10 A.
a.) before the last Sabbath in‘ August, of
each year,
:
E. TisBETS, Clerk.

H. Heath of the Trustees of the college, and |
Prof. Fallooton of the Faculty.
n gny |
event god speaking may be expected, and

The fourth annual session of the Union
Association of F. Baptists of Tennessee,
was
held with the Chimney Top church, Sept.
3—5. The churches of the Association
| were mostly represented.
A committee
wis appointed on finance and business, and
#1 the business of the Association was™ prepared by this committee, and then endorsed
by the Association. A resolution was passed

to request all our friends to act as agents

and a eommitteeappointed

annual - meeting

of

that

society

on

the 13 of October.. Among tliose who
have been invited tobe present and to make

ten minutes s
s are Hon, Benjamin E,
Bates, Hon. Jumes G, Blaine, Hon. George
G. Fogg, Hon. John D. Philbrick, Rev. A.

a good

opportunity will be given to put
money into the Lord's treasury. Allow me advising the churches to organize Q. Ms.,
to’ assist

them

for the next few weeks and to take ‘their |in the work.

pledges with them to Manchester, or to
A resolution was also adopted expressing
send them to me there. Persons may sub. gratitude to the Home Mission and Print-

scribe, fixing their own time of: pamests
the

notes

to

be on

interest

after

July

1876, and not to be given at all unless
thousand dollars are

raised

by

that

1,

ing Establishment for their liberal donation

thirty to Woolsey College, and for sending

Revs,

time, | Bros. Chase and Manning to visit, “instruct

May- God put it into the hearts of many of| and eucourage us.

We feel that

their lab-

. our brethren and fciends to help us in this ors among us have greatly encouraged and
hour of our great need.
strengtheiied us. We were also favored
Very truly,
0. B. Cuexey.
1 with the presence and councils of Bro. BurBro. Burson has . lately
son from Bristol.
The lowa Y. M.
lett the Missionary Baptists.
They have
The Iowa Y. M. commenéed at’ Wilton built them a fine church house at a cost of

Aug. 27—29,

Conference -was organized

seven thousand dollars, and he is seeking a
by calling Hon. C. Dudley, of Agency City, home among the free communion Baptists.
to the chair. There was a full ‘delegation
On the Sabbath there was between one
present and many visitors.
©
thousand and twelve hundred people asThe interest of the session was increased | sembled to listen to the Words of Life, and
by the presence,counsels and words of cheer truly it was a timeof refreshing from the
of correspouding delegates and visiting presence of the Lord. We think good was
brethren from abroad.
;
done, and our cause greatly strengthened.
Rev. H, J. Brown was present bearing a
W. B. WooLsEY, Clerk.

message of friendly greeting from the Ill.
Y.M. Rey's. J.J. Halland 8. F. Smith
were present from Iowa Northern Y. M.
Rev. C. O. Parmenter, the genial pastor of
the Sweed’s Point church of the South River

Q. M. (Q. M. not connected with any
M.), reported the interest in that part of
field and invited the sympathies and the
sistance of the XY. M. to the nceded work
be done among them.

Saturday at 7-30,p. M., forthe consideration

of our denominational work. At this meeting
the Mission cause was presented by Rey. 8.
F. Smith, expressing-t1i6*interest and neces-

ity of

the work

by earnest

and

some

Farmington

Q. M.

IIL
In a preceding article, I mentioned several
causes of the decline of strength in the Q. M.

sequence where they belong, or to what meeting
they give their support, They feel no particu.
lar obligation to build up the denomination of
which they are members, Ience if another
church
happens to have a new minister, or
more lively prayer meetings,
or some little
trouble springs up in the church, they are *off”
to some other meeting,
Now, I amno advocate for selfish sectarians
who can see
no good only
in their own
denomination, and can rejoice only in that pros-

forcible perity which is limited to their own church.

eucourag-

Such bigotry

is contemptible:

Yet

there is,

ing incidents connected with it,
while we rejoice in the increase of Christian
The Printing Establishment and its pub- union, a relation which each one sustains to the
lications—their high character and their churéh of which he or she is a member, that
Mission as efficient means in aiding the imposcs a greater responsibility on them, than
- Work of denominational success,
was clearly

they have toward others.

[Presented by Rev. A. H. Huling,of Chicago.
The interest the special work and the

with the church,
that church was
choice; that their
least acceptable.

necessity of our denomination colleges for
Permanent success in our work was prosent-

When

they solemnly
the religious:
doctrine and
Having found

electing the Hon. Chas. Dudley,

president for

the ensuing year.
gad
‘The report of the action ofthe board of trustees and of tha Wilton Collegiate Institute was
received and approved. The board of trustees

of the Ed, Society, and also of the Institution,
was made complete by election. The following

resolutions were considered and passed :
Resolved 1. That we heartily approve of the
action of the board of trustees of the Wilton
Collegiate Institute,

in the

election

E. Baker, to the presidency.
2. That in his acceptance

of Rey,

of the

O.

:
we

same

thy in his arduous labors and re#onsibilities as

.| we commend

him to the favorable acceptance

and confidenceof the F. Baptists,

tke West, and

also to

the people

especially of

for one

Q. M. mission, $11.00, ~The

Weare Q, M, i# in more hopeful circumstances

than ithas been before for some
lowing

resolutions were

time,

adopted,

their publication in the Star :

The fol-

requesting

S

ASTHMA

wherever he may present the interest of the
institution,
2
4. That we approve of the board of Trustees
in securing ‘the labors and influence of Prof, G.
8. Bradley, and his ‘estimable lady, of Evans.
ville, Wis, and Prof, G; A. Slayton, of Hillsdale in behalf of the Institution as principal and
teachers,—andas such commend them to the
confidence and sympathy of the people.
E. TisBETs,

The

Maine Central Institute,
fall term of the Maine Central Institute,

which commenced
ful operation

dents.

Aug, 23, is now" in success-

with

an

attendance

of 130 stu-

This isa large number considering

the

many free high schools in the adjoining towns,
also the fact that a class of seventeen graduated
from here last summer term. Prof. Bachelder
still remains at the head of the Institution,
while his popularity and reputation as an earnest, successful teacher is, if possible, higher than

ever.

There is only one fault to be found

him, and that is, he works

too’ hard both

with
in his

classes and private studies. Miss Vickery,
preceptress, is also a very efficient teacher,

joying the confidence

and esteem of all

‘the
en-

who

come under her instruction. Prof. Jordan, of
the Normal Department, is also liked very well,
and so are all the other teachers. Students who
desire to learn, who wish to make study a. busican

do

as

well

here

as

at

any.

Ministers and Churches.
WE are glad to learn that the revival interest
continues in the Laconia (N. H.) church. Nine
were added to the church on Sept. 6, six by
baptism and three by. letter, all but. two the
heads of families. Gain in membership during
the past quarter, 20.
:
The D St. church

White. On Sept. 4, five were baptized, one of
whom is a converted Catholic girl, whose sect

This church is the

one in seventh ward, and is surrounded

a Catholic population.

by

G. H..8.
i

North-eastern Vermont,
The past few months have been eventful in
the history of the Wheelock Q, M, A glorious
revival, such as has not been enjoyed for many
years, has visited this part of the State, of
which St. Johnsbury has been the grand center.

Hundreds have there been
spirit

and

converted,

power.of Pentecost seems

been felt all through

the place.

time,

and
to

the
have

Some of our

Rev. BE. J, Dovie writes from Capae, Mich.,
as follows ;: Rev. C. B. Mills, after laboring with

thé New Haven church for two years with good
endearing himself to the
church and community, hagfelt it his duty to

remove to his former field of labor, thus leaving

the church without a pastor. A good minister
would find a good field and a working church,

.

different Stops, and of the manner

of combining them.
BY

oe \HUCH
A. CLARKE,
OF MUSIC AND HARMONY

the

‘Just ‘issued.

L. SARGENT,

:
Clerk pro tem.

ing Noyember 26.
Geo. Burrock,

Notice.

tee of the Freewill Bape

Rirrey Q. M.—Held its last session with the

Streets

At the lowest price cousistent with the qualtiy given and
ranteed. Send Stamp for catalogues.

Pres,

EE

g

G. Hook & Hast] ngs, Boston

Builders of nearl
800 organs,
y
including the Six
largest and most complete in fre country. Established 1827.

lysows

emp

3!

he

?

There will be a meeting of the executive

rim

septlin3éeowly .

act on the fol
.
;
one or more to
of the corpo:
the institntion

Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 2, 1875.

Sent by mail, price $2.50.

Lee & Walker,

Semina-

ry are hereby notified that there will be a meeting
of the said corporators in the Seminary building on

on a firm basis.

UNI-

AND
Author of “Clarke's New Method for the Piano-Forte.”

3ty8

Thursday, Oct. 7,at 1 0’clock.P. M., to
lowing business:
:
1. To see if they will engage some
sollecy funds to pay the indebtedness
ration.
2. To see what can be done to set

IN THE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

VERSITY

Next session with the Lynn church, commenc-

WAN Sr re eraes

commite

Home Mission Society, in

Manchester, at the Pine street church, Oct. 13,at 8,

isters, teachers,

&c . &C.

Ww

8

A. M., to make appropriations and transact any oth- TED
Riaranieed, Address Hudson River W
Union church, Aug. 27—29,
Ministers present er business necessary to be
done.
)e , 128 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or 18 Clark
were Rev’s Wm,
Tucker, D., A. Tucker, and M.
A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.
IN
St., Chicago, Ill
Weow™s
|
Hillsdale, Mich., Sept. 13, ;875.
R. McKee; also Revs J. Keeling, M; Douglass
3t38
and E. Pond, Separate Baptists, David A.
Wana,
Tucker was chosen Moderator, The churches
Anniversaries.
were not, all represented. Encouraging letters
:
FOR
Persons expecting to attend the Anniversaries at
were received from a number of them. The Pine
Sun Bl
«8 SONG Se
St. church, Manchester, are requested to-notimeetings were well attended and a lively inter. fy REv. H. F.Woop.pastor of the church,that homes
est manifested for the cause in which we are. may be assigned them before their arrival at the
Fiestiog,
PER ORDER.
engaged—the building up of our Master's kingBY P. P. BLISS,
31
dom upcn earth. The business meetings were
Tried and Found Not Wanting,
on the main harmonious,
:
Not an ordinary Song Book
HILLSDALEQ. M, will
De held with the Rome
Next session with the Franklin church.
00
but the Earnest Wordsof
Ear=
church, commencing Oct. 8: Opening sermon Ly
by
nest Workers animated
:
C. C. Ruswe, Clerk.
B. L. PRESCOTT, Clerk.
Rev. A. A. Myers.

THE

GOSPEL SONGS.

BELKNAP Q.M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will be
Lake Geonee (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its Sept. held
at Laconia, commencing Oct. 5, at 1,p. M. Exsession with the Hague church.
Nearly all the ercises: Butler's Theology, for 23, Teacher, J. B.
churches were represented, and though nothing. Higgins; The Lord’s Supper —John Davis;
Power
from on high and how obtained,-E. W. Ricker.
of importance has happened since our™Tist ses- Exegesis
ol Matt, 18:10,—J. L. Sinclair; Consecrasion, yet we are holding our own. The business cion,—, W, Richardson; Chureh Amusements,
—F.
was dohe in perfect harmony and the meetings Maxfield; Exegesis of Mal. 4:1—3 —D, L. Edgerly:
of worship were largely attended.
Something Savbatn Obse vance aad how Promoted,~¥. E Davison ; Church Finance,—J. F. Locke; Prayer Meet.
more was, done towards organizing a ministers’ ing:—J.
B. (igzias; Bib e Exercise, [leb. 1; Teach:
conference.
er,A. D. Sih; Exposiuon of the Good Samaritan,
Next

Take 10,—=J. N. Rich; Exposition

session at Putnam.
W. H. H. Daves,

itable

thaa

F.E.

Middle

Grove

church,

on

the

Sabbath.

two,~J,

Davison.

Each

ist.
Next session with

Colfax

26th.

«

Cralb,

church,

Clerk,

J.G. MUNSETY,

ter, N. H., Thursday evening, OCt. 14, at 7 o’clock.
Per order of Com.,

‘

His

lubors

give promise of great good.
Mr, K. A. Burnell and his co-workers
are
again at their, labors, visiting several of the
towns in Kllinois
that were visited last fall.
‘They hold open-air meetings and Bible-readings.

Those who conie by rail to attend

has an enrollment
of 3,500, and has had at one
session 3,084 scholars, besides officers, teachers
and visitors.
It is nothing uncommon to have
from 2,000 to 2,600 scholars present at one regu-’
lar session. This is undoubtedly the largest S.

Rev. Tho’s. Lee is the Superin-

tendeut.
Rev, Edward

Cridge, of Victoria,

British

Co-

of Missionary Bishop in

The third anvual convention of the Young
Men’s Christian Associations, of Illinois, will be
held in Jacksonville, October 7, continuing three

days.

The news from the Mission of the Southern
Presbyterian
Church
at Matamoras, Mexico,
is very encouraging.
The female
school
has
doubled its numbers, and six persons have recently indicated their purpose of uniting with
the church.
The present membership of the First Congregatifonal Church, in Chicago, Ill, (Dr. Good-

to the church.

|"

Books

wits) is 974; it is probably the third lurgest Cen-

fine parson-

The bureau of ministerial supply, established
in Boston, for the benefit of Congregational
churches, is proving a success, When a church
wishes aid of the bureau in procuring a pastor,
it pays
a fee of $5. A clergyman wishing settlement deposits a like sum, in addition to which

he pays 20 cents

for

each supply furnished him,

Persons provided with

casual supplies

At Barnum’s Hippodrome;

pay

two

per cont. of what they receive. As many as 150
churches desiring pastors are now clients of the
bureau. Applications come from nearly every
X
State of the Union.:
Rev. Dr. Healy who for a few years past has
been President of Straight University, New Or-

Forwarded.

By MAIL.

.

Surgeon;

Dr. Wood,

Veterinary

owner of ‘Harry

Bassett;

Dr. Ogle, of 33¢ W. 25th street, promounces

GILES

LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA the only remedy
that can be relied on to cure lameness in horses.
Sold by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Avenue,
| New

York.

1m37

Only 50c. and $1 per bottle.

DEAFNESS,

ISCHARGES from the ear, noises mm the head,
Ontarrh, Bronchitis, Offensive Breath, Cons

John G Cotterell, Epsom,

- smmption, Throat Affection and Debility of the Nerv
ous System, from whatever cause, cured by

Foreign

-

Mission.

Dr. Lighthill,

:

C G Drown, Barton, Vt, to con. self & wife L. Ms,
Lol VEY M,
Mrs C H Thayer, St Johnsbury, Vt,
Parsonsfield
M, Me, per A 8S Hilton,
Kewanee, Ill,
per HJ Brown,
Estate of Rev N A Jackson, per N B Jackson,
New Durham,
N H, per d B Lei hton,
Clarendon, N ¥
r DM L Rollin,
Belkn
M,
,
per H 8 Kimball,

ake VILE: N H. *°

4

12

2

Plaingeld, Wis, per R B Sparks,

Catharine Homer, Romeo, Mich,

3
3

+

3

Doughty’s Falls, Me. per B P* Parker,
A friend, Wash St, Dover, N H, for support of a
child in India,
1 0.
Honey Creek Q M, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
d
Rex N Brooks, Manchester, N H,
b
North St Rath, Me, per N ¥ Dunton,
7
Greenwich St, Providence, RI, per D W Goodspeed,
Acton by Milton Mitts, per A § McLean,
Wm Jenkins, Boston Highlands, Mass,
C. 0. LisBY,

Dover, N. H,
F.
itvie

Col. McDaniel,

~

Mrs A E Aldrich, Philadelphia, NY. 2

B.

Woman’s

Mission

Miss, Helpers, New Hampton,

Kelley,

4.00

——

87.00
Treas.

MARRIED
Whitcher

of Tilten.

June 23, Mr, Frank Hatch and Miss Minnie Thompson, both of M. July 1, Mr. Edward F, Evans and
Miss Jennie A. Dixon, both of perry,

:

In Jamestown, Mich., Sept. 5, at the residénce of
Dr. C. Chamberlain by Rev. Wm. 8. Warren, Mr,
James Crofoot and Miss L. Jackson, both of J.
In Franklin, Pa., at the residence of the bride’s

father, Sept. 2, by Rev. J. B. Page, of Wellsburg,
Lyman

E. Page,

of Bloomfleld,

AGENTS WANTED
book

ever

Rublished:

Send

.

fx

for the
for circulars

nd our extra terms to agents.
’
NATIONAL YUBLISHING

n36.4t

\

D, |

Stammering

permanently cured
by & system of instruction and
education.

Address

for

circular, VOCAL

INSTI-

TUTE, 103 Waverly Place, New York.
sept8n36-8t

D.Langell’s
Asthma & Catarrh Remedy,
years between life and
experimented by comroots and herbs and inhalin,
disco

death with A

diilze gackage,
$y ml

ppla

For sale by Druggista.

:

STOVE
IHL

: Band

DOUBLE

CO.,

‘Philadelphia, Pa,

YOUR

TRADE

Druggists, Grocers and Dealers—Pure China and
apan Teas, in sealed
packages, screw#op cans,
xes, or half chests—Growers’ prices. Send for
Circular. THE WELLS TRA COMPANY, 201 Fulton
treet, N. Y., P, O. Box 4560.
Gteow2?

77

WEEK

to Male

lier locality.

articulars FREE.
septl-ly

N. J., and Mary

McBeth, of F.

selling

STUTTERING. wa stenns

nod7eow2m

In Manchester, Ma A
Rev. G. M. Park, Mr.
Willie 8. Heath and Miss
Mary M. Martin, bo'h of
‘M. June 2, Mr. Frank H, Clark and Mies kmma A.
Jewell, botn of M. June 2%, Mr, Samuel G.MorriMiss Mary Tr.

to in-

1y388ple

Mrs R

L. A. DEMERITTE,

son, of M., and

an answer.

;
» O.

id

Dover, N. H.

sure

N H, per F D

Fogg,

Mrs M A White,

Street, Boston, Mass.

no37-13¢

A triend, SE
ha Me, per Mrs G W Bean,
3.00
Woman’s Miss. Soe., Haverhill, Mass, per Nellie F »
Merrill,
Ida Randall, .26, AWby A Ide, 26, Mrs
88 Westcott
& family, $3.48. ali of West Scituate, R I, per

\

8] Beacon

Letters of inquiry must contain one dollar,

287.15
Treas.

Society.

Woman's Miss. Soc., Main St, Lewiston, per

The property of the society 1s
a

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
Frosted ¥eet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.

;

Rev E Manson, W Waterville, Me.
8 N Taylor, Linneus, Me.

gregationul charch.in the country.
It has a
board of eight deacons, and - employs a paid

valued at $240,000, and includes
age.
=

\ODIDE OF AMMONIA

Q.

ton—P Hugg—A CHogbin—E
Hanaford—W Harmon—\W
H Jones—W
M Jenkins—A Mouiton~A
Moulton—8 P
Meads—W Manuel—C W Nelsou~J Nason—C H Nason—
A E Odell—H H Prescott—W
R Port—A A Pingrey— Mrs
L.Page—O D Patch—R E Prescott—J Pole—F Reed—W,
M Seott—D Y Smith ~I L 8heldon—N Storv—( Sexton—
Mary Teague—R Taylor—E D Wade—P $ Young.

The new minutes of the Illinois Congregational State Association gives the number of churches, 239; members, 20,825; ministers, 287. The
net gain is 1,065.

chureh visitor,

the Bowdoin

Crosier—SE Fuiler -M Farrington—W Fenley—H Ful-

The Cincinnati Union Bethel, Sunday school,

S. in the world.

Chairman.

ak

Letters Received,

A Christian chapel for the Chinese has been
built in Virginia City, Nev., by the labors of Ah

O.

|

M. at East Bowdoinham, will please stop at Bowdoinham depot, where teams will be in readinéss to
take them

sent en

CINCINNATI,

D H Adams—J D Batson—M R Benchley—-J Bradford
—H ¢ Bowen—L Bingham—S. Bathrick—~Mrs M A Brown
—A Carter, 2d—Lottie Clark—Mrs A A Coburn—E A

General.

dt the Moody ‘type.

IL. 1. STEWART,

“7 Notice.”

Per Doz.

$3.60

cts.:

I Price 35

PE

Songs, JUENCATRCH &00,

Clerk,

Home Mission Secietyy;
The annual meeting of the Horae Mission Society
will be held at the Pine street church, in Manches-

0 \

Single sample copy
receipt of 30 cents.

by

S. B. GIVEN.
a
———————————————

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
For, a Sines

sermon

”

and others.

J bobeive
bi

CW

Col-

November

Opening

SONGS

‘“ GOSPEL

Contains the Songs sung by
Ira D, Sankey in the great reLJ vivals in Engiand
& Scotland
‘| Chosen over all others fo:

.
Field

the State Meetings of New
York,
Iowa,
Illinois, Wis=

brother ‘will be prepared to

:

Evangel-

P. CaristiaN,

Nason.

Pare,

will live.
Powerful.

music that
Simple and

IN

The

1 Tim. 6:15, 15,—J.

present a plan of a sermon, and to preach

lection on the Sabbath was upwards of ten dollars fof the benefit of Bro, A.

|

M. Duigin: R*solved that one Sermon is more prof-

Clerk.

the Reformed Episcopal
Church, to which he
was elected at the General Council in Chicago.

WESTERN.

upon

:
“Notice,
The corporators of the Green Mountain

feel that a

lumbia,accepts the office

of-the prophets fall ? and who will bear aloft the

aet

Portland, Me., Sept, 15, 1875.

faithful Christian servant of the Master's cause
and the Q. M. sustained a great
oss,
_ 2; That this conference deeply sympathize with
the family of the‘deceased in the irreparable loss
which they have sustained.

warm ; but most of the ¢ churches actual’’ in
this Q. M. are prosperous. The St. Johnsbury
church has received large accessions, and ‘under
the revival inspiration are building them a house
of worship, which ‘they greatly need. Other
towns in the county have been wrought upon to
greater or less extent. Converts have sought
the Jordan in Lyndon, Sutton, Wheelock, No.
Danvilleand other places ; and what is especially encouraging,
the working element in our
churches was never better.
But our hearts are siddened in that two of
our most faithful and efficient pastors are so
suddenly removed
by death,—Rev.
E. C.

banner which the fallen have 86 nobly borne ?
W.L.N.

The only work in which explanations are
given of the nature and compass of the

report of the executive committee, and to transact
business that may legally come before
the meeting.
C. S. PERKINS, Cor. Sec,

*

churches are feeble, and some like Laodicéa,luke-

of Sutton, Both were present at the June session of the Q. M., though in poor health—both
now at rest, ‘These churches deeply feel the loss
which they sustain in the removal of their es.
teemed pastors, but joyfully remember that the
hosts of Israel are marching on, and will soon
hail the departed beyond the tide. The watch.
men are falling. Upon whom shall the mantle

hear and

THE

“Aaron opts

?

any other

removeby death our fellow laborer in the cause
we

to

Address
H. 0. HOUGHTON & CO.,
1 Somerset st., Boston, Mass.

FOR

Notice.
i
of the Freewill Baptist Foreign
arg notified to meet in the Pine
church in Manchester, N- H., on
13, at7, P.M. To choose officers

ensuing year,

receipe of retail price.

IMPROVED SCHOOL

’

the

.

Price, 75 Cts.

$7.50 per doz. copi
Sent by

CLARKE

J. A, LOWELL, Cor, Sec.’

Danville, N. BH,, Sept. 7, 1875.
ts

“ai

TO ORGAN STUDENTS,
1

shall come before the meeting.

for

ven.

it is

sept8eowdt

cers, and the transaction of any other business
that

@
The members
Mission Sogiely,
Street ¥. Baptist
Wednesday, Oct.

Be:tionsTo's
Conte
and Musical In.
and it is believed to

ANTED, AGENTS—Everywhere, for the
tennial History—600 pages, 20 engrav- Cemnselling well.

lugs,

NOTICE,

Whereas, God in his providence has seen fit to

Resolved, 1, That in his death

will

There will be a meeting of the F. B, Womau’s
ion’ Society, at the vestry of ‘the Pine street F.MisB.
church, Manchester,N. H., Wednesda: y Oet, 13, at
nine o’clock, A. M., for the purpose of e ecting effi -

the Lord was with us, and all present
ed to
enjoy the meeting.
One happy convert was
buried with Christ in baptism,
»
The following resolution was passed on th
death of Rev.-D. Hulbert :

of Christ, the Rev. D. Hulbert, therefore,

We

“od

for

oruses,

ai

Notices ana Appointments,

for

in South

Boston is prospering under the labors of Bra.

only

We had a good

sells at $425.

book of the same size and price.
ang2y-4t
Bl 8
STEWART, Doyer, N. H.

Oxvorp (Mich.) Q. M,—Held its last session
with the Keneokee church, Aug. 20—22.
All
of the churches except one were reported by
delegates:

Pldte,

will gend the “Life and Epistles of St. Paul,” a

2, That we express to the church of Andover

valuable material

ONVEN-

be unsurpassed;

both postpaid, to any person not indebted to us, on
the receipt of $1.60. Instead of the Dictionary, we

our sympathy,and pledge them our prayers, and
hope that our brother's death may speak to them
more impressively than his faithful preaching,
and even his consistent and exemplury life,
3. That to the wife and children upon whom
this blow falls with most crushing weight, we
expres; our deepest sympathy, and promise them
our aid, and pray that God will sustain them in
this their hour of greatest need.
"G, M. Park, Clerk pro tem.
:

letter and

ad

e

Av silable

Elementary
Depart
ment, is conceded

send this book and the Morning Star, for one year,

reverently,

WORK

Sloat

1

amount
of choice vd

concise, and yet yery
thorough and com-

one thousand pages, and

at

Pramie City (11) Q. M.—Held its last session with the Middle Grovg
church, Aug.
20—23, Churches all represented but one.
Business was transacted in harmony, and the
worshiping neetings were good,
Preaching by
Rev's 8. T. Dodge, L. R. Bayless, A. Crabb
and H, G. Woodworth.
Five united with the

Pittsfield, Me., Sept. 14, 1873,

has given her much trouble.

to work as a

East Andover,
do humbly and
bow to the hand that has afflicted us.

Dr. Langley’s

i

LABS -} Bika
;

Bible Dictionary.

minister of Christ, for his kind and sympathetic
disposition and genial spirit manifest in all his
Christian associations, eh Wey
Resolved, 1. That we asa Q. M. while feelin
deeply the loss we have sustained in ‘the remova
of our brethren from us, and from our church

CATARKH.—See

B EST

ING
n

Smith’s Bible Dictionary is a standard work of

other

school, of the same kind, in the State.
GG. H, 8,

Soutw Bosrox.

highly esteemed for his devotion

AND

veitisement.

in general hoe fallen

they united _results, and greatly

professed that
home of their
polity were at
their religious

PyYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS.— Universally Ac.
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears the
name of JAMES PYLE. None genuine without it.

Collection for,

|

and Female

Costs

Agents, in

NOTHING,

to try it.

P. 0, VICKERY ‘& CO.
Augusta, Me.

LANDS FOR SALE
Near Walhalla, South Carolina.
easy terms,
lumbia, 8. C
1
Maing,

Address W.

A DAY at home.
and terms free.

Small tracts and

J. DUFFIE,

Owner, ConoyT-4t

Agents wanted. Outfit
TRUK & CO., Augusta,
no3T-ly.

whi

His
“rng

os

-ile

IowaState Educational Society.
The above named society met at Wilton
Junction, Aug. 30, and organized at 9, X. M., by

Y. There are two other causes, to which I wish to
the direct your attention in this article.
as1. A want of denominational attachment
to Many feel or seem to feel that it is of no con- Smalley, of Sheffield, and Rev. L. B. Tasker,

Rev. A. H. Hauling of Chicago was present and called attentioft to the growing interest and efficiency of our denominational
publications. .
:
A denominational mass meeting was held

temarks—and by relating

church and denomination to which he belongs,
who will care for them?— Another cause of decline
I reserve for another article.
Ti.
D, WATERMAN,

ness,

Union Association of Tennessee.

year.

ter, and N. Clough, of Grantham,

Meclored by

Tue

SONG

ntai

Sassi

meeting

* ON PUBLICATIONS.
er
Whereas, believing most emphatically that the

for from the fact that those who use
it once will use no other.

Hen

OF

a

el nut and

annual

of disci-

Orange feeling Shalit Rad jucen
)d for us to be
the licensesof C.. 8.
Frost, of the Merrimack St. church, in Manches-

been

authors.

VINEYARD

OF SONG

THE unprecedented salé of the Eu

We came away from

still more in the evening,

VINEYAR)

reka Machine Twist, is acconnt-

8 of

: -

a ar

14%

list week.

their

is own family, who will care for them? If a
| Christian does not ¢are for the interests of the

2, That the
Christian
who failsor neglects to
use his influence to suppress the“sile or use of

duty

the
an

++ Whereas,
engages in, it is a part of my duty to labor to to remove God in his providence has seen fit
from our midst Rey. C. B, Griffin,pasmake it a success. If a man does not care for tor of the East Andover church, whom
we so

president of the Institution, pledging him our
prayer for success in making the
stitution,
what he and we all desire,
3. Thatas our president and general ‘agent,

it is the

all that intoxicates, shall be a subject
pline by the church,

The Board of Corporators of the Printing |
held

ests of the church are our (my) interests, and
whatever Christian enterprise the denomination

of:every

1, That

Christian and lover of humanity to use their
influence to suppress their use in the state.

Meeting of the Grporators.

Establishment

cess, first of individual churches and second of
the whole army.
We should feel that the inter

assure Bro, Baker of our Assistance and sympa-

Resolved,

forewere

, best

TION, remember that

EE

milder beverages such as wine and beer is on the

divis-

each individual,in his own church. This leads
to concentration of effort, so essential to suc-

apthis
ma
bev 4
M’s.

increase; therefore,

uy

fore the meeting closes,” God heard our prayers

ion depends very much upon the faithfulness of there, The Q, M. renewed

Resolved, That we believe the use of intoxicat- |

Denoninational News and Notes
4

of each division, and the success of each

de-

ing liquorsis the greatest sin of the age
and
whereas the tendency to use it in the form of

be-

and at the close of the sermon, Thursday
of the company or regiment to which he be- noon, over a dozen of seekers for salvation
longs. Soin the Christian church. The suc: bowing at the altar of prayer. Durin
cess of the church wholly
da outils »
| afternoon service over twenty came forwar

two

TEMPERANCE, ~

Master

AI

while

for the

SWS

the

thy work and give us souls

When selecting a
Music Book for your
SINGING LASS OR
MUSICAL
ONVEN-

re

nomination in the State, therefore,
Resolved, That a committee of three be
Jointed with the powerto act in behalf of
+ M., to consult with a committee which
be appointed by the Northern Iowa Y, M.
the. object of a.consolidation of the two Y.

strongly issenting from the recent. action
of the Board, we Tecoghize the right of the
majority to govern,
e propose to seive
the University in all legitimate ways, and
invite to it the support of the ‘denomination.

the

ery: * O Lord revive

Then canie the

despatch,

*There is always room at the top,” CLARKE’S
NEw METHOD FOR THE PIANO FORTE, is the leading book for teacher and student; such is the opin.
ion of the thousands of eminent teachers who have
adopted the work. . Sent by mail for $3.75. Lee &
Walker, Publishers, Philadelphia.
:

The
with

rar ie EA

and

with which each soldier labors for the success

TR

TRS

its interests,

the

N

RR

and

touching

a union between

Ll

SE

University

all questions

of the
frankly

pends, in a great measure upon the faithfulness

resent evidently came to work for Christ,
usiness was
harmoniously and

awa) eSed-23 of pueg

and fully upon

acts
views

\

Y. M's of Towa would add strength to

re-

ls Np

4

Iowa city.

NOLL4IE088NS AS ATNO 0108

ight to criticise

he is enrolled, and the success of the army, de-

We, as a Y. M.,, believe that greater concentration of effort is necessary for the extension
of the Redeemer’s eause in our midst, and

The present position of The Standard, as

serving our

train, march, and fight with that Co., in which

CONSOLIDATION,

position is stated thus:

trustees, and to express our

infantry or cavalry, but having enlisted he must

Resolved, That while we are heartily in favor
of Christian union we nevertheless do not concur in the action of General Conference, in
reference to the reception of unbaptized persons
into full membership.

Whereas, Believing

NER

can Missionary Association among the colored
people in the South, has recently accepted a call
to the pastorate of the Congregational church, in

Weare Q. M.—Held its Aug. session with
the Orange church. ‘The attendance of = deleBates was not so large as usual, owing to the
usy season of the year and the distance of the
meeting from many of the churches, But those

VIHATIAVITHA

' CHRISTIAN UNION,

as all’ intention to impugn the motives of
the trustees acting in the majority. The
While

tratedby the citizen's duty in the. great war.
When he enlisted, he might Join, the artillery,

To

we heartily commend it to the confidence of
our people and solicit their patronage "and support, especially those of the west.

week before, is printed, and antagonism:
against the University disavowed, as well

lw

| 1eans, and an agentin the service of the Ameri-

Quarterly
: Meetings.

as they have power to

make it, by sustaining its interests, and enlarg-.
ing its borders. This principle may be illus-

Resolved, Thatin view of the improved financial condition of the Wilton Co
te Institute

hard things, we: believe, as some of its
Eastern contemporaries. In the last issue
of that paper a protest from a committee of
the trustees, ugainst the strongly antagonistic position editorially announced the

regards the University, is this:

as agreeable
and useful

WILTON COLLEGE, *

Yet, it has not- sald quite so

IRE

en

032 LIVMHLYIIMOD

ing'as well.

of the board of trustees,
Dr. Moss zealously, has
into the controversy, not
deal of denominational
by no little personal Teel

oh

Eounty

itoris a member
and who stood by
naturally entered
‘only with a. good
spirit, but moved

LEE

PT

home, it became’ their duty to make that home

+
1 8, 8 NORMAY, CLASSES.
Resolved, That where practicable we recom.
mend that normal ¢
be organized by our
churches for the training of 8. 8, Teachers, ~

The Standard, of Chicago, whose chief ed-

NC

a

SSEEELSSERIic

Missionary board,

i

wom
em

the ** abhorrence” of the Northern mind to ed by Prof. G. 8. Bradley and Pres. 0. E.
the process aboye named that the next Gen- Baker ot Wi lton.
TY
eral Conference ' of the philanthropic
The preaching during 'the session by
Bishop's church will determine the tenure brethren Hall, Totman, Brown and Huling
«of hig office by the evidence of his sanity.
was earnest, spiritual, and effective—and
manifestly incited in the hearts of - God's
_ ABgrrer Serir, ‘The unfortunate quar- children who were present’ renewed hope
rel among the managers of the University and trust in the work of Christ.
Love for the old land-marks and loyalty’
of Chicago, which has lately attracted such
general attention,we hope has spent its to the denomination were manifested in all
ferce,and better gounsels will prevail. Some the exercises,
The session was one of unusual interest.
very bitter things have been said in a spirit
foreigp to the Sermon on the Mount, we The folowing resolutions were passed :
fear, on both sides. Especially have the
MISSION BOAR Dips
Baptist papers of Philadelphia and New
Resolved, That we organize an Iowa Y. M,
York said hard things of the trustees, without waiting for all the facts, it is claimed.

An
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less, that sanlight will fade this crimson to

Bocko

white.”

Poor little Sunbeam,
cere
]

ik

‘When the birds to their rest have gone
* And the trees have drooped their leaflets

«

If the leaves and birds, at night,
"7 Ever think with joy or Sorroty
light.

and water! Not « poetical
little Sunbeam?
Do you

Of the deeds of the day that is gone,
Or sigh for the lost, or wish vainly
That aught of the past were undone.

home for
remember

motto?

Hol sweet must be their rest!
But my heart is heavy and lonely

As the glory lies out of the west.
For the past will cling to the present,
The present the future will dread,
Till I almost envy the leaflets,

Come, list to a song for the Harvest;
Thanksgiving and honor and praise
For ull that the bountiful Giver

our
her

ry

said.

“There is no reason why we

gone on in this ‘poor

best meat.
way

deer.

heard there before.

meat, and all we want of it..

have

enough,

see!”

Then we can

have

thé

* Oh, that will be delightful!”

cried

And soon fading away in the arms

but those of my sisters,

or

his

also.

I have

had

muscle, and declared that

Or glow.like a pretty quadroon, »
As they dream of the sun in the morning,
Or welcome his kisses at noon,

“It's

just

my

a
luck,

;
mother.

mother did not

I

teeth

altogether

approve

of the.

plan, but Bocko seemed so confident

might

about

have known I shouldnt get the place, for the matter, that she thought she would

And not from the fruit harvest only
‘We offer our thanks and our praise;
:
Not less bave the leaves and the blossoms.
Made brighter and better the days.

all it seemed as though I was
I'm the most unlucky boy in the
I always was, ever since I can
There’s Osmond Gray, he got.
He
' | just as he does everything.

The leaves that delight with their greenness,
That soften the heat with their shade,

Aud nestle so erisplyfic autumn,

scholag

To startle the lover and maid.
in May-time

patience and“

The ground, as with Snow, as they fall ;
For the flowerets that whisper their meanings
In cottage and hovel and liall.

@gret,

as the speaker,

a

moorland ;

We have gleaned it from meadow and lea;
the cloudland;

We ¢ have have bound
boun it in sheaves from the sea.’

The Family Circle,

Sous SoRing gisuply Yu

a path

Tu the

NOBUS,
bon 19 Jum lately
toward it.
|The deer looked at him and ran
then stopped.

lud

So did Bocko.

a

. I love you
I'm afraid I love you

well for that.

son;

too

a

too|'*

well for your own good.”

I came out hunting, and not to talk.

lucky family.

o

.

He says he always had | theveedeer.

bad
Tuck, aud | cappose 1 mast expect to]
have it.”

started out from

do )you think of taking me?" said |
#

.

= Yes," said Bocko,
“The deer gave a grin.

beliindPlaying
aelond ynealnyrio
seek way,
Yel
unes,
along on their

tute “ YourYour undle
un¢ has bis ows luck - fy son. .
each
He
has
been
his
own enemy. You are not
thought of his future. “Said fone “i Lwill
old
enough
yel
to
realize it, but he reaps
seek the waves of some 8 river, op..sea,
. and
88
so Lioa

will spend my life- in: playing with the | the reward of his own doings.

I

am going to take a deer home for my family

* No, mother, you know you coaldn’t do | to eat.”
:
+3 says we S belong to an
And
that. Uncle
Jack

Three
Sunbeams.
.

Perhaps it was

| not areal grin, ’ but it looked like one. . This

made Bocko angry, and he ran close. up to
the deer and tried to bite. one. of ‘his fore-

| legs,

He is kind- | “2° Look here!

ripples,I am
and
frolicking
the comes
fishes; onand I | Beatie
and genervas;
BO weary.
putdone
Gu BT Ah
i to-morrow
when
hat duties
and with
night
off Lill
what
oug ht toap. be to on
will go te sleep in the saffron heart: of the to-day. He is never quite ready to do 'anywaterlily. I will take light where everI thing that can be left for another time.
go and all shall bless me. Happiness is Then, he’ has spent a small fortune for
liquot and tobacco, and that is the secret of
the fortune I seek.
bis badbut luck. You are a good deal like
‘Another
said, clint
* I will
be high,
up,
whet
tk. Shalt
to reach
me. high
1 shalt] lire
it would break my heart to have

said the deér, stepping

back,K, ¢ that
if yon
biteremeraber
my3 legs I towill give you
a kick
you'll
the day of
your death I”
** Well, then, what am I to do PM exclaim-

ed poor Bocko! “I suppose I ought to take
youbyby theth throat, but I ean’t reach up.*
You'd like me

to lie

down,

wouldn’

fly to the
peak of some lofty mountain-top, | you grow up to be such a man 85 be is.”
y
r
il
lle
race the in
re home
ori
* Why mother,
I thought souley. loved|
pinaof Sa a|f
:
or
wil 8
Lg
| Uncle Jack I” exclaime
d Ned Crowley
I will|

*

my beauty, | and
dug » iit is .
too

ae

pt oll Qaek peak
.
ortun

.

-| ask

But the third sighed saying nothing;
she thought sadly to

herself,

“ Ah

me!

know how we can live,

bed,

or

light

where.”
Mr. Bemis

the

things, and peace shall be my fortune.”

a

i

rods

Bat
«« We

have joy

ligt :

ere

winged sail ‘boat

he

i

deer to take him by the throat.

within.
Jorinighi,
1 iiended
piace to 3 you.
I knew
you

to
were

give
the
a good

turned

: around

so

yas

scholar, a handsome writer, and quick ac- |toward the dog, and

‘eanie

gliding

needed

“|

countant.

the

Then, I knew that your
help

of

your

But

Te

‘below,
Hoping
“Ah!
She will

to

keep

see me,"

#

A

a

his forehead

this review, isto stir up

£rs like them are fhe utterances

reckless tendency of modern

awaked the anxiety of

all sincere

if they continje to do wicked!y."”
“ 1 want to stop doing wickedly,”

said

‘which by no

scuf, no

God, no providence, no immortality
1”.

Its Theism is of that

means exhausts

the catalogue,

The Suetts

also

allege a tar’

more wretched

condition of public affvirs in Rome and all of Ita.
ly than appeared under papal rule, which Mr,
Gladstone easily and conclusively shows to be
false. The whole review is a striking exposure

pure

and wholesome” kind which recognizes God as

the first principle, the unconditional cause
of all

fundu-

of the spirit and aiths of the papacy, and way

osition. The present volume naturally deals
with some of these, as, for instance :
’ 1. Has the universe always existed, or had the

Pope is constantly intriguing to regain his tem.
poral power,how he detests and seeks to destroy
Protestantism, how liberty of speech and of con-

existence.

This

indeed

is the author's

es

herself.

I

ly, pushed his fiorns

under

him

and

gave

Tn er

well arrest the attention of Americans as well as
Englishmen. It shows how the mischievous doc.
trines of the syllabus are still upheld, how the

mental proposition, and to the establishing
of it
he devotes himself.
But there are various questions attending the consideration of such a
prop-

<hauujets which is worth thiukisg about witer it is read:

the boy, * but I can’t stop.
Tha evil
thoughts are in me, and the bad deeds come

of evil thoughts.

boy,

like the rest of us,” the lady softly murmur-

a Formation

revert for

a moment

the

month of

and simple

any depth of learning, without wide information
or experience of the world, without original and
masculine

out of a first

vigor

of miad,

without

poliiical- in

teror first force—an artistic, architectonie, mate
demis
urgie creation?
W.
Ar

sight, without the stern discip:ine that «chastens

by necessity * by "choice? Wat

rl axpactulien. oh Hh hr,

human vanity, and without aiastery'over

g tok wo

ed; but she spoke this last in English; so evar
old
es or way
| lofty pinnacle,of eocles
the boy only raised his head with a vacant | scious forth-putting
of nites or ta ttarelopBrin fair towards
him to admit
:

to

life, endowed with devotional
susceptibilities,
wholly"above the love of money, and with a genial and tender side to his nature, but without

3. What conception are we ty form of the

or wus it simply

poor

Let us

June, 1846,
A provioeial Prelate, of a regular

nat
ure and mode of that beginning?
Was it a pure
supernatural Origivation—an absolute
creation?

What can I do?"

** Nothing but come to Christ,

¢

an

in-

48 el a

power. It is but
that his predecessors

- A supernatural originatiou vey
’
then from that first initial act of me 3
tion, has the process of formation been d,
gradual,

ind Bequediy ed to him u temporal polity as rotten and
effete in all its parts asthe wide world
could show. At the outset of his .Pontificate, he
attempted to turn popalar emotion,and
the principles of freedom,to account in the interests of
Church power. As to eeclesiastical affairs, he
dropped at once into the traditions of the Curia.
He was and is surrounded
flatterers, who ad-

stages of formation—creative profs which

the most wonderful words ever spoken by man.
Having essayed the methodof governing by Lib-

Rh
of a mesa
foreseen, bopremedi
ey
tated, » Predet
pred ermined

plan

roitly teach bim to Speak their

him that he

may

speaks

words in telling

his own, and

that they

than |

her hand

to her eyes, exclaiming ‘*‘ How pleasant!
.
were
the sunlight. Let us hasten
Be it not for
»
;

y
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sweet-mouthed *“ Vicar of Christy” certainly,

To establish a proposition counter to that.on
which the “ new Faith” bases itself, is the object

in writing this book,
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emies of God,” “ monsters of hell,” ** stinking
corpses,” “men issued from the pits of hell”
(these are the conductors of the national press),

the

Christian pers

result is apparent=* No

Italy, to
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list as, ** wolves,” ‘ perfidions,” * Philistives,”
“ thieves,” “ revolutionists,”” * liars,” “ hypocrites,” “ dropsical,” *¢ children of Satan,” “ ep.

thinkers, and have
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thets that he applies to the Italian government

and oth-

whieh show

wrath
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induce the interference of foreign arms, and thus
to regain papal control of the kingdom. The
Pope’s utterances towards the country that: cone.
descendiogly gives hin a home and civil protection are treasonable in the extreme. The epi-

scribes nn everlasting circle by evolution, dissolu-

tion, and then fresh evolution ;”—these

Is the universe limited both in space and
duration, or is it unlimited, unbeginning and endless
?
2. Ifthe universe had a beginning, what
is the
originant, causative principle of all exi
nee
of all know ledge? is it material or 8pifitua and
l, intelligent or unintelligent
is

Bocko | the little world at home; while
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ing in the worldcould be more lovely
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this audacity may fitly cause a shud.

der.” Tt shows that a. Pope-worshipis clearly intended to stand beside God-worship.
A plain object of these speeches, according to
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* But he does not save people from
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Again be says,”T am the Vicar of Jesus Christ,
and have a right to employ the very words of
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“It is strange; but as vou asked it, 1 take; buthe was ashamed to ask for any- while mean and common men have.
will answer it.” was the reply. * Until | thing more, and so he made a vush at the [ exceedingly happy. The reason is been
very
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of. he, said
si they.
canthey
catchtomplained
nothing
“here,”

trees.”

a

question for me to ask,” added the boy.
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was surprised at receiving

reason for his preference in the selection of
an under-clerk, “ I know it is a strange between his fore feet. , This was not
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beam,
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some-

call from Ned Crowley, and still more sur{ prised when he was respectfully asked the

Down upon the bank of a beautiful river,
i

I don’t

health

£0 poor, unless you eaif earn money

home of a king; yet wherever I may go, I
wiil, at least, be content. I will love all

a group of merry children stood with

now my

could not get a bite at the deer's tail. But
the tail was very short and very high up,
and there was no chance there. Then Bocko
felt provoked, and he ran in front of the
dear again.
“Your're afraid to put your head down,”
said ke.
| ‘Am 1!” answered the deer, and be pat
bis head down so low that his nose went

instead

of you, I think he would tell you.

I

am but a little beam of sunshine, what can
Ido? 1too would love to play upon the
ocean, or rest in the lily

you ?” asked the deer.
** Yes,” said
.
2371
Sou are
uiBocko,
pox promptly
** Well, you
cool
!” replied tie
the deer. h
Idolove him. ButI
know his faults,
0620 hdl BOLING 18:39 0
0
} fo
Je
he knows them too;4 though he says
it's gave another sharp bark, so as to let the
late for him to change. If you would | deer know that he still intended to press the
Mr. Bemis why he gave the place in | matter, and then ran around to see if he
*

his counting-room to Osmond Gray

yet

fuct

that the church sg

of the successors of the Apostles

as he hastened up the stepsot the veranda,
and crouched at the lady's feet.
3
“What do you want of Jesus Christ ?" she
asked.
Free
“I wani to see him; I want to confess to
him.”
:
:
‘“ Why, what have you been doing that
you want to confess ?”
*“ Does hedge here ? he continued, with
great emphasi$; “I want to know that.
Doing ? why, I tell lies, 1 steal, I do everything bad. Iam afraid of going to hell,
and I want tg-see
)
Jesus Christ, for 1 heard

« Ba-ha-lia?”

summers, looked earnestly at
That he was sadly disappoint-

* No, I don’t, my

ultimate

sacred, that he is “the

committed partly vo his care,

inite shape of matter infinitely agitated, which
by differentiation and integration, develops
it-

“ Well?” said the deer.
You can not see Jesus Christ now,” she#|
Bocko did not make any answer. He did
added, aod was answered by a sharp, quick
did not think it proper to tals to animals
ed her face plainly revealed.
cry of despair. “But I am his humble
*« If Mr. Bemis has taken Osmond Gray that he was hunting. But he did not know
friend and follower,” said the lady,at which
exactly
what
to
do
first.
He
had
never
into the counting-room, instead of you, he
the face of the little listener brightened, and
had a reason for it. If you fail as often as hunted a deer before. So” he thought he
you complain you do, there is a reason for had better bark a little. That came natural she continued: ‘‘ He has commissioneg¢
So he ran close up to the deer and me to teach all those who wish to escapé
it,” responded Mrs. Crowly.
‘I have been to him.
The
deer put down bis head, and from hell how to do 50."
afraid, for a good while, that you would barked.
:
:
3
The joyous eagerness
depicted in
the
then
he
said:
grow That's
up to the
be away
bad you
man.”
always
talk,
moth-|
** What are you going to do? You're a hao
:
boy's countenance was beyond description.
|
“Tell me, Oh, tell me! Only ask your
very
uncivil
creature.”
er. It seems as though you blame me for
“No, I'm not ancivil,” replied Bocko, Master, the Lord Jesus Christ, to save me,"
everything that happens.”
I want
who thought that he must answer this time. and I will be your servant for life!
of fourteen
his mother.

Ave, thanks for the harvest of Beauty!
For that which the hand ean not hold!
The harvest eyes only can gather,
‘Which only our hearts can enfold!
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So off went Bocko to the forest as fast as
his short legs would carry him. He bad
rather better fortune than most hunters, for
it was not. long A before he saw a very’ fine
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im-

of mingled

let

him go.

sure of it.
world, and
remember.
the place.
is no better

than I am, but he always comes out

ahefd.”
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such

and such legs he ought to be able to kill a
deer. And the more he talked” and they

:

Lvect.
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Jover,
Fot the 5 sweetsmelling
hay 384 the clover

with

thought, or as

*“ Does Jesus Christ live here ?' he asked,

“ And do you see that leg, and this one.
And the two others? Did you ever see

love and admiration; and I am at peace
| with all the world, and am content.”

,

himselfis the personal representative of God on

earth, that

ances us this from Strauss: * If we would
speak
as honest, upright men, we must acknowledge
we
are no longer Christians ;” and this: Religio
n “is
a delusion, to abolish which ought to be
the endeavor of every man whose eyes are open to
the
trath;” and this: “ The conception of the
Cosmos, instead of that of a personal God as
the finality to which we are led by perception
and

** Does Jesus Christ live here ?”
He was a boy about twelve years.of* age,
his hair mattered with filth, and bristling in
every direction like the quills of a porcupine, and a dirty cloth of plaided cotton disposed in a most slovenly manner about his
person.

A whole deer

will last a long time.”

living Christ,” * the Voice of God” “the Lamy,
| © the Vatican.” Aud the Pope declares that he

principle, ~the exist-

ence and governing power of God.

with eagerness:

very best

ty id or

ip >Speechey:
sovent
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| ous and venerated among all the Popes hl -

the negative criticism of Christianity
to direct as-

jungle boy came bounding through the
opening in the hedge which served as a:
gateway, and approaching her, inquired

stronger looking legs than they ave? You
* Poor, simple, little Sunbeam, that I can feel my muscle, if you like.”
am, I have found not only my own fortune,
The sisters and the small brother felt his

Aud blueberries tempting the children
To wander and pick them at will.

Nicholas.

Not many years ago,as a lady was sitting
in the veranda of her Burmese house, a

Now, my idea is this: You all stay at home

arrival caused sudden

Cries of, ¢ See,

We

long

The reporterofi

‘certamly appreeiated their author, He calls them

Waiting to Confiss.

~t ard the happiness she had given and said:
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drew.

For cranberries dowif in the meadow, :
And the buckwheat that flamed on the hill,
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wouldn't let

“I do,” said Bocko.—8¢.

could pick up. But Bocko opposed this
plan. “I am tired of bits and bones,” he

of ¢ Twilight” she thought of her brief life

gems worn
queen.
sod by his beautiful
hall sing

*“he

about the‘market and bring home what they

suspension of operations.
Such shouts of joy as resounded within
those attic walls I am sure had never been

They liave lived upori'sunbeams so long.

Sunlieams

of meat.

beam’s

For the grain and the corn in their plenty,
For the grapes that were gathered with song,
For pumpkins so brave with their yellow,

ttle
Theeo/}ittls

out

not have the very

Hath given to gladden our days:

:

was

sisters, “* But do you think you can kill a
each other about the room, I think it safe Tdeer?”
“Kill one!” cried Bocko. *¢I should
to say that no happier children could have
think so. Do you see those teeth !”
been found in that, or any other city.
And it was only when exhausted by ex“Oh, yes!” said his sisters and the small
cess of happiness, they had fallen ‘into a brother; ‘they're perfectly awful when
restful slumber that Sunbeam softly with you open your mouth that way."

——

‘We have gathered it in from

Bocko,

N

~ ““ Bocko,” said she, *“ it’s bad enough to gave large promise of what is now abundantly
boast of what you bave done, but it's ever fulfilled. He is a deep thinker, a clear‘reusoner,
so much worse to boast of what you are go- and his conclusions have the verdict of commen
todo. Do you think you will remember ‘Sense in their favor. He’ has.observed with pain
and solicitude, in common with many others,
that P”
how rapid bas been the modern transition from

The mother dog proposed to send the children-out to a neighboring town to prowl

*“ RainbowsI: ¢+ Oh, look, quick!" And
- when an old pipe stem had been procured,
and the bubbles'began dancing and chasing

Song for the Harvest.

and

** No,” said

ot

One day, the lamily.

daily bath, for in this humble lodging neatness and order were not thought to be incompatible with poverty. But little Sun-

And the quiet rest of the dead.

: ‘We have reaped it on mountain

He had several broth.|

tended to do.

Three little children were receiving their

If they feel no regret or sadness

For the blossoms that whiten

“ And didn’t kill: it?"

much of their big brother was, that he was
always talking of the great things he in-

cuetain, found herselt—in a basinof soap

If ever they think at sunset

;

Fitevary Review.

“Yes, said Bocko, in a low voice.

4

pooko was a dog.

of the moss which. lifted up its head and
grew, warm and happy all day. Darting
on she shone into ‘a narrolv alley where
sunlight rarely found its way, and slipping
in, through a hole in a neat, but tattered

How often I vaguely wonder

For the peaches that blush through

and the Deer.

22, 1875.

B. F. Cocker, D, D.,
content?”
~.
+ | high opinions of themselves,
was | 8ust greeted this announcement,
Farol Sonal wu Ho SN ruiiceupt In
Up on the mountain side she had found a { the largest, and the rest looked ‘Bucko
up to him, { Bocko did not wait.to hear any ,more. | -tianity and Greek Phi 0sopby.” New
York:
bit of moss shivering in the cold and shad- although, to be sure, that was not much
Harper & Brothers, 1875. 8vo, pp. 419. Price,
He wag'sneaking away, when his ‘mother
ow.
Let me warm yeu,” whispered Sun- trouble, as they did not have to look very took him by the ear and led him aside, out
Here is a contribution to solid literature, The
beam sending a cheering ray into the heart high. Oue reason why they thought se of the noise.
i
author's * Christinnity and Greek Philos
ophy”

To wait for the coming of morn.

ry

STAR, SEPTEMBER

ers
and sisters ’ ia they y were all little | ©" b
;:
;
.
3
“I will be chunky dogs like himself. But théy hade
What a chorus of disappointment and dis-|

la
In the holy calm of twilight,

Of the coming of the morrows

shut out to shine |

upon hard walk and rough pavement!
RR
:
But what of the one,who said;

—

Sunset.
To.

A

MORNING!

ALG Ki gla

THE

Zi
i EB
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wi the pot Weise

to get

advice.

Y

Hence they

:

LJ

And s rn from Dickens like (the dickens;

Of Ho kJ bay 0

[4 Oe

- And from a Miller taken toll,

Jemnided,

:

And plucked a Reade to do as Pan did.

¥

sna

Fitevary Miscellany.

The Huge Trees of the World. |
—

is covered with forests.

Nothing is easier to acquire,

more. difficult to lose, than a trick of speec
If we look round among

our

the oldest tree in

the

world.

friends

probably when young, and by. not
corrected then, next to impossible to bok

depth,

Who does not know the familiar

W., and the main current of the river south
inclining westward. For about half.an hour

they, after making

huge

island,

during

their boyhood.

the Old Colony

At Hingham,

The Wash-

“One

ee

A brief paragraph in a

New York

r

chronicles the fact that
Margaret Stith,
‘ otherwise known as Maggie Belmont,
an inmate of a house of bad character in

obliged to you—so much obliged.”

Sunday afternoon and died before midnight. Tt is further stated that she had resided in the house about three years, had
brooded much over the life she was leading,
and until lately had cherished a desireto

West twenty-sixth street,” took poison, last

“I am much

And so
in

e¢ffusiveness

than the occasion demands. Twin sister
to'this silliness is that of perpelually asking
the same question. For the most part that

future

downs,

aud

past

bear

sym-

tn

the rain came

Loo, early

or

and

whether
foo

to do any good.

In short, you

long

ss the

weather toramghl, and then you come to
a full stop, *
Joe are quite well?”
says your (riend, stil} with his unnecessa
sympathy ; * Yes, quite well, thank you,” They have sioned ; bat is there any one sin
you reply. On this you fall foul of the in the dark catalogue of human frailties
theaters, abuse all the plays now running, that has been Sxompied from parden, and
.
-aetors now
—per= which any div
haps you except your own spédidl idol, and bope of repentance and reform ? Does soperbaps he éxeepts his—but y go through ciety presume to repeal the laws of God,
the dram fr end to.end,yr time and set at nought the teachings of the comassionate Saviour of ankind?
maul
Men may
come to a’
Sap there 100,"
how
apse froth pftity did violate the laws of
are gous
ite well? says your friend,
ready to offer any amount. of consolation if chadtily,and society will treat it almost as a
ey ruin the innocent
required, without the smallest perpaption venial offense,
“hat you have never known a.day’s illness and turn their steps upon that path which
for Wiese. forty years of your conscious exis- takes hold on hell, and yet they are not
ii that you have aiteady oe twice, regarded as outcasts’and made to feel that
thete is no hopefor them in this world and
Waal Your
, have told him,
scarcely a chance for salvation in the
the biging
" Je hd quite wells a
that you have also twice thanked him for next. It hardly affects their opportunities
his sympa‘hetic inquiry. 1f It is not of in life or their standing in society. Even
your health: it is something
else equally women with social influences may be known
manifest of which he ingiilces.” Have you as not altogether without sin in this regard,
remoyed your résidence, he Mine bd six provided they are circumspect, and yet face
times. in.
.
QL society without blushing, and keep their
sation how
youJi
EY
use, Has hold upon respectability. But let a poor
your Head
iy ovt fe fo hot ‘be con- girl, ignorant or friendless, or lacking exvinced short of a six-lold repetition «of that perience in the ways of the world and the
she has really ‘married, and that you ap- bold assurance that it gives, nrake one slip
prove of her choice. Has your boy gone under the influence of sore temptation or

4

Ey

22

of his employment,

as'often a3 if you

were

TH

Itis all a

trick ; yon know that; but manners not allowing you to say tartly, ** Why, you have

ER

Tambotrine.

asked me before,” and

politeness

teaching

patience under boredom, you have simply
10 slip under the harrow in the best way
‘you can; and if

you are wise you will make

your friends trick of boredom the occasion
for overhauling your own linguistic meth-0ds, and of discarding those old rags and
Jags of your speech, which

maybe

patience of your hearers.

The trick of asking you

try the

to repeat your

words is also one that tries the good breed-

‘ing of the sufferer. Your companion is not
In the smallest degree deaf—perhaps, indeed, he has an exceptionally acute sense of
what you have

veply,

said before

he

begins

life she loathed under a name false like al
her surroundings, would be glad to escape
from it, if any encouragement were given
them. Their sin does not cut them, off
from the possibility of virtue more than

his

Sometimes it is baldly ¢* What?"—

- sometimes a softer and more muffled “’M
with: closed lips; at times the trick is elab-

. ‘orated, and * I beg your

any other.

pardon!” said in-

If you are

surly

and

sullen

and keep silence, not repeating, in all prob- ability your friend will answer you quite
reasonably, forgetting his trick

of simulat-

-ed hardness of ed
or dullness of comprehension, either of which, if accused of,
.

would make him

seriously

ungry,

and

It is the unmerciful

be

held by him as- an insult and an offense.
A lower order of manners substitutes

A

“* What say ?” for the usual * '"M?” or bald,

A gentleman

uavarnished

‘“ What?”

and

decision of

society, of men and womén who assume fo
judge, forgetting that they are to be judged, which cuts then. off from all hope, and
makes their only escape Irom the ghastly
ending of a lite of vice to be the obscure
and unmarked grave of the wretched
suicide.— Boslon Globe.

terrogatively turns you
back on yourself
and forces you to repeat fvhat you have

already said,

in the same

Check

not: Counterteited.
deposited a

safe
of a Saratoga

hotel and

package in the
asked

for a

order, supplemented with politeness, it is check for it. The clerk gave him
a chek
“* What 4 you say, please? This i§ the which he himsell invented and put in vogue
order, too, which repeats your name, ** No,

at Saratoga,

fitteen

years

ago.

Mr. Smith ;" * Yes, Mr. Smith; * I don't, writing the gentleman's name on a
L 31

know, Mr, Smith;” ¢ Thank you, MF.
Smith, no more;” “If you please, Mr.-

Smith,

another

f paper, the elerk as

Smith, nothing but Mr. Smith, till you are
ba

’

fe

Hastily

square
hastily tore it in

wo. He
gave the gentleman one part
and
ed the other part to" the package.
This was the check, and an unforgeabie one itis. For obserye: often as you
may do this thing, to duplicate it. is impossible. Wou might suceeed, ‘perhaps,

slice;" Mr. Smith, Mr.

half feantic.— The Queen.
NN

Another bold engineering enterprise is
about to be undertaken in France, at Lyons, It is that of an iron bridge to connect the plateau of Fouvrieres with that
of the Croix-Rousse, which are two hights
at a distance of 1000 feet frem each other.
This aerial bridge will consist of ‘three
spans, the central one of 450 feet and the
two others of 250 feet each, resting on
open iron columns in a line

| es on the

quays,

The

with

the hous-

platform —ot the

bridge will be 220 feet above

the road,-and

nearly 170 feet above the houses.
|

Profiting by Criticism.
i

Itis

Weak

result.

eagy

minds

to

be

offended
.at

are quite

criticism.

competent

to the

The weak side of strong'minds is

also adequate. No length of time, ne
strength of effort is required. The offense
can be taken at onee, without mustering
of the mind’s force. One has only to allow wounded pride and vanity full play,
to assume that one’s own ideas are infallible,
and one’s own style perfect, and to consid- |
er the critic as either profoundly ignorant
or

purposely

unjust, and the thing is dove !

poor outcasts with stones?
Thousauds of
them, like this wretched girl, who led a

hearing ; ‘but he has the trick of asking

Since 1800, England has waged 49 wars,

though with

extreme

difficulty, in making

Children’s Rights.
The old laws of Sparta

particular

1

and

Athens wera

in their provisions for the little

folk, and have the best the state could afford for their training.
It does not appear
that, with all our boasted advance in civilization, we have improved
much upon

the past. We teach more, but train less.
We
dress extravagantly, but keep the
body puny and its lite feeble. If one will
look around him on a public holyday, he
will see an extensive denial of the rights of |
children, in the sleepy, bedraggled babies |
that are jerked along by Dieasutesbeking
mothers, and he may, perhaps,
recal
their counterparts in the circle of his own
acquaintance. If he will alsoread the mortuary reports of the city, he will find that
an increase of deaths, like that of last week,
always means added mortality among the
children. A medical journal recently stated
that fourteen million pi
of morphine
are administered annually to infants in this
country, in the various compositions that
are prepared for them by persons ignorant
of the poisonous effects of the drug. The
stimulant, where it does not destroy. life,

breeds drupkenness, degradation, and vice.
A child's first right is to a sound, well-de-

an exact reproduction of your own writing ; veloped constitution,

Trance 88, Russia 22, Austria 12, Prussia 8.

Colle

:

to any single obituary,

Verses

ble.

inadmissi-

JoaB FRENCH died in Attleboro’, Mass,, June

18, 1875, aged 75 years, ‘He had characteristics
Which not only won for him many friends, but

which might be
supplemented good

profitably
natural

copied by all,
ability with a

He
re-

markable industry.
His judgment was sound
and not urfrequently his opinion would be quot«

ed as afinal verdict.

In

his

tions he was strictly honest,

business

transac-

In the community

he always sought to promote and maintain pence.
During
a very painfal sickness he did not manifest the least impatience. Long will he be missed

bY the community, and especially by the deeply
afflicted family. .
«A.B.
Mgrs. Lucia A. GARETT, wife of Bro. Riley
Garett, died in Jumestown, Mich., Aug, 28,
aged25 years, Sister Gi. was born in Jamestowhi, July 22, 1850. In early life she sought and
found the Saviour; was baptized and united

with the 1st F. B. church, in Jamestown, of
which she remained a worthy mgmber till death.
Though a great sufferer, yet she was a remarkable example of patience and resiznation to the

ornaments, the community one of its choicest
jewels, und'the family a devoted wife and an
affectionate mother,
She leaves a husband and
u son of three summers to mourn their loss.
WM. 8. WARREN.

W.

Harr

died in Augusta,

Me.,

June 15, 1875, aged 49 years.™ The circamstances attending the death of Bro. Hall are as follows:
Oa
the evening preceding his death,

while in the act of Igading a bull from the barn,
the animal suddenly turned upon him, plunged

one of his horns into his bowels, and impaling
bim to one corner of the tie-up, inflicted a terrible wound.
A man present succeeded in driving the bull from the barn, and returning found
Bro. Hall conscious, but suffering from inténse
ain... Bro, H. assured the man the wound was
atal;. calmly prayed, and asked to see his wife
and son. Physicians were at once called, and
all that surgical skill could do, was done; but he
did not rally, and gradually simking away, till
the afternoon of the following day, peacefull
and hopefully fell asleep ia Jesus, His farewell
words to his almost heart-broken family, and his
triumphant expressions of faith, can never pass,

from the memory

of those who stood by his dy-

ing bed during the hours of that

slowly

passing

day. At the time of his decease, and for five
ears Previous; Bro. Hall had beld the office of
Bowen ntendent of the Alms-house and City Farm
of Augusta, and in this time, bad won a name
and a place ia the Sommubity, of which, the
sorrow and deep grief which.
his. sudden death

occasioned, bore abundant

testimony,

day of his burial a large concoups®
assembledto pay the last sad tribute

and love to his memory.

-On

the

of the

City Government, the members of three Masonic

Lodges, of which
member, ~together

order
with

he was an honored
a large pumber of

AN

and

that his“parents

Chicago and North - Western

a

RAILWAY.

CALENDAR,

8
This great corporation now owns and
over two thousand miles of road. With one
h
it reaches Zadine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the
cou
north thereof; with another line
it pushes
fhrony Janesville,
Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du

Fall Term begins £ug. 25, 1875,

Term closes Nov. 28,1875.

!

Torm
. 8, 1875,
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876,
Spri
Term begins March 22, 1876,
Fn
Ed closes June 17, 1877.
For further
particulars address the

Lac,

tds

ORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.—FOREST
L. EVANS, A: B., Principal, with-competent Assistants,
The tuition will be as usual.
®

For further

particulars address the Principal.

Ridge, N. H., Aug. 19, 1875.

asses

;

INECENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD,
ME.—Courses of study
for both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, scientific. Terms, ten weeks.
Fail Term begins August 28, 1875.
Winter Term

24, 1876

.
M., Prtncipal

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.
Patient, German, Didatics,

of

If you want

Sheboygan,

or

a hundred

po i

northern,

All trains

north-western,

or

are runby tele

LIN

h.

A

a

November

Dakota,

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—The next term
and year of this Institution will commence

Iowa,

Nebraska, Wyo-

Idaho,

Nevada,

On the arrival of the trains from the East or South,

the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Railway leave CHICAGO as follows:

Sept. 1, 1875, with a Board of twenty Professors and
artments

Western

ming, Colorado, Utah, Montana,
California, and the Pacific Slope.

and

courses of study. There are five well sustained Lit- For Council Bluffs, Omsha and California,
erary Societies, with libraries. The College Library
contains four thousand volumes, There is also a Two through trains daily, with Pullman Palace
Theological Library.
:
Drawin
m and Sleeping Cars through to
| The location is excellent, and with the new build- | Council Bluffs.
;
ings, every facility for study and improvement is
For
St.
Paul
and
Minneapolis,
Two
furnished.” Expenses from $120 to -$150 per year.
Aid is AEray oaonis preparing for the Christian through trains daily, with Poliman Palace Cars attached
on
both
trains.
A
| ministry.
For catalogues or other information, address D.
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. “P. REYNOLDS, Sec- trains
daily, with Pullman Palace
Cars attached,
retary
and Treasurer, Hillsdale,. Mich.
and
running through to Marquette.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.
re
For Milwaukee, Four through trains daily
Pullman Cars on night trains.

HITESTOWN

SEMINARY.—CALEN-

For Winona

and points in Minnesota, One

through train daily.

DAR for the 36th Academical Year,

:

For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.

Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Wiater Term opens
ember 6, 1875.
Bpriog Term opens March 21, 1876.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton,
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
night train.
Ta
friends, joining with the afflicted family and reltives, followed his remains to their last resting
For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two trains
place. . Rev. J. Murivner, of Auburn, and Rev. |
daily. Pullman Cars-to Missouri Valley Junction.
J. A. Varney, of Vassaboro—intimate friends of
REEN
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY. —
For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
| the deceased, were present, and assisted in the
WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT
.—
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha,
Jamesservices of the occasion. Bro. Hall was born in
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with four as- ville, and other points, you can have from two to
the town of Windsor.
In 1859 he removed to
sistants.
ten trains daily.
Weeks Mills, in the town of China, where he
" CALENDAR.
MARVIN HUGHITT, . W.H. STENNETT,
remained till the spring of 1870, when he removFall Term of 12 weeks opens Ang. 31, 1875.
Gen’ Superintendent,
Gen’l Passenger Agent,
ed with his family to this city to take the super‘Winter
Term
of
i2
weeks
opens
Nov.
30,
1x7),
intendency of the Citv-Farm.
In 1860, he
proSuteow
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29, 1876.
fessed conversion, and was baptized the followExpeases
moderate.
ing year by Rev. A. P. Trucy, and united with
Prize
picture sent
the Free Baptist church, at Weeks Miils. He
The TOLL-GATE!
free. An ingenious
For further information address Rev. L, Sargent, gem! 50 objects to find. Address, with stamp, E.
became a member of the Augusta church. in the
Waterbury Center, Vt., or the Principal, Hill,
N. H, C. ABBEY, Buffalo'N. Y.
21y1
spring of 1874, From the time of his baptism
till the hour of his death, it seemed his meat and
BATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
1
drink to do the will of the Father. If there was
anything that made him happier than another,
SCHOOL.
\ | /
Poste rs
it was this. = His piety, never disagreeably otFALL TERM, 1875.
Job
; ork! BILL-HEADS
trusive, was subordinate to nothing and be was
The F.il “er a of the Theologi al School conect
known and recognized everywhere as a Chrised with sates College begins Tuesday, August 21th. done at the Morning Star Steam Job Printtian. In times of despondency, and weariness,
For further information address the'’resident, 0. 1
ing House, Dover, N. H.
:
the tidings that any thing wus to be done for the
Caeney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewis
cause of God, ar for the heart of a fellow-man
ton, Maine.
J. A. HOWE. Sec.
was enough to clothe
him
with
spiritual
life and set
him
aglow. No
one
accusRIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
tomed to hear his voice in the place of
prayer,—
AND TO
The Spring Term will open March 2d, 1875,and
and he was . always present with a word for the
close June 1uth.
Superintendents
of S. S.
‘Master,—can ever forget the joy with which be
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close |
spoke of his Christian love, and the
Catalogue
of
New
Sunday
School
Books just
pubs
reathed out his desires to
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish.
God in prayer.
He loved the souls of his fellow
November sve.
x
nip
»
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
men, and the condition of sinners often rested
Catalogue, address
the Secre!
livery.
5
upon him.a heavy burden;. and by personal
»
ZHG, 2
WM. REED,
3
Prize Series,
?
Ridgevie, Ind.
effort and otherwise he was always seeking to
Andy Luttrell,
$150
lead men to Jesus.
Many, now in the ways of
Shining
Hours,
150
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
righteousness, of whose conversion he was inMaster and Pupil;
150
stfumental,
rise up and bless his memory.
The
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
May Bell,
150
Sabrina Hackett,
150
church of Christ was especially dear to bim.
He
associates,
Aunt Mattie,
150
Six regalar courses for both sexes. Four terms of
was wedded to its interests, Its prosperity was
Light from the Cross,
150
ten weeks each.
bis joy, and to its promotion he gave lis best

TO PASTORS

efforts and constant

prayers.

Among

men,

CALENDAR:

in

HENRY D. CALEF, son of John H. and Esther
Qalef, died of inflammation of the bowels,in East
Plainfield,N. H., July 24, 1875, aged 31 years.
Mur. Calef was a good citizen and neighbor, a
beloved husband, a dutiful son and a kind brother. When 20 years of age he indulged a hope’ in
Christ but did not make a public profession,
and
did not grow in grace as he might have done.

tially rezained his health, but had repeate:l attacts of bleeding until he was obliged to give up
all labor. The fall of 1873 he felt that he’ could
not stand the cold of another northern winter,
and sought the warm climate of 8. C., where
he remained until death.
Although he suffered
greatly by being absent from his family, he exhibited great fortitude in bearing his sufferings,
trusting firmly in the Saviour until the last,
often exclaiming ** Thy will be done, O, Lord,”
¢ Po unto” me as shall make for thy glory.”
“ Praise God.”
Thus confident that * Jesus
loved him, because he loved him so much,” he
passed into the great and untried future, leaving
Ue
muny friends to mourn their loss.
.

Vacation two

.

3

Summer Term closes Thursday,

REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and Pro
Competent teachers as-

FALL TERM of 15875 Yering August 24.
Two full courses, English
and Classical.

instruction in a thor
by the use of the best

further information address the Principal or,
Secretary.

study.

-The

Classical,

Seminary

complement

of

competent

courses

of

BALDWIN, A.

SCHOOL.—FRITZ

M., Principal, with

W.

three

Assistants.
’
The location of this schocl. near the college and
theological school, affords many advantages which
are véry important to students during their preparatory course. The special work of the school is to
prepare students
for college, and every effort is
.
to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Expenses are moderate, - Send for a catalogue.
. A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, Me.
EBANON

4

FER,

teachers.

B. A.

ACADEMY

Principal,

.—W,

E.

PULSI-

with full board

Four regular courses for both sexes.

Spring Term, of fi weeks, begins Feb. 2d.
Summer, of 10 Sooke, begms April 27th.
8, address
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Common English, «

Primary

Higher English

Latin and Greek,
French (extra), «
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Instruction on Piano or Organ,

Use of Piano or Organ (ex:ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons, ~~ Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

assistants,
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RAILROAD

FOR

BOSTON.

DovER

at

5.51,

7.55,

and

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

families;

2,15 P.M

10.45, A Mm.

and 6.00 P, wu.

i

Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.00, A. M.,

and

2.35,

and

6.00 P. M.

Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, and 9.20 A M., 4 30, P, M.
FOR

POLTLAND.

BOSTON at 8.30, and 12.00, A, M., and 38.30 and
6 00 P. M.
DOVER at ‘10.20, and 10.45, A. M., and 38.08,

Mountains, at 2, P.M., or on the arrival of the boat
that runs in connection with the 8.30 train from
Boston.
,
[

Leave

Wolfeborough

Tuesdays,

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

+

.

=

.

mn

Thursdays

Moultonborough,

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

for Laconia,
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes.
"
in season to connect
Alton, Sorting.
for and
and Fridays
days
wt tains
for Boston

Gen. Supt

"700| EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL R, R.

. T3501

mrains for Dover leave Boston 8.00 A.M, 12.30, 8.15,

B80)
45pm.
:
3.00 | 1 eave Portsmouth for Dover 7.15, 9.00, 10.20 A.M. ,

10.00 | 3 00, 5.40, 7.00 P.M.

2.00.1 "1 ,6ave Boston for Portland 8.30 A.M., 12.30, 6.00, 8.00
{
’
1.50 | “Leave Boston for Bangor 8.80 AM., 8.00 PML,

+ 6.00 | po,

L150 |

clubs

a

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding,
For full particulars in regard to the School send,
for or
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
Lyndon Center. Vt.. 1875.

MAINE

$5.00
3

Aa-Clergymen’s children and students relying
on
their own exertions for an education, received at re.
duced tuition.
:
x

of Trustees.

AND

JAMES T. FURBER,

=

.

Litheir

and 4 27, 5.15, and 7.48 P. M.
TRAINS FOR DOVER,
Leave Boston at 7.30, 8.30, and 12,00, A.M., 3.30, 5.00

:
TUITION:
.
.

us

6.18, and 8.17, p. M..

study :— Classical,

9, 1875.
:
.
v
g
4 'FPALL TERN
of 13 weeks
begins Tuesday,

LATIN

School

send

STAGE CONNECTIONS. Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White.

A. B., Principal.

complete

05
75
postag

Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, 9.20, A. M,, and 4.00, P.M,

Leave

“

G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., dssociate.
Miss Li1zZIE CALLEY, Precepiress.

With
a fall

125
125
125
1.25

be immediately filled with our own

TRAINS

Scientific, and Ladies’ course,
School first class
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
;
SprING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March

@ducational,

‘BmosTON

Leave

Faculty :

Three

ICHOLS

and

We are prepared to fit students for

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

J.S. BROWN,

Sabbath

ones, can

75
Jo
rt

publications,or will be filled with the books o! other
publiskers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries at wholesale prices.
I. D. dTEWART, Pover,N.H

For full catalogue, address the Principal,
*
TRVING B. SMITH.

LYNDON

replemish old

TRAINS

any college in the land, or to give a thorough English
and Scientific preparation for the active duties of

life.

Parties designing to get new

branes, or to

Leave PORTLAXD at 6,15, and 9.00, A. M., and

Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.
This School was never in better condition for doin
thorough work in Academic Instruction, No primary instruction,
With tteee carefully arranged
ot

oO

a3

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1875.

Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 16,

English Course..

Series,

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.
dn
Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight Series.
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of
on receipt of the price.

orders which will

text-books, and by careful attention to the wants o
scholars, hope to deserve the continued approbation
of the patrons.
Z

courses

i ¢

Good Little Mitty,

sist. Rooms for self-boarding and hoard in private
families at reasonable rates. Board in clubs $2.
Apply early.
Free tuition to students who have the ministry
n view.

WARREN F088,

5
J5

Rainy Day at Home,
Drs. Child's
The Chnist-Chld, -

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
CENTER STRAFFORD, XN. H.

For

:
15

Fireside Angel,

June 29, 1876.

Center Strafford, July 26, 1875.
PIKE SEMINARY.
CALENDAR.

" 150

Series.

Birthday Present,
New Yea),

For further particulars, apply to the Principal,
E.C,
WIS. Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N.H., July 20, 1875. °

The Faculty, by imparting
ough and piactical manner,

CHURCHES

Lile in Edgerton,

Rainy Day
A Ramy Day at School,

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 15, 1875.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Jan. 81,1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks,
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.

fessor of Latin and Greek.

OF

Contradictions;
or, High

Fall Term begins Monday, August 23, 1875
Fall Term closes Friday, October 29, 1875.

his business relations,
both his integrity and
eapacity, won him their confidence and respect.
In bis home he was the faithful, loving husband,
the kind, praying father, the affectionate brother,
and the dutiful son. His earthly life, so suddenly closed, still lives a precious memory, aun inspiration and a joy. By it, he being dead yet
speaks.
PP.

a

pullman Sleeping Car.

{

Trains for
Portsmouth, Boston, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, &c., leave Dover 6.40, 750, 10.15, 10.55
AM., 4.10, 6.20 P.M.
‘
:
: all Portsmouth and Dover R.R. Trains connect at
Portsmouth with Traine for and from all Stations on
the Eastern Railroad, and on all connecting lines in
Maine, Canada, and the Provinces

. GEO. BACHELDER. Supt. E. R. R.

PAYSON TUCKER, Supt, Me. C. R. R.
°

A

Claire,

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth,

:

angld

eight

other

assenger trains,

Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences March 14th,
1876.
For circulars write to the President, Rev. O. E.
BAKER, or to tue Principal.

are

Pere, Ripon, Baraboo, Eau

western poines, this Ime is the one Jou should take.
The track is of the best steel
rail, and all the appoin:ments are first-class in every respect. The trains
are made u ba
ullman Palace Drawing Room
Hn

tent Assistants.
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1575,

There

NEBRASKA ;

Breckenridge,
Morehead, Fort Garry, Winona,
Plattville,
ubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge;
Sioux
City, Yankton, Council Bluffs, Dmaha, Lintol,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San
Francisco,

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO, IOWA.—
REY. G. 8. BRADLEY, A.M. Principal; Mrs. G.
S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with seveial compe-

Instructors.

in

to go.to. Milwanked, Mamtowoc;

De

Hidson, Stillwater, St.

LINTON GROVE SEMINARY .--WEARE,
N. H.—Send for circulars to
augll
H. 8. COWELL, A. B., Principal.

commences

and other points

and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALT LAKE CITY,
VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRAN£800, and all other points west of the Missourk
ver.
be
‘

Moral

Rngliah Studies,

5.

Janc.-

OALIFORNTA and the PAOIFIO 00AST.

Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in fumilics, including rooms, ete., from $2.50 to $3.50 per week.
For furthor particulars, address the Secretary,
C. A, FARWELL, Pittsfield, Me.

Winter Term of14 weeks,

Sterling, Fulton,

It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the best, safest, shortest, and quickest route for

Miss LINDA C. VIJKERY, Preceptress, French,
Scometry and Botany.
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C, HURD, Music,
E. HANSON,

Dixon,

OMAHA, LINCOLN,

Mental and

Science.

Miss ANGIE

through

tion,
Missouri Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and
Omaha.
} This last-named is the ‘ GREAT TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
for NEBRASKA, COLORADO,
UTAH, IDAHO; MONTANA, NEVADA,

8, 1875.

ing April

unee and Mar.

Poway, Cedar Rapids, Marshalliown, Grand

MA

Spring Term
Summer Term
KINGSBURY Ba

Green Bay, Escanaba, to Ni

line it pas
rough
on y
tte ; with another
Riroy, and for St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching
throug n
Winona, Owatonn
and stops not until Lake
mpeska, Dak:
is
reached; another line starts from Chicago and rans
through
Elgin and Rockford

Principal

North Scituate,&. I.

Northwood

i

RR

ASSISTANTS.

Miss Hattie Arnold.

of friends
of respect

members

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR
~ CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

peeuliar advantages.’ For. partioutar htoant cmd
send for a
ular
Vv. W.COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,

A, T. Sally, A. B.,

divine will, In the death of this amiable Christian lady, the church has lost one of its brightest

ARTHUR

do

; MissAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.

are

:

oo y.

|
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

rt, fii, Je

te 0Ouree

W. 8. Stockbridge,
A. M., Principal.

Indignation is .on fire, denunciation is
prompt and emphatic. Or, if the temperament be softer, the injured sensibility
breaks down in tears, or with difficulty
-gustains itself in silent grief. The motives | Yet he was always interested in the cause and
the wiles of a heartless ‘deceiver, and she of the critic are .rapidly enumerated.
Ile was a constant attendant on public worship.
is thrust upon the road to death and must is unfriendly, perhaps bitterly hostile; he His last illness was short and distressing yet he
hide her face forever, She may weep is envious, censorious, hard to please, fond was calm. At the last he was resigned and very
in the hope of eternal life with a loved
through the hours of darkness and bewail of picking flaws in others, anxious to at- happy
und others gone before. May his friends
her outcast state; she may long for kindly tract attention to himself, desirous of aiding wife
be sustained in the very deep loss they feel in
offers of encouragement to return to virtue, a particular party, school or clique. Such his death, and may they meet in heaven to part
;
Davip Moopy.
but they will not come. Virtuous: women a view is natural to our self-esteem, and no more.
shrink from her ss a thing defiled, and
CALVIN H. Davis, of West Waterville, Me.,
it gains plausibility Ly a recollection of the
would regard a touch of her hand as pol- frequency
- with which criticism has been died at Aiken 8. C., July 25, of hemorrhage of
lution,
She may sit by the lonely ways both sharp and upjust in the case of other the lungs, uged 48 years. He was born at Canof life and cry ‘“ unclean, unclean,” and no men. The thought readily suggests itself, terbury, N. H., July 9, 1827, making a profession of religion in early lite he attended the Semone will take pity on her.
inary at Parsonsfield, Me., and the Theological
that with us, too, merit must be exposed
Is the decree of society that shuts the to detraction, and that calumny loves a School, at Whitestown, N. Y., preparatory to
gates of mercy on these poor creatures a’ shining mark.
«And so one. easily slips in- preaching; which he followed during school and
righteous edict, and does it come from a to the very illogical conclusion that all de- a portion of the time for a number of years’
afterward, until failing health occasioned him to
Christian spirit? Is it the sinlessness of traction has reference to merit, and that abandon
his calling, which was not to any exmen and women in that gilded pavilion of no arrows fly but those of calumny.—dd- dent, resumed in after life. His first hemorrhage
respectability that leads them to pelt these
occurred about 24 years ago; after which he parvance.

to India, you have to repeat. that fact, and
give the name of his station and the nature

Bones answerin

will be

Another Extraordinary Bridge.

terrible path, very many appreciate its horrors and shudder at its termination. = They
woud willingly turn back if a kind hand
were. stretched out to take .theirs and to
lead thom into ways of virtue and decency.

enough

which

further investigations on
island.—Davenport Demo-

crat.

Of the thousands whose feet aie on that

long, or whetheron the contrary it eame

too ate and did not coutinne

invited to make
this interesting

no hope of reform? Is it an inevitable
decree that their *“ feet go down to death”
and their ‘steps take hold on hell,” in
spite of anything that ean be done for
them ?
.
a
“ir

dig}

continued

the

that mechan-

to the Academy of Sciences,

influence or another into a life of sin, have

ap

ow it affected the hay

what it will do for the wheat, and

beneath

ical surgery in those days was equal to at
least the adaptation of a timber. ex(remity. These remains’ will be handed over

reform, but at last gave it up as hopeless,

pathy. * Quite well, thank you,’’ you reps as you have replied at any time these
ast forty years or more. Then the converou the weather,

the aboriginal American, and

and sunk ‘into despair, ending in suicide.
How much of mental torture and hopeless
yearning is covered in that brief record!
Ah! why
is it that those wretched creatures, who have been led by one malign

Juestion relates.to your health, which is
aultless.
** Ave you quite well?” says your

sation dri

the

size of boars’ tusks, and still lower the boat-

more Unfortunate.”

which we may call the variation of emphasis. * I'm very sorry to hear it—very
sorry indeed.” “It was such a lovely
sight—

cuss its ups and-

sheltered themselves

of

hook came in contact with a hard substance
which proved to be a skull, brown as polished walnut, potas in every respect, and
of so‘extraordinary a size that not one hat
in the crowd would come over the temple
bone.
On farther examination almost a couwnplete skeleton was discovered, but the most
singular part of the find came to ¥ight in
hardened and almost
petrified leather straps,
bronze buckles, and wooden leg which
continued the right extremity, that limb
having been removed about midway between the hip and knee, This is a very interesting discovery, proving that a knowledge of hronze was among the learning of

3

to-morrow:
to Germany
This trick has a variation,

friend with amiable and: uanecessary

craft fast round a

extremity

oatmeal. Prodding about among the dry
ashes, they picked up three tusks about the

House, is an Elm-tree meas-

uring 26 feet in circumference.

down to-day>going down to-day,” says
the repeater,
not meaning au 8
I emphasis. * When
do you talk of leaving—
when do you Aalk of leaving?” * I'm off

italics, and always with more

east

bling in color and solidity the cake trom

near

of repetition— ington Elm, in' Cambridge, measures 25
of the speech feet, and the big Elm on
Boston Common
if the d
measures 24 feet in circumference.—Cali‘He is going Jornia Horticulturist.

on; the emphatic addendum pronounced

their

the

When the storm - ceased, with not nnnat889, longitude 129°, is 119 feet in circumference. There are thirteen other trees ural Rariosity they set about exploring the
standing ner it measuring
from 72 to 96 island. Judge of their surprise when they
feet in circumference.
In Oaxaca
is a discovered no less than four well-beaten
Cypress-tree measuring*117 feet in circum- foot-paths gonverging toward its center,
ference. The *¢ Grizzly
Giant,” the mon- but Seemingly having no connection with
The upper end of the island is
arch of the Mariposa
Grove, measures 92 the shore.
feet in circumference. The Tualare-Fresno composed of rock, but slightly covered with
Forest, so called from its being situated in alluvial deposit, the lower end drift sand
those two counties (Cahtorniay. extending and marsh, At the point where this peca-.
seventy miles in length, with a width in liar chahge took place the rofids centered,
some places of ten miles, cpnsists mainly and here hidden by a dead tree, luxuriousof big trees with a multitude of smaller ly canopied oy the wild vine which made
ones, measuring from six to 120 feet in cir- a cupola of beauty over the ground for seva large flat
cumference. In 1852 John Dowd discover- eral gyards, they discovered
stone, with a rude cross, surrounded
by a
ed in Calaveras County, Califoriifa, a grove circle
in red and black paint inseribed upon
of 103 trees, coveringa space of fifty acres,
measuring from 70 to 96 feet in circumfer- it. As the stone evidently appeared to be arence. There is an Elm-tree inthe south of tificially placed, they at once applied all their
England which measures 61 feet in circum- force to remove it, and raising iton edge,
ference. In Norfolkshire there is a famous | discovered a Nghe of rude steps, which, deLime-tree measuring 48 dget in circumfer- scending, they found themselves in a cave
ence. On the Hubbard farm, in North or chamber partially natural and partly
Andover, stands a magnificent Elm-tree, hewn out of the rock. The floor of this subwhich measures27 feet in circumferepce. terranean cavity was thickly strewn with
A Barberry bush has taken root in a notch ashes, the charred remains of bones, and a
substance whichXhey
took to be leaves first
80 feet from the ground, which can be recol- wetted,
then
pressed
together, and resemlected by some of the oldest inhabitants

using bad words generally. It is. emphatically a habit, a trick of speech, meanin
for the most parfmo more than the ‘* Good:
ness!” and ** Patience!” of the milder
follv.

such a very lovely sight.”

rock at

twisted roots of an old hickory,which seemed to grasp with agony
the scanty foothold
it had upon the a
e floodsof centuries having
washed completely under its
trunk, and
left the roots exposed like monster serpents in inextricable convolutions.

‘ Giant Redwood Tree,” in Nevada, latitude

and

oe

ales

Obituaries.

The bearings of this island, as taken b
one of them, gave the arsenal tower S. B.
by E., the top of Col. Allen's flag-staff N.

Five enormous Lranches rise from

80 feet in circumference. In Bouyouderch,
near Constantinople, is a plane-tree’ measuring
149 feet in circumference. The

to which

ceded in this hideous race after slang to
which our youth is
given. Then there are
the people who perpetrate ejaculations ;
who say. “ Goodness I" as a mark of surrise, and ** Good gracious!” when surprise
s a little mixed with reprobation, lower in
the social scale it is * My word!” * Patience!”
Did T ever !" and indifferently to
all stations, * You don’t say so!” or in a
voice of deprecation, *“.No! and *‘ surely
mot!" To judge by voice and word, these
" ejacolatory people are always in a state of
surprise. They go through the world in
guehding pion
ment ; and their appeals
to their
Goodness and that indeterminate
Auanity called Good Gracigus are incessant.
n the generation that died with the
Fourth George the favorite ejaculations
were * By Jove!” and ** By George!” with
“excursions into the regions of * Gad I” and
‘* By Jingo I” Before then we had the bluff
and lusty squires, who rejoiced in ** Odsbodikins!” and **’Swounds!” with other
strange and uncouth oaths that were not
meant Po offend ibe henverns: Woe were ni
+ ply tricks of speech
caught by the
speakers.

to Germany
to-morrow.”

fy

Its name

three feet from the ground 150 feet, and at
55 feet, where it sends. off great branches,

good taste and true refinement have re-

There is, again, the trick
“Nhest two or three words
alfvays.gaid twice; perhaps,
is severe, more than twice.

o

-

ER

I AruAN £ IN
INSTITUTE,: ~NORTH SCIT- |.
UATE, RB. 1—
A

that Queen Jane of

the trunk 204 feet in circumference, the in-

spersed with even uglier and more obtrusive signs of folly and corrupt diction—
millstones that are forever ' turning up,

indeed is the habit of eA

should secure him beyond

y

—milestones in {he path of speech inier- longitude 151%, near Brisbane, measuring

So

and teachers

“An Towa Mystery.

¢ 1 say” as the preface to every
remark ?— tervals between which ate of various exand the still more familiar * You know” as tent, one of them being sufficient to allow
the middle term of every sentence? Who, two carriages to drive abreast, A
Fig-tree
too, in these later. times, has not. suffered stands on the “northerly bank of the
River
from the infliction
of “awful” and
** jolly?” . Johnstone, in East Australia, latitude 27°,

showidg the successive distances

A

PARTICULAR Notice! Persons wishing obitFour young men manned a sail-hoat on
Aragon, with her principal nobility, took Thursday last to take a trip down the riv- uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
refuge from™a violent storm under its. er. ‘When abouf a quarter of a mile below not patronize it, must accompany them with |
branches. At one time it was supposed ** Dead Slough,” a thunder-storm came on,
that it consisted of a clump of dui | trees and, to avoid the inevitable ‘wetting, they cash equal to ten centsa line, to insure an inunited. Bat on diggifg away the earth the ran their boat ashore upon an island of sertion, ' Brevity is specially important. Not
root was found ‘entire, and
at no
great some 40 acres densely covered with wood. more than a single square can well be afforded

arose from a report

and acquaintances, we shall find scarcely
one who has not his favorite word, his per_petual formula, his automatic action, his
unmeaning
gesture—all tricks caught
ish now.

in the

the foot

Tree of a Hundred Horses,” believed to be

and mauner; and nothing is more uoiversal.

0,

of Mt. Ztna, and is called ** The Chestnut

otbiog

rin the

rT

mi
RR
SEPTEMBE” R
28, 1875.

same way so that a fragmentof one will | peradventure,
5 3 faginent of another is something you

globe

The largest

world is situated near Muscoli, at

——

hut to tear apart two pieces of pa

Os

‘One-third of the land surfaceof our

Tricks of Speech.
.
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News

Summary.

DOMESTIC.
One house n every twenty-one

ll

“Paragraphs.

is

in Boston

.

Peter Cooper designed the first locomotive that
was ever turned out on this continent,
;
Camilla Urso, with her new combination, will

begin the campaign the middle of October.

Rural any Domestic
A arcaitin

already has engagements to the middle of May.
In Paris the manufacture of surgical instrumeuts is somewhat deteriorating,
England,

The Polies Justices’ estimate of the expenses
«of the Police Courts in New York in 1876-5
$100,000.

The Maine

In a Chicago library

a book on ‘¢ Self-culture”

and christened it ‘‘ A Young Man on his Muscle,” and anxious readers had to wait t for weeks
before they could get it.
‘John Comstock, the discoverer of the famous

Judah P. Benjamin, late Secretary of the Confederate States, is said to bave an income of
£10,000 a year from the practice of law in London.

children and

works

priests of the

RITE then headed a mob who took

possession of

them

has been

Mary’s Academy.

Hamilton, New

Sixteen Chinese women were sold at auction
‘in California, the other day, only Chinese being

shot

weighing

half

a ton,

and

Mr.

¢ Sambo, my massa

price, and one sold for sixty-five cents, her nose

always

trabel;

of California, will be. found sufficient to discharge the indebtedness and perhaps pay twenty.

polish ; and dat’s a qualification your massa stan’
bery much in need ob,”

per cent. to the stockholders,

** The shortest man in the Bible?

stads, geologist

of Wis-

consin, and distinguished as a scientist, died

Knee-high-Miah.”

Bill,-

of Norwich,

Conn.,

has

on

and it will

add

two

given

wings,

100 feet long, next year.
»°
Judge Pershing is the democratic
Governor of Pennsylvania.
~
Secretary Bristow has stopped
10 cent fractional currency.
Among recent English arrivals at
ire Sir CharlesW, Dilke and Rev.

way.
‘Work has begun on the new

each

npminee
issue

for
of

New York,
M. D. Con-

I thought

post office and

inundations.

risen, he leaned

here

-- Despatches from ‘Washington

Try

to'd the

¢ there should

cripple,

have

been

three.”

lives for a woman,

friend, let

Theroughbred

farmers and

his elbow,

He had put

at Randolph, Vt.,

opens its full term with 160 scholars.

State

Nor-

mal school opens with an entering class of T4.
One of the new students is from Japan, and an-

other from Burmah,
Seventy-two per cent. of the school eobulation
of Illinois were instructed in the public schools
during the past year.
During the past year, the number of school
children in New Hampshire hus decreased 1,123,
the amount expended upon the schools has increased $235,408 owing to the erection of costly
school-houses and the payment of higher wages

to teachers.

San

Domingo commissioners have been able to obtain in Europe loans for their respective governments.
Bass,
the English ale brewer,
employs
40,000 commercial travelers, and pays the Mid.
land Railroad an
average of $855,000 per
annum for freightage,
Of the 20,000 persons arrested in England
last year for debt, one-fourth were able but unThe Rev. Malcolm Douglass. D. D. has resignwilling to pay.
The London police have the names of 117,- ed the presidency of Norwich University, Norihfield, Vermont, and will be succeeded by Capt.
600 habitual criminals on the register.
India has 750,000 acres devoted to the culti- Charles A, Curtis.
The graduates of the Minnesota State Normal
vation of opium.
School met in Winona, Aug. 25, to the number
The London police force consists of 9,292 of over one hundred, and formed an aluminous
men.
association,
enthusiastic

The Baptists are making strenuous endeavors
to endow their Southern University, which will
be located at Jackson, Miss,
They are trying to

reception in Switzerland.
Sims Reeves, the celebrated English tenor
singer, is expected in this country next year.
A contract for improving the Danube River
"has been given by the Austrian Government to a
New York firm,
Mrs. Sartoris, it is said, has persuaded her

secure an endowment of $30,000.
The announcement was made recently in the
Dubuque Cathedral, by the sanction of Bishop
Hennessey, that hereafler all Catholic children

must attend Catholic sthools; that children of
and: the poor will have tuition gratis,
The little republic of Switzerland has no less

husband that America is the place for him,
the next time they return it will be for
good,” to take up their permanent residence

than 7,000 schools, and attendance is compulsory

in all the cantons but-two, - Another fact of kin.
dred importance is that Switzerland bas always

number of cigars

retained her freedom.

~The Emperor Alexander's salary is $25,000 a

day. Abdul Asr's "$18,000, Francis Joseph's

$8,210, Victor

,370 and Victoria's $6,270.

e original uf
J

im

's Jailer Grummer, in

amar has just died in London.

“Fortue hue been abolished in Japan,

:

breeding

animals

hundred

should also be

demorglize

farming

lawyer, an orator, a statesman, a poet, a
preacher, an essayist, or a historian,
Rev. Dr. Lemuel Moss, lute President of the
University of Chicago, has been élected Bresident of the State University of Indiana locat-

It is thought

he will ac.
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he deserves by

sons who have no thorough knowledge of the
matters upon which they are called to judge
discourages honest farming because it deprives

it of its just reward.

At the tim:
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during
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the
the
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STARCH

mellow

will the suow in winter; but in late fall and in
the spring, as also und niore particularly in an
open winter, it is of the highest importanee that
vegetation’ be pretected.
Grass then, with a
coat of manure, or a good coat of aftermath, will
be greatly benefited; so will wheat with a coat

of manure, or even straw. The cultivated blackberry in our latitude can hardly be kept exposed to the cold without harm, and too often with
total loss. Proteced by an early, deep snow,
thie protection kept up during the winter, there
will be less hurt and few canes (if any) will per-

ish.

In lieu of the

snow, a mulch

for it 1s not only

are exposed to the air, but the

will answer

the

roots

FACTORIES.

not rare.

from three to five men

Pea

canes that

also that

pose; at least T have fouad it so. This, where the

ground has sufficient fertility, apply each fall and
in the spring worked into the soil, will supply
what the crop removes, and leaf pabulum s ‘ems
to ba what is wanted, containing the material
in good protection.
Ihave tried this thing with
the most satisfactory results.
Sometimes, where
there 18 exposure to the wind, it will be neces-

sary to cover a little with earth, so as to keep
the léavesin place. | Chip mold is also good; so
material

will do, even straw packed with a little soil;
but I prefer the leaves, ~Nature’s provision.
Some sprinkle on a little lime.” Doubtless in
most cases it is a benefit,~a bar also to mice und
insects, It probably would not do to use every

year, especially il considerable is applied at a
time. Applied thus, leaves, which are generally considered useless and
made to serve u very good

in the way, may be
purpose.~ Country

He says: ‘“ That is the secret why

I get so much hay; 1 have used salt mavy years
on corn; putting it on the hill before haeing, as
we do ashes,
Upon one piece I put: ashes on’
one-third plaster and on the other third galt,
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FARMERS AND RHEUMATISM. Why are furm-

even

nore serious wrong by placing a premium upon the culture or breeding of that which simply
catches the eye, while qualities of real merit are
overlooked.
At this season, when the long list
of fairs is just opening, the attention of their
managers should be given to this matter; and
the agricultural
papers in particular
should
make it their business to see that the evil is
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bard work, and because they do mot keep the
an incompetent committee? The fair and open. skin in a vigorous, clean and healthy condit on,
competition of our agricultural displays becomes If farmers would avoid suddenly cooling the
a mere game of hazard; and the awards which body after great exercise, if they would be careare weauntto stimulate agriculture and recom- ful nottogv with wet clothing, and wet feet,
pense progress, serve only to injure the one and and if they would not over-eat when in an exthwart the other. The'too common practice of hausted condition, and bathe daily using much
entrusting the distribution of premiumsto per- friction, they would have less rheumatism.
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price. In the sale of eight hundred barrels of
potatoes from a tarm, the proprietor loses one

Mr. James T. Fields says that since 1854 there

consumed in France amounted 'to 742,000,000
and of manufactured cigarettes 468,000,000.

Fredenck William's

making a profit

There have been two hundred applications for
impart vigor to the tree or shrub, which will go
admission to the Smith Femule College,at Northhampton, Mass., but not over twenty of the ap- Lfar towards warding off the effects ot frost. A
warm covering of the ground will be a great
plicants have been admitted.
protection, giving chance for the roots to retain
Mr. James T. Fields, of Boston, has been éntheir vigor, and thus increase the winter action
gaged to deliver a course of lectures at Williams
of the sap, which,
when entirely suspended.
College, on English Literature.
leaves the tree at the mercy of the cold.
We
Prof. E. P.Smith,lately professor of modern languages at Worcester Free Institute, has been of- th~refore want to protect the roots of our trees
and shrubs, our berry bushes and grape-vines.
fered the chair of Latin and modern Janguages
best mulch for all these is a cout of leaves, unless
at Oberlin.
Mr. A. H. Davis, formerly of the Wi orcester, the ground requires more enrichment; then add
manure.
Bat usually a good coat of leaves,
High schoo} has been appointed Professor of Latspread thick and wide answers a sufficient purin in Bowdoin College, at a salary of $2,500.

Commerce, Montreal, has absconded, taking over

During the past year the

judg-

remedied.— Boston Journal.

The fall term of the Mussachusetts
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and potatoes, contains mearly one-eighth more.
Farmers sell their produce in flour barrels, and
merchants transfer the same to standard. barrels

else. Of what/ulle is it for a breeder to pend

education.
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cultural society calls attention to the fact that
there are,-in a standard legal barrel, only one
hundred quarts, while the ordinary flour barrels,

One thing is certain,(hese unintelligent awards
of agricultural committees do mere to discourage

dren of both sexes taught to swim as a branch of

State Normal

of

who

questions

examined, either by this committee or a spec’al
one in reference to their breeding condition,
and animals too fat for breeding pu poses should
be excluded from competition.”

one million dollars.
The freshman class at Amherst College numbers about 80.
The Jesuits are to open n au
a university at 'Vaugirard, France.
The medical class at Dartmouth College already numbers over eighty pupils.
Williams College begins its fall term with some
fifty freshmen and several additions to the other
classes.
In London there are no less than 5,000 chil-

lives

Judges

exemption

That.

well or springs in barnyards
germs of this disease.”
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milk from furms where typhoid fever prevails,
or milk that may be watered with water from.
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So certain is it that this disease may be propagated through milk that. no person should use
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TYPHOID FEVER AND MILK. IS there any
further proof sinee last year that typhoid is
propagated by milk! Answer. Very recently
there was an outbreak of typhoid fever in Cresswell, England, traced directly to the milk used.

ment and integrity can be relied upon should
be engaged under such conditions as to secure
their attendingto the task imposed upon them.

Educational.

$20,000.

an

Two

The school fund ofthe Indian terrtory is about

FOREIGN.
: Eleven persons perished on the 1ith from
poisonous gas, in the Donningtonwood . colliery,
Shropshire, England.
The estimates for the current year of the
English postal telegraph system for the current
year, anticipates a deficiency of $1,350,000.
Nichols, the teller of the Canadian Bank of

Ex-President Thiers has had

consideration.

respectively.

only one will carry her u scut-

ll]

This

correspondent says
i

conversant

Drills,

from disease, as well as from attacks of low
spirits, or ennwi.~that monster who is ever
waylaying the rich and indolent.
It is hard to
laugh it off especially in these days,~~when there
is little to laugh at.” Low spirits can not exist

in the atmosphere of bodily
ty.
4

Tarrant's Effervesoont, Seltzer Aperient,
is exac tly what is required, and
| the most chronic cases,
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rule of taking several hour's exercise every day,

Horn, Holstein, Ayrshire and Jersey breeders
should be appointed as judges of those elasses

Louis, Agassiz
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be an essential part of their economy.
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stock should be selected from the breedérs of
the] Yparticalar stock to be examined. Short most in use amoung farmers in the sale of apples

Where ten men will cheerfully lay down their

removal of Postmaster Burt, of Roston, and the
appointment of Mr. Edward 8S. Tobey to the
office,

It is affirmed that neither the Hayti nor

anxiously

itself,

of trees,

wnportuni-

examined

for

should

thoroughly

under

them there to keep them warm,

The

aunounce

are

Ido nolL remember,
I am for stitchology,

Professor

were

The remedy

Gommitteed’

ngain.”

* Not quite. Once

who

Jerseys

ing, but we quote what this
about 1t:
\

inquiring what was the matter.
“ Why, professor, a little snake has just crawled out of my
boot,” said she.
‘Only one,” my dear,” returned the professor, calmly lying down again;

Of tle of coal.

submerged, and
Ten

all

were city bred, with

obvious and simple that it hardly

rose one morning and proceeded,as was her custom, to puton her stockings and shoes.
Ata
eertain stage of this process a little scream attracted Mr. Agassiz's attention, and not having

Further particulars of the great storm at Gal_ veston confirm previous reports of the damage
loss.

Peter,

me try and do it for you.
despise those ologies, but
bakeology und boilology.”

21 hours,
30 minutes and 15 seconds.
Three men, employed by the Aeriel Ladder
Company, were killed in New York, Tuesday,
while practicing upon a ladder, by its breaking
*. - and precipitating them to the pavement.
The main centennial building, at Philadelphia, has 3,000 men at work on it and will be
finished January 1.

property sufferedan immense
. are said to have been lost.

considerable

They

evil of unjust and unpracticed

see a servant make two or teree attempts to light

Neéw Haven, in walking one hundred miles in

Half the: island was

No.

where

of the stock.

better is a girl for it when she becomes a /tradesman’s wife? She can not darn her stocking, bake
her bread, boil a potato, or tight a fire. When [

this amount, New York subscribed one-third.
Edward Payson Weston has succeeded at

done,

After

premium without reference to the

Dr. Guthrie says: ¢ We have a greatmany
things taught in our seliools now—physiology,
philology, craniology, geology—and
what the

dered discharging
the old trustees of the Lick
trust and appointingin their place Richard S.
Floyd, Faxon D, Atherton, Bernard D. Murphy,
John H. Lick and John Nightingalé,
were sent from

were

the girthing chain alone, the sole standard in
the minds of the judges being the amount of fat.
Beauty of form and color is often held paramount to dairy qualities;
and the mere reputation of a breeder sometimes
insures him a

and water, and that is all.”

In San Francisco, Tuesday, a decree was ren-

dollars

instance

¢ silver and gold have I none.’ But I didw’t think
0’ paper issues.” |
Ouce upon a time, so the story goes, a doctor's
wile attempted to move
him
by
her tears.
“ Ah!” was his unfeeling reply,‘‘ tears are useless. I have analyzed them ; they contain a Iittle phosphate of lime; some chlorile of sodium

tend the erection of the building.

Sixty thousand

it was

|’ The wife of the late

custom house, in Fall River, Mass. Mr. Edward P. Avery, of Washington, will superin-

to the sufferers by the French

ine

700

..vves 40 @. 88
.
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respondent of . the Maine Farmer, to whose
communication we have referred, mentions an

‘ Certainly.

a fire, I am tempted to say, ‘ My good
he

on

Porto Rico

34

00

Anthracite...

~~

Low

assurance was

vith what measure of justice mayBe imagined.
This case is’by no means exceptional. The cor-

more.”
“ Tohi; unless it was them fellows who
had neither purse nor scrip.” ‘‘ Ya-as; I’m beat,

the city a lot of land on Laural Hill, to be used
for a public park,
»
The cost of the construction of the Providence
water works tg date is $4,104,033.
A lady of Utica, N. Y., is expending.$16,000
to put a spire 250 feet high on one of the churches of that city. a
The season at the White Mountains Bas been a
rushing -one all through August, and promises
to continue through September.
The Fabyan
House
has had over 700 guests for more than
three weeks,

“ Pshaw!

« Well, Bildad, the Shubite.”

Tuesday night.
Henry

been {reely used,

MOLASSES,

22 00 @24 00
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and that is, it serves to make the ground light
and mellow where it is applied, while grubs and
wire worms seem to avoid land where galt has

cap
of sausage, or bacon, and they were une
able to distinguish one breed of swine from
another,
Nevertheless they made the awards,—

yours eb-

ber siay ut home.” * Dat berry true, Jim, but
you know what de proverb say—* Rolin’ stone
gadder no moss? ” * No, Sambo, but it’s gadder

lately

committee

ty they consented.

“

being out of ‘plumb.
It is now claimed that theyassets of the Bank

Dr. Lapham,

The

the department.

requires a

charge of 200 pounds of powder.

Eight dollars was the highest
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There is one thing about it

PRICES

ending Sept,I4 , 1835.

CANDLES.

the earth

York, weighs 58 tons, throws a
over

For the week

decided benefit from the ap-

plication of salt.

absent and two reporters for city papers were
solicited by the managers to take the place of
the absent committee and make the awards in

gold note in a bank in San Diego, and announces
that it shall be ‘the property of any Spiritualist
who can tell him the number of it.
The United States have now the largest guns
in the world. The 20-inch gun mounted at Fort

ufactured annually in New York.

BosSTON WHOLESALE

of salt, and har-

years ago.

of half a mile. . The walls are 3,000 feet high.
A California clergyman has deposited a $100

The Rockford, Rock Island, and St. Louis
raljgoad, cost $9,000,000, and sold under the
hammer, a few days ago, for only $1,320,000, a
little over seven per cent, of its cost.
‘Wall paper to the value of $1,000,000 is man-

harrow-

The grand constituents of health and happinest, the ¢ardinal points upon which everything
turns, are exercise for the body, and occupation
for the mind,
Motion seems to be a great preserving principle of nature, to which even 1nanimate things are subject, for the wind, waves,

A new Yosemite has been discovered in Calis
fornia, on the south fork of King’s river. The
valley is nine miles long, with an average
width

and no cleaning or repairing of boilers has been

allowed to bid.

of tt.

eight bushels

as if there wassome

asylum for instructions. The result has not yet
"| mo special bucolic tendencies.
Their knowledge
transpired. A little wholesome administration
of the subject under consideration was chiefly
f law would evidently be in order,
confined to its appearance on the table in the

running continuously for 700 days and nights,

»

in charge

after

would have done had there been an extra coat
of dressing plowed in.” That seems to sound

Farmer in a recent issue publishes

whose

it, TSowed,

only equaled by their ignorance, Frequently
the committee appointed to look oiit for
a particular department will fail to put in an-appearance, and men will be hurriedly drummed up
on the grounds to perform their important duoties, We recall a case in point which occurred
at the Rhode Island State Fair filteen or twenty

Wright telegraphed at once to the officers of the

The Corliss pumping engine at the Hope stawater

0

once,

on

rowed itin,and planted potatoes and peas, They
came up as strong and grew as rank as they

Fairs 8

ment rendered by persons

Kor eight boys and two of the girls and placed

cuted by Foley at a cost of $40,000, has arrived, and will be erected in the Capitol Square,
at Richmond, Va.
tion of the Providence

were refused.

ing over

There are few exhibitors who have not at some
time felt keenly the injustice of an adverse judg-

ish provinces.
California has 280,000 children under fifteen pense of his friends.
years of age. Ye
A number of young children from the New
San Francisco will shortly ship to the Mikado, | York
y
Juvenile Orphan Asylum recently arrived
of Japan, a state carriage valued at $3,000, at Peru, Ill, in charge of Mr. Wright for distrifour horses worth $25,000, and harness costing butien. Several Catholic families applied for
$1,500.
LJ
The bronze statue of Stonewall Jackson, exon

to put

and products of the farm is very often commits
‘ted to persons wholly incompetent for the work.

“ Comstock mine,” which has produced $20,000,
000 of silver inra'year, died by bis own hand,penniless and discouraged, and wus buried at the ex-

Bayard Taylor, is gp a tour through the Brit.

manure

a'sharp iind sensible, communication in regard to
the methods of appointing: judges ut agricultural
fuirs. Probably no farmer needs to be told that
this matter of passing judgment upon the stock

line, as regards ingenuity and quality.
never got a reader. The librarian had it rebound
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Germany and the United States are aheadin this

The Satro tunvel in Nevada, has been bored
10,440 feet.
Illinois lost 28,348 soldiers and sailors during
the war.
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best. I broke tp fxwo-thinds of an acre of
poor land, and not having any common stable
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